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Abstract. We provide a new method for treating free boundary problems in perfect
fluids, and prove local-in-time well-posedness in Sobolev spaces for the free-surface in-
compressible 3D Euler equations with or without surface tension for arbitrary initial
data, and without any irrotationality assumption on the fluid. This is a free bound-
ary problem for the motion of an incompressible perfect liquid in vacuum, wherein the
motion of the fluid interacts with the motion of the free-surface at highest-order.
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1. Introduction
1.1. The problem statement and background. For σ ≥ 0 and for arbitrary initial data,
we prove local existence and uniqueness of solutions in Sobolev spaces to the free boundary
incompressible Euler equations in vacuum:
∂tu+∇uu+∇p = 0 in Q , (1.1a)
div u = 0 in Q , (1.1b)
p = σH on ∂Q , (1.1c)
(∂t +∇u)|∂Q ∈ T (∂Q) , (1.1d)
u = u0 on Qt=0 , (1.1e)
Qt=0 = Ω , (1.1f)
where Q = ∪0≤t≤T {t} × Ω(t), Ω(t) ⊂ Rn, n = 2 or 3, ∂Q = ∪0≤t≤T {t} × ∂Ω(t), ∇uu =
uj∂ui/∂xj , and where Einstein’s summation convention is employed. The vector field u is
the Eulerian or spatial velocity field defined on the time-dependent domain Ω(t), p denotes
the pressure function, H is twice the mean curvature of the boundary of the fluid ∂Ω(t),
and σ is the surface tension. Equation (1.1a) is the conservation of momentum, (1.1b) is
the conservation of mass, (1.1c) is the well-known Laplace-Young boundary condition for
the pressure function, (1.1d) states that the free boundary moves with the velocity of the
fluid, (1.1e) specifies the initial velocity, and (1.1f) fixes the initial domain Ω.
Almost all prior well-posedness results were focused on irrotational fluids (potential flow),
wherein the additional constraint curlu = 0 is imposed; with the irrotationality constraint,
the Euler equations (1.1) reduce to the well-known water-waves equations, wherein the
motion of the interface is decoupled from the rest of the fluid and is governed by singular
boundary integrals that arise from the use of complex variables and the equivalence of
incompressibility and irrotationality with the Cauchy-Riemann equations. For 2D fluids
(and hence 1D interfaces), the earliest local existence results were obtained by Nalimov [14],
Yosihara [22], and Craig [5] for initial data near equilibrium. Beale, Hou, & Lowengrub [4]
proved that the linearization of the 2D water wave problem is well-posed if a Taylor sign
condition is added to the problem formulation, thus preventing Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities.
Using the Taylor sign condition, Wu [20] proved local existence for the 2D water wave
problem for arbitrary (sufficiently smooth) initial data. Later Ambrose [2] and Ambrose
& Masmoudi [3], proved local well-posedness of the 2D water wave problem with surface
tension on the boundary replacing the Taylor sign condition.
In 3D, Wu [21] used Clifford analysis to prove local existence of the full water wave
problem with infinite depth, showing that the Taylor sign condition is always satisfied in the
irrotational case by virtue of the maximum principle holding for the potential flow. Lannes
[11] provided a proof for the finite depth case with varying bottom by implementing a Nash-
Moser iteration. The first well-posedness result for the full Euler equations with zero surface
tension, σ = 0, is due to Lindblad [13] with the additional “physical condition” that
∇p · n < 0 on ∂Q, (1.2)
where n denotes the exterior unit normal to ∂Ω(t). The condition (1.2) is equivalent to the
Taylor sign condition, and provided Christodoulou & Lindblad [6] with enough boundary
regularity to establish a priori estimates for smooth solutions to (1.1) together with (1.2) and
σ = 0. (Ebin [10] provided a counterexample to well-posedness when (1.2) is not satisfied.)
Nevertheless, local existence did not follow in [6], as finding approximations of the Euler
equations for which existence and uniqueness is known and which retain the transport-type
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structure of the Euler equations is highly non-trivial, and this geometric transport-type
structure is crucial for the a priori estimates. In [12], Lindblad proved well-posedness of the
linearized Euler equations, but the estimates were not sufficient for well-posedness of the
nonlinear problem. The estimates were improved in [13], wherein Lindblad implemented a
Nash-Moser iteration to deal with the manifest loss of regularity in his linearized model and
thus established the well-posedness result in the case that (1.2) holds and σ = 0.
Local existence for the case of positive surface tension, σ > 0, remained open, and
although the Laplace-Young condition (1.1c) provides improved regularity for the boundary,
the required nonlinear estimates are more difficult to close due to the complexity of the
mean curvature operator, and the need to study time-differentiated problems, which do
not arise in the σ = 0 case. It appears that the use of the time-differentiated problem in
Lindblad’s paper [13] is due to the use of certain tangential projection operators, but this is
not necessary. We note that our energy function is different from that in [13], and provides
better control of the Lagrangian coordinate.
After completing this work, we were informed of the paper of Schweizer [16] who studies
the Euler equations for σ > 0 in the case that the free-surface is a graph over the two-torus.
In that paper, he obtains a priori estimates under a smallness assumption for the initial
surface; well-posedness follows under the additional assumption that there is no vorticity on
the boundary. We also learned of the paper by Shatah and Zeng [15] who establish a priori
estimates for both the σ = 0 and σ > 0 cases without any restrictions on the initial data.
1.2. Main results. We prove two main theorems concerning the well-posedness of (1.1).
The first theorem, for the case of positive surface tension σ > 0, is new; for our second
theorem, corresponding to the zero surface tension case, we present a new proof that does
not require a Nash-Moser procedure, and has optimal regularity.
Theorem 1.1 (Well-posedness with surface tension). Suppose that σ > 0, Γ is of class H5.5,
and u0 ∈ H4.5(Ω). Then, there exists T > 0, and a solution (u(t),p(t),Ω(t)) of (1.1) with
u ∈ L∞(0, T ;H4.5(Ω(t))), p ∈ L∞(0, T ;H4(Ω(t))), and Γ(t) ∈ H5.5. The solution is unique
if u0 ∈ H5.5 and Γ ∈ H6.5.
Theorem 1.2 (Well-posedness with Taylor sign condition). Suppose that σ = 0, ∂Ω is
of class H3, and u0 ∈ H3(Ω) and condition (1.2) holds at t = 0. Then, there exists
T > 0, and a unique solution (u(t),p(t),Ω(t)) of (1.1) with u ∈ L∞(0, T ;H3(Ω(t))), p ∈
L∞(0, T ;H3.5(Ω(t))), and ∂Ω(t) ∈ H3.
1.3. Lagrangian representation of the Euler equations. The Eulerian problem (1.1),
set on the moving domain Ω(t), is converted to a PDE on the fixed domain Ω, by the use
of Lagrangian variables. Let η(·, t) : Ω→ Ω(t) be the solution of
∂tη(x, t) = u(η(x, t), t), η(x, 0) = Id .
and set
v(x, t) := u(η(x, t), t), q(x, t) := p(η(x, t), t), and a(x, t) := [∇η(x, t)]−1 .
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The variables v, q and a are functions of the fixed domain Ω and denote the material velocity,
pressure, and pull-back, respectively. Thus, on the fixed domain, (1.1) transforms to
η = Id +
∫ t
0
v in Ω× (0, T ] , (1.3a)
∂tv + a∇q = 0 in Ω× (0, T ] , (1.3b)
Tr(a∇v) = 0 in Ω× (0, T ] , (1.3c)
q aTN/|aTN | = −σ∆g(η) on Γ× (0, T ] , (1.3d)
(η, v) = (Id, u0) on Ω× {t = 0} , (1.3e)
where N denotes the unit normal to Γ, and ∆g is the surface Laplacian with respect to the
induced metric g on Γ, written in local coordinates as
∆g =
√
g
−1
∂α[
√
ggαβ∂β ] , g
αβ = [gαβ ]
−1 , gαβ = η,α · η,β , and √g =
√
det g . (1.4)
Theorem 1.3 (σ > 0). Suppose that σ > 0, ∂Ω is of class H5.5, and u0 ∈ H4.5(Ω)
with div u0 = 0. Then, there exists T > 0, and a solution (v,q) of (1.3) with v ∈
L∞(0, T ;H4.5(Ω)), q ∈ L∞(0, T ;H4(Ω)), and Γ(t) ∈ H5.5. The solution satisfies
sup
t∈[0,T ]
(
|∂Ω(t)|25.5 +
3∑
k=0
‖∂kt v(t)‖24.5−1.5k +
2∑
k=0
‖∂kt q(t)‖24−1.5k
)
≤ M˜0
where M˜0 denotes a polynomial function of ‖Γ‖5.5 and ‖u0‖4.5. The solution is unique of
u0 ∈ H5.5(Ω) and Γ ∈ H6.5.
Remark 1. Our theorem is stated for a fluid in vacuum, but the analogous theorem holds
for a vortex sheet, i.e., for the motion of the interface separating two inviscid immiscible
incompressible fluids; the boundary condition (1.1c) is replaced by [p]± = σH, where [p]±
denotes the jump in pressure across the interface.
For the zero-surface-tension case, we have
Theorem 1.4 (σ = 0 and condition (1.2)). Suppose that σ = 0, Γ is of class H3, u0 ∈
H3(Ω), and condition (1.2) holds at t = 0. Then, there exists T > 0, and a unique solution
(v,q) of (1.3) with v ∈ L∞(0, T ;H3(Ω)), q ∈ L∞(0, T ;H3(Ω)), and Γ(t) ∈ H3.
Because of the regularity of the solutions, Theorems 1.3 and 1.4 imply Theorems 1.1 and
1.2, respectively.
Remark 2. Note that in 3D, we require less regularity on the initial data than [13].
Remark 3. Since the vorticity satisfies the equation ∂t curlu + £u curlu = 0, where £u
denotes the Lie derivative in the direction u, it follows that if curlu0 = 0, then curlu(t) = 0.
Thus our result also covers the simplified case of irrotational flow. In particular, Theorem
1.3 shows that the 3D irrotational water-wave problem with surface tension is well-posed. In
the zero surface tension case, our result improves the regularity of the data required by Wu
[21].
1.4. General methodology and outline of the paper.
1.4.1. Artificial viscosity and the smoothed κ-problem. Our methodology begins with the
introduction of a smoothed or approximate problem (4.1), wherein two basic ideas are im-
plemented: first, we smooth the transport velocity using a new tool which we call horizontal
convolution by layers; second, we introduce an artificial viscosity term in the Laplace-Young
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boundary condition (σ > 0) which simultaneously preserves the transport-type structure of
the Euler equations, provides a PDE for which we can prove the existence of unique smooth
solutions, and for which there exist a priori estimates which are independent of the artifi-
cial viscosity parameter κ. With the addition of the artificial viscosity term, the dispersive
boundary condition is converted into a parabolic-type boundary condition, and thus finding
solutions of the smoothed problem becomes an easier matter. On the other hand, the a
priori estimates for the κ problem are more difficult than the formal estimates for the Euler
equations.
The horizontal convolution is defined in Section 2. The domain Ω is partitioned into co-
ordinate charts, each the image of the unit cube in R3. A double convolution is performed
in the horizontal direction only (this is equivalent to the tangential direction in coordinate
patches near the boundary). While there is no smoothing in the vertical direction, our hor-
izontal convolution commutes with the trace operator, and avoids the need to introduce an
extension operator, the latter destroying the natural transport structure. The development
of the horizontal convolution by layers is absolutely crucial in proving the regularity of the
weak solutions that we discuss below. Furthermore, it is precisely this tool which enables us
to prove Theorem 1.2 without the use of Nash-Moser iteration. To reiterate, this horizontal
smoothing operator preserves the essential transport-type structure of the Euler equations.
1.4.2. Weak solutions in a variational framework and a fixed-point, σ > 0. The solution to
the smoothed κ-problem (4.1) is obtained via a topological fixed-point procedure, founded
upon the analysis of the linear problem (4.2). To solve the linear problem, we introduce a few
new ideas. First, we penalize the pressure function; in particular, with ǫ > 0 the penalization
parameter, we introduce the penalized pressure function qǫ =
1
ǫTr(a∇w). Second, we find a
new class of [H
3
2 (Ω)]′-weak solutions of the penalized and linearized smoothed κ-problem in
a variational formulation. The penalization allows us to perform difference quotient analysis
in order to prove regularity of our weak solutions; without penalization, difference quotients
of weak solutions do not satisfy the “divergence-free” constraint and as such cannot be used
as test functions. Furthermore, the penalization of the pressure function avoids the need to
analyze the highest-order time-derivative of the pressure, which would otherwise be highly
problematic. In the setting of the penalized problem, we crucially rely on the horizontal
convolution by layers to establish regularity of our weak penalized solution. Third, we
introduce the Lagrange multiplier lemmas, which associate a pressure function to the weak
solution of a variational problem for which the test-functions satisfy the incompressibility
constraint. These lemmas allow us to pass to the limit as the penalization parameter tends
to zero, and thus, together with the Tychonoff fixed-point theorem, establish solutions to
the smoothed problem (4.1). At this stage, however, the time interval of existence and the
bounds for the solution depend on the parameter κ.
1.4.3. Solutions of the κ-problem for σ = 0 via transport. For the σ = 0 problem, we
use horizontal convolution to smooth the transport velocity as well as the moving domain.
Existence and uniqueness of this smoothed κ problem (17.1) is found using simple transport-
type arguments that rely on the pressure gaining regularity just as in the fixed-domain case.
Once again, the time interval of existence and the bounds for the solution a priori depend
on κ.
1.4.4. A priori estimates and κ-asymptotics. We develop a priori estimates which show that
the energy function Eκ(t) in Definition 10.1 associated to our smoothed problem (4.1) is
bounded by a constant depending only on the initial data and not on κ. The estimates rely
on the Hodge decomposition elliptic estimate (5.1).
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In Section 10, we obtain estimates for the divergence and curl of η, v and there space and
time derivatives. The main novelty lies in the curl estimate for η. The remaining portion
of the energy is obtained by studying boundary regularity via energy estimates.
These nonlinear boundary estimates for the surface tension case σ > 0 are more com-
plicated than the ones for the σ = 0 case with the Taylor sign condition (1.2) since it is
necessary to analyze the time-differentiated Euler equations, which is not essential in the
σ = 0 case (unless optimal regularity is sought).
We note that the use of the smoothing operator in Definition 2.1, where a double con-
volution is employed, is necessary in order to find exact (or perfect) derivatives for the
highest-order error terms. The idea is that one of the convolution operators is moved onto
a function which is a priori not smoothed, and commutation-type lemmas are developed for
this purpose.
We obtain the a priori estimate
sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t) ≤M0 + TP ( sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t)) ,
where M0 depends only on the data, and P is a polynomial. The addition of the artificial
viscosity term allows us to prove that Eκ(t) is continuous; thus, following the develop-
ment in [8], there exists a sufficiently small time T , which is independent of κ, such that
supt∈[0,T ]Eκ(t) < M˜0 for M˜0 > M0.
We then find κ-independent nonlinear estimates for the σ = 0 case for the energy function
(20.1).
Outline. Sections 2–15 are devoted to the case of positive surface tension σ > 0. Sections
16–27 concern the problem with zero surface tension σ = 0 together with the Taylor sign
condition (1.2) imposed.
1.5. Notation. Throughout the paper, we shall use the Einstein convention with respect to
repeated indices or exponents. We specify here our notation for certain vector and matrix
operations.
We write the Euclidean inner-product between two vectors x and y as x · y, so that
x · y = xi yi.
The transpose of a matrix A will be denoted by AT , i.e., (AT )ij = A
j
i .
We write the product of a matrix A and a vector b as A b, i.e, (A b)i = Aijb
j .
The product of two matrices A and S will be denoted by A ·S, i.e., (A ·S)ij = Aik Skj .
The trace of the product of two matrices A and S will be denoted by A : S, i.e.,
(A : S)ij = A
i
k S
k
i .
For Ω, a domain of class Hs (s ≥ 2), there exists a well-defined extension operator that
we shall make use of later.
Lemma 1.1. There exists E(Ω), a linear and continuous operator from Hr(Ω) into Hr(R3)
(0 ≤ r ≤ s), such that for any v ∈ Hr(Ω) (0 ≤ r ≤ s), E(Ω)(v) = v in Ω.
We will use the notation Hs(Ω) to denote either Hs(Ω;R) (for a pressure function, for
instance) or Hs(Ω;R3) (for a velocity vector field) and we denote the standard norm of
Hs(Ω) (s ≥ 0) by ‖ · ‖s. The Hs(Ω) inner-product will be denoted (·, ·)s.
We shall use the following notation for derivatives: ∂t or (·)t denotes the partial time
derivative, ∂ denotes the tangential derivative on Γ (or in a small enough neighborhood of
Γ), and ∇ denotes the three-dimensional gradient.
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Letting (x1, x2) denote a local coordinate system on Γ, for α = 1, 2, we let either ∂α or
(·),α denote ∂∂xα . We define:
∂α := gαβ0 ∂β , |∂kφ|2 = ∂α1∂α2 · · · ∂αk∂α1∂α2 · · · ∂αk
for integers k ≥ 0, where g0 = gt=0 is the (induced) metric on Γ. In particular, |∂0φ| = |φ|,
|∂1φ|2 = |∂φ|2 = ∂αφ∂αφ. ∂kφ will mean any kth tangential derivative of φ.
The area element on Γ in local coordinates is dS0 =
√
g0dx
1 ∧ dx2 and the pull-back of
the area element dS on Γ(t) = η(Γ) is given by η∗(dS) =
√
gdS0. Let {Ui}Ki=1 denote an
open covering of Γ, and let {ξi}Ki=1 denote the partition of unity subordinate to this cover.
The L2(Γ) norm is
|φ|0 := ‖φ‖L2(Γ) =
(∫
Γ
φ2dS0
) 1
2
,
and the Hk(Γ) norm for integers k ≥ 1 is
|φ|k := ‖φ‖Hk(Γ) =
(
k∑
i=1
K∑
l=1
|ξl∂iφ|20
)2
.
Similarly, for the Hilbert space inner-products, we use
[φ, ψ]0 := [φ, ψ]L2(Γ) =
∫
Γ
φψ dS0, [φ, ψ]k := [φ, ψ]Hk(Γ) = [φ, ψ]0+
k∑
i=1
K∑
l=1
[ξl∂
iφ, ξl∂iψ]0 .
Fractional-order spaces are defined via interpolation using the trace spaces of Lions (see, for
example, [1]).
The dual of a Banach space X is denoted by X ′, and the corresponding norm in X ′ will
be denoted ‖ · ‖X′ . For L ∈ Hs(Ω)′ and v ∈ Hs(Ω), the duality pairing between L and v is
denoted by 〈L, v〉s.
Throughout the paper, we shall use C to denote a generic constant, which may possibly
depend on the coefficient σ, or on the initial geometry given by Ω (such as a Sobolev constant
or an elliptic constant), and we use P (·) to denote a generic polynomial function of (·). For
the sake of notational convenience, we will often write u(t) for u(t, ·).
2. Convolution by horizontal layers and the smoothed transport velocity
Let Ω ⊂ Rn denote an open subset of class H6, and let {Ui}Ki=1 denote an open covering
of Γ := ∂Ω, such that for each i ∈ {1, 2, ...,K},
θi : (0, 1)
2 × (−1, 1)→ Ui is an H6 diffeomorphism ,
Ui ∩Ω = θi((0, 1)3) and Ui ∩ Γ = θi((0, 1)2 × {0}) ,
θi(x1, x2, x3) = (x1, x2, ψi(x1, x2) + x3) and det∇θi = 1 in (0, 1)3 .
Next, for L > K, let {Ui}Li=K+1 denote a family of open sets contained in Ω such that
{Ui}Li=1 is an open cover of Ω. Let {αi}Li=1 denote the partition of unity subordinate to this
covering.
Thus, each coordinate patch is locally represented by the unit cube (0, 1)3 and for the
first K patches (near the boundary), the tangential (or horizontal) direction is represented
by (0, 1)2 × {0}.
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Definition 2.1 (Horizontal convolution). Let 0 ≤ ρ ∈ D((0, 1)2) denote an even Friederich’s
mollifier, normalized so that
∫
(0,1)2
ρ = 1, with corresponding dilated function
ρ 1
δ
(x) =
1
δ2
ρ
(x
δ
)
, δ > 0.
For w ∈ H1((0, 1)3) such that supp(w) ⊂ [δ, 1− δ]2 × (0, 1), set
ρ 1
δ
⋆h w(xH , x3) =
∫
R2
ρ 1
δ
(xH − yH)w(yh, x3)dyH , yH = (y1, y2) .
We then have the following tangential integration by parts formula
ρ 1
δ
⋆h w,α (xH , x3) =
∫
R2
ρ 1
δ
,α (xH − yH)w(yh, x3)dyH , α = 1, 2 ,
while
ρ 1
δ
⋆h w,3 (xH , x3) =
∫
R2
ρ 1
δ
(xH − yH)w,3 (yh, x3)dyH .
It should be clear that ⋆h smooths w in the horizontal directions, but not in the vertical
direction. Fubini’s theorem ensures that
‖ρ 1
δ
⋆h w‖s,(0,1)3 ≤ Cs‖w‖s,(0,1)3 for any s ≥ 0 , (2.1)
and we shall often make implicit use of this inequality.
Remark 4. The horizontal convolution ⋆hw does not smooth w in the vertical direction,
however, it does commute with the trace operator, so that(
ρ 1
δ
⋆h w
)∣∣∣
(0,1)2×{0}
= ρ 1
δ
⋆h w|(0,1)2×{0} ,
which is essential for our methodology. Also, note that ⋆h smooths without the introduction
of an extension operator, required by standard convolution operators on bounded domains;
the extension to the full space would indeed be problematic for the transport structure of the
divergence and curl of solutions to the Euler-type PDEs that we introduce.
Definition 2.2 (Smoothing the velocity field). For v ∈ L2(Ω) and any κ ∈ (0, κ02 ) with
κ0 =
K
min
i=1
dist
(
supp(αi ◦ θi) , [(0, 1)2 × {0}]c ∩ ∂[0, 1]3
)
,
set
vκ =
K∑
i=1
√
αi
[
ρ 1
κ
⋆h [ρ 1
κ
⋆h ((
√
αiv) ◦ θi)]
]
◦ θ−1i +
L∑
i=K+1
αiv .
It follows from (2.1) that there exists a constant C > 0 which is independent of κ such
that for any v ∈ Hs(Ω) for s ≥ 0,
‖vκ‖s ≤ C‖v‖s and |vκ|s−1/2 ≤ C|v|s−1/2 . (2.2)
The smoothed particle displacement field is given by
ηκ = Id +
∫ t
0
vκ . (2.3)
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For each x ∈ Ui, let x˜ = θ−1i (x). The difference of the velocity field and its smoothed
counterpart along the boundary Γ then takes the form
vκ(x)− v(x) =
K∑
i=1
∫ ∫
B(0,κ)2
ζi(x)ρ 1
κ
(y˜)ρ 1
κ
(z˜) [(ζiv)(θi(x˜ − (y˜ + z˜))) − (ζiv)(θi(x˜))] dz˜ dy˜ ,
(2.4)
where ζi(x) =
√
αi(θi(x˜)). Combining (1.1a), (2.3), and (2.4),
ηκ(x)− η(x) =
K∑
i=1
∫ ∫
B(0,κ)2
ζi(x)ρ 1
κ
(y˜)ρ 1
κ
(z˜) [(ζiη)(θi(x˜ − (y˜ + z˜))) − (ζiη)(θi(x˜))] dz˜ dy˜ ,
(2.5)
For any u ∈ H1.5(Γ), and for y ∈ B(x, κ), where B(x, κ) denotes the disk of radius κ
centered at x, the mean value theorem shows that
|u(y)− u(x)| ≤ C|r−1|Lq(B(x,κ))|∂u|Lp(B(x,κ)), r = radial coordinate,
so that in particular, with p = 4 and q = 43 ,
|u(y)− u(x)| ≤ C√κ|∂u|L4 ≤ Cκ|u|1.5 ,
the last inequality following from the Sobolev embedding theorem. Hence, for U ∈ H1.5(Γ),
|Uκ(x)− U(x)|L∞ ≤ C
√
κ|U |1.5 . (2.6)
Note that the constant C depends on maxi∈{1,...,K} |θi|5.5.
Letting ζi =
√
αi, and R = (0, 1)
2, we also have that for any φ ∈ L2(Γ),∫
Γ
vκ φ =
K∑
i=1
∫
R
ρ 1
κ
⋆h ρ 1
κ
⋆h ζiv(x) ζiφ(x) =
K∑
i=1
∫
R
ρ 1
κ
⋆h ζiv(x) ρ 1
κ
⋆h ζiφ(x)
=
∫
Γ
K∑
i=1
[ρ 1
κ
⋆h (ζiv ◦ θi)] ◦ θ−1i [ρ 1κ ⋆h (ζiφ ◦ θi)] ◦ θ
−1
i . (2.7)
Finally, we need the following
Lemma 2.1 (Commutation-type lemma). Suppose that g ∈ L2(Γ) satisfies dist(supp(g), ∂R) <
κ0) and that f ∈ Hs(Γ) for s > 1. Then independently of κ ∈ (0, κ0), there exists a constant
C > 0 such that ∣∣∣ρ 1
κ
⋆h [fg]− fρ 1
κ
⋆h g
∣∣∣
0,R
≤ C κ|f |s+1,R |g|0,R .
We also have ∥∥∥ρ 1
κ
⋆h [fg]− fρ 1
κ
⋆h g
∥∥∥
0,[0,1]3
≤ C κ‖f‖s+ 3
2
,[0,1]3 ‖g‖0,[0,1]3
whenever g ∈ L2(Ω), f ∈ Hs(Ω) and
κ
2
< min(dist(supp fg, {1} × [0, 1]2), dist(supp fg, {0} × [0, 1]2)).
Proof. Let △ = ρ 1
κ
⋆h [fg]− fρ 1
κ
⋆h g. Then
|△(x)| =
∣∣∣∣∣
∫
B(x,κ)
ρ 1
κ
(x− y)[f(y)− f(x)]g(y)dy
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C κ|f |s+1,R
∫
B(x,κ)
ρ 1
κ
(x− y)|g(y)|dy ,
so that
|△|0,R ≤ C κ|f |s+1,R
∣∣∣ρ 1
κ
⋆h |g|
∣∣∣
0,R
≤ C κ|f |s+1,R |g|0,R .
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The inequality on [0, 1]3 follows the identical argument with an additional integration
over the vertical coordinate. The hypothesis on the support of fg makes the integral well-
defined. 
Remark 5. Higher-order commutation-type lemmas will be developed for the case of zero
surface tension in Section 21.
3. Closed convex set used for the fixed-point for σ > 0
In order to construct solutions for our approximate model (4.1), we use a topological fixed-
point argument which necessitates the use of high-regularity Sobolev spaces. In particular,
we shall assume that the initial velocity u0 is in H
13.5(Ω) and that Ω is of class C∞; after
establishing our result for the smoothed initial domain and velocity, we will show that both
Ω and u0 can be taken with the optimal regularity stated in Theorem 1.3.
For T > 0, we define the following closed convex set of the Hilbert space L2(0, T ;H13.5(Ω)):
CT = {v ∈ L2(0, T ;H13.5(Ω))| sup
[0,T ]
‖v‖13.5 ≤ 2‖u0‖13.5 + 1},
It is clear that CT is non-empty, since it contains the constant (in time) function u0, and is
a convex, bounded and closed subset of the separable Hilbert space L2(0, T ;H13.5(Ω)).
Let v ∈ CT be given, and define η by (1.3a), the Bochner integral being taken in the
separable Hilbert space H13.5(Ω).
Henceforth, we assume that T > 0 is given such that independently of the choice of
v ∈ CT , we have the injectivity of η(t) on Ω, the existence of a normal vector to η(Ω, t) at
any point of η(Γ, t), and the invertibility of ∇η(t) for any point of Ω and for any t ∈ [0, T ].
Such a condition can be achieved by selecting T small enough so that
‖∇η − Id‖L∞(0,T ;H13.5(Ω)) ≤ ǫ0 , (3.1)
for ǫ0 > 0 taken sufficiently small. Condition (3.1) holds if T ‖∇u0‖H2 ≤ ǫ0. Thus,
a = [∇η]−1 (3.2)
is well-defined.
Then choosing T > 0 even smaller, if necessary, there exists κ0 > 0 such that for any
κ ∈ (0, κ02 ), we have the injectivity of ηκ(t) on Ω for any t ∈ [0, T ]; furthermore, ∇ηκ satisfies
the condition (3.1) with ηκ replacing η. We let nκ(ηκ(x)) denote the exterior unit normal
to ηκ(Ω) at ηκ(x) with x ∈ Γ.
Our notational convention will be as follows: if we choose v¯ ∈ CT , then η¯ is the flow map
coming from (1.3a), and a¯ is the associated pull-back, a¯ = [∇η¯]−1. Thus, a bar over the
velocity field, will imply a bar over the Lagrangian variable and the associated pull-back.
For a given vκ, our notation is as follows:
ηκ(t) = Id+
∫ t
0
vκ and ηκ(0) = Id ,
aκ = Cof∇ηκ , Jκ = det∇ηκ , gκαβ = ∂αηκ · ∂βηκ .
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We take T (which a priori depends on κ) even smaller if necessary to ensure that for
t ∈ [0, T ],
√
g(t)
−1 ≤ 2√g0−1 , (3.3a)√
gκ(t)
−1 ≤ 2√g0−1 , (3.3b)
1
2
≤ Jκ(t) ≤ 3
2
. (3.3c)
Lemma 3.1. For v ∈ CT , and for any s ≥ 0, we have independently of the choice of v ∈ CT
that
sup
[0,T ]
|vκ|s ≤ Cκ,s P (‖u0‖13.5) .
Proof. By the standard properties of the convolution a.e in [0, T ]:
|vκ|s ≤ [ C
κs−13
+ 1]|v|13 ≤ [ C
κs−13
+ 1][2‖u0‖13.5 + 1], (3.4)
where we have used the definition of CT for the second inequality. 
Recall that {θi}Ki=1 is our open cover of Γ. Given v¯ ∈ CT , we define the matrix b¯lκ =
[∇(η¯κ ◦ θl)]−1, and assume that T > 0 is sufficiently small so that independently of v¯ ∈ CT ,
we have the following determinant-type condition for b¯lκ:
1
2
≤ (b¯lκ)33
3∑
i=1
[(b¯lκ)
3
i ]
2, in (0, 1)3. (3.5)
Such a condition is indeed possible since at time t = 0 we have (b¯lκ)
3
3
∑3
i=1[(b¯
l
κ)
3
i ]
2 = 1 +
ψl,
2
1+ψl,
2
2 .
4. The smoothed κ-problem and its linear fixed-point formulation
Unlike the case of zero surface tension, for σ > 0 there does not appear to be a simple
sequence of approximate problems for the Euler equations (1.1) which can be solved only
with simple transport-type arguments. For the surface tension case, the problem is crucially
variational in nature, and the addition of an artificial viscosity term on the boundary Γ
seems unavoidable in order to be able to construct a sequence of approximate or smoothed
solutions.
As we shall make precise below, our construction of the approximating sequence of prob-
lems is based on smoothing the transport velocity by use of the horizontal convolution by
layers (see Definition 2.2), and hence smoothing the Lagrangian flow map and associated
pull-back. Simultaneously, we introduce a new type of parabolic-type artificial viscosity
boundary operator on Γ (of the same order in space as the surface tension operator). Note
that unlike the case of interface motion in the fluid-structure interaction problem that we
studied in [8], there is not a unique choice of the artificial viscosity term; in particular, other
choices of artificial viscosity are possible for the asymptotic limit as the artificial viscosity
is taken to zero.
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We can now define our sequence of smoothed κ-problems. For our artificial viscosity
parameter κ ∈ (0, κ02 ), let (v, q) be the solution of
η = Id +
∫ t
0
v in Ω× (0, T ] , (4.1a)
∂tv + J
−1
κ aκ∇q = 0 in Ω× (0, T ] , (4.1b)
Tr(aκ∇v) = 0 in Ω× (0, T ] , (4.1c)
−σ
√
g√
gκ
∆g(η) · nk(ηκ)nk(ηκ)− κ∆0[v · nκ(ηκ)]nκ(ηκ) = q nκ(ηκ) on Γ× (0, T ] , (4.1d)
(η, v) = (Id, u0) on Ω× {t = 0} ,
(4.1e)
where nκ(ηκ) =
(aκ)
TN
|(aκ)TN | , and ∆0 =
√
gκ
−1∂α[
√
g0g
αβ
0 ∂β ]. Note that on Γ,
√
gκ = |aTκN |,
and that (gκ)αβ = ηκ,α ·ηκ,β.
In order to obtain solutions to the sequence of approximate κ-problems (4.1), we study
a linear problem whose fixed-point will provide the desired solutions. If we denote by v¯
an arbitrary element of CT , and η¯κ, a¯κ, and J¯κ are the associated smoothed Lagrangian
variables given by Definition 2.2, then we define w to be the solution of
∂tw + J¯
−1
κ a¯κ∇q = 0 in Ω× (0, T ] , (4.2a)
Tr(a¯κ∇w) = 0 in Ω× (0, T ] , (4.2b)
−σ
√
g¯√
g¯κ
[∆g¯(η¯) · n¯κ(η¯κ)] n¯κ(η¯κ)− κ∆0¯[w · n¯κ(η¯κ)] n¯κ(η¯κ) = q n¯κ(η¯κ) on Γ× (0, T ] , (4.2c)
(η, w) = (Id, u0) on Ω× {t = 0} ,
(4.2d)
where g¯αβ = η¯,α ·η¯,β, and ∆0¯ =
√
g¯κ
−1
∂α[
√
g0g
αβ
0 ∂β ].
For a solution w to (4.2), a fixed point of the map v¯ 7→ w provides a solution of our
smoothed problem (4.1).
In the following sections, we assume that v¯ ∈ CT is given, and κ is in (0, κ02 ). Until
Section 10, wherein we study the asymptotic behavior of the problem (4.1) as κ → 0, the
parameter κ is fixed.
5. Hodge decomposition elliptic estimates
Our estimates are based on the following standard elliptic estimate:
Proposition 5.1. For an Hr domain Ω, r ≥ 3, if v ∈ L2(Ω) with curl v ∈ Hs−1(Ω),
divv ∈ Hs−1(Ω), and v ·N |Γ ∈ Hs− 12 (Γ) for 1 ≤ s ≤ r, then there exists a constant C > 0
depending only on Ω such that
‖v‖s ≤ C
(
‖v‖0 + ‖ curl v‖s−1 + ‖ div v‖s−1 + |v ·N |s− 1
2
)
,
‖v‖s ≤ C
(
‖v‖0 + ‖ curl v‖s−1 + ‖ div v‖s−1 + |v · Tα|s− 1
2
)
,
(5.1)
where Tα, α = 1, 2 are the tangent vectors to Γ.
The first estimate with V ·N is standard (see, for example, [19]), while the second with
V · Tα follows from the fact that Tα ·N = 0.
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6. Weak solutions for the penalized problem and their regularity
The aim of this section is to establish the existence of the solution wǫ to the penalized
version (of the divergence-free condition) of linearized and smoothed κ-problem (4.2). In
particular, we study the weak form of this problem with the pressure function q, approxi-
mated by the penalized pressure
qǫ = −1
ǫ
Tr(a¯κ∇w) for 0 < ǫ << 1 .
In this section, as well as in Sections 8 and 9, we let
N(u0, x, y) = P (‖u0‖13.5, x, y) (6.1)
denote a generic polynomial function of ‖u0‖13.5, x, and y, where x and y will typically
denote norms of various quantities.
6.1. Step 1. Galerkin sequence. By introducing a basis (el)
∞
l=1 of H
1(Ω) and L2(Ω),
and taking the approximation at rank l ≥ 2 under the form wl(t, x) =
l∑
k=1
yk(t) ek(x) ,
satisfying on [0, T ], the system of ordinary differential equations
(i) (J¯κ wlt, φ)0 + κ[wl · n¯κ(η¯κ), φ · n¯κ(η¯κ)]1 − σ[Lg¯η¯ · n¯κ(η¯κ), φ · n¯κ(η¯κ)]0
− ((a¯κ)ji ql, φi,j )0 = 0, ∀φ ∈ span(e1, ..., el) ,
(ii) wl(0) = (u0)l, in Ω ,
where Lg¯ =
√
g¯√
g0
∆g¯, ql = −1
ǫ
(a¯κ)
j
iw
i
l ,j , and (u0)l denotes the L
2(Ω) projection of u0 on
span(e1, ..., el), we see that the Cauchy-Lipschitz theorem gives us the local well-posedness
for wl on some [0, Tmax]. The use of the test function wl in this system of ODEs (which is
allowed as it belongs to span(e1, ..., el)) gives us in turn the energy law for any t ∈ (0, Tmax),
1
2
‖J¯ 12κ wl(t)‖20 + κ
∫ t
0
[wl · n¯κ(η¯κ), wl · n¯κ(η¯κ)]1 + ǫ
∫ t
0
‖ql‖20
−1
2
∫ t
0
((J¯κ)twl, wl)0 =
1
2
‖(u0)l‖20 + σ
∫ t
0
[Lg¯η¯ · n¯κ(η¯κ), wl · n¯κ(η¯κ)]0,
which, with the control of η¯κ provided by the definition of CT , gives the bound
1
4
‖wl(t)‖20 + Cκ
∫ t
0
|wl · n¯κ(η¯κ)|21 + ǫ
∫ t
0
‖ql‖20 ≤ CN(u0). (6.2)
6.2. Step 2. Weak solution wǫ of the penalized problem. We then infer from (6.2)
that wl is defined on [0, T ], and that there is a subsequence (still denoted with the subscript
l) satisfying
wl ⇀ wǫ in L
2(0, T ;L2(Ω)), (6.3a)
ql ⇀ qǫ in L
2(0, T ;L2(Ω)) , (6.3b)
where
qǫ = −1
ǫ
(a¯κ)
j
iwǫ,
i
j . (6.4)
We can also rewrite (6.3) as
wl ⇀ wǫ in L
2(0, T ;L2(Ω)), (6.5a)
div(wl ◦ η¯−1κ )(η¯κ)⇀ div(wǫ ◦ η¯−1κ )(η¯κ) in L2(0, T ;L2(Ω)) , (6.5b)
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which with the bound (6.2) and the definition of the normal n¯κ provides
wl · n¯κ(η¯κ) ⇀ wǫ · n¯κ(η¯κ) in L2(0, T ;H1(Γ)). (6.6)
It follows from standard arguments and the ODE defining wl, that wǫt ∈ L2(0, T ;H 32 (Ω)′),
wǫ ∈ C0([0, T ];H 32 (Ω)′) with wǫ(0) = u0, and that for φ ∈ L2(0, T ;H 32 (Ω)),∫ T
0
〈J¯κ wǫt, φ〉 3
2
+ κ
∫ T
0
[∂(wǫ · n¯κ(η¯κ)), ∂(φ · n¯κ(η¯κ))]0
−
∫ T
0
〈qǫ, (a¯κ)jiφi,j 〉 1
2
= σ
∫ T
0
[Lg¯ η¯ · n¯κ(η¯κ), φ · n¯κ(η¯κ)]0 . (6.7)
Since by definition a¯κ = Cof∇η¯κ, this implies that in Ω,
wǫt +∇pǫ(η¯κ) = 0, (6.8)
where pǫ ◦ η¯κ = qǫ in Ω. Since ∇pǫ(η¯κ) ∈ L2(0, T ;H−1(Ω)), this equality is true in
L2(0, T ;H−1(Ω)) as well.
6.3. Step 3. wǫ is bounded in L
2(0, T ;H1(Ω)) independently of ǫ. Denoting uǫ =
wǫ ◦ η¯−1κ , by integrating (6.8) in time from 0 to t, we obtain the important formula
curluǫ(η¯κ) = curlu0 +
∫ t
0
B(u¯κ, uǫ)(η¯κ) in L
2(0, T ;H−1(Ω)) , (6.9)
with
B(u¯κ, uǫ) = −(u¯iκ,2 uǫ3,i−u¯iκ,3 uǫ2,i , u¯iκ,3 uǫ1,i−u¯iκ,1 uǫ3,i , u¯iκ,1 uǫ2,i−u¯iκ,2 uǫ1,i ).
Remark 6. Note well that our approximated and penalized κ-problem preserves the structure
of the original Euler equations as can be seen by (6.8). As a result, (6.9) contains only first-
order derivatives of the velocity.
Our next task is to prove that wǫ in L
2(0, T ;H1(Ω)). For suppose that this was the case;
then, (6.9) together with bounds on the divergence of wǫ and wǫ ·N on Γ, provide bounds
for wǫ in L
2(0, T ;H1(Ω)) (by the Hodge elliptic estimate (5.1)) which are independent of
ǫ > 0.
We proceed by showing that appropriately convolved velocity fields are bounded inde-
pendently of the parameter of convolution in L2(0, T ;H1(Ω)). This is the first instance that
our horizontal convolution by layers is crucially required.
6.3.1. For any subdomain ω ⊂⊂ Ω, wǫ ∈ L2(0, T ;H1(ω)). We analyze the third component
of (6.9), the other components being treated similarly. This leads us to the following equality
in L2(0, T ;H−1(Ω)):
(a¯κ)
j
2wǫ,
1
j −(a¯κ)j1wǫ,2j = − curlu30 +
∫ t
0
[ −v¯,ij (a¯κ)j2wǫ,1l (a¯κ)li + v¯,ij (a¯κ)j1wǫ,2l (a¯κ)li].
Our goal is to prove that wǫ ∈ H1(Ω). To proceed, we let σp denote a standard sequence
of Friederich’s mollifier in R3 with support B(0, 1/p), and establish that σp ⋆ wǫ is bounded
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in H1(ω) for any ω ⊂⊂ Ω. For this purpose, we choose ψ ∈ D(Ω), and find that
(a¯κ)
j
2(ψwǫ),
1
j −(a¯κ)j1(ψwǫ),2j =− ψ curlu30 + (a¯κ)j2ψ,j wǫ1 − (a¯κ)j1ψ,j wǫ2
+
∫ t
0
[ −v¯,ij (a¯κ)j2(ψwǫ),1l (a¯κ)li + v¯,ij (a¯κ)j1(ψwǫ),2l (a¯κ)li]
−
∫ t
0
[ −v¯,ij (a¯κ)j2ψ,l wǫ1(a¯κ)li + v¯,ij (a¯κ)j1ψ,l wǫ2(a¯κ)li].
(6.10)
In order to proceed, we shall need to identify curl-type structures (in Lagrangian vari-
ables) for σp ⋆ wǫ; this requires the following: for
1
p
≤ dist(suppψ,Ωc), and f ∈ C∞(Ω), we
have the equality in H−1(Ω)
σp ⋆ [f(ψwǫ),j ]− fσp ⋆ [(ψwǫ),j ] =
∫
R3
(σp),j (x− y)(f(y)− f(x))ψwǫ(y)dy
−
∫
R3
σp(x− y)f,j (y)ψwǫ(y)dy ,
showing that σp ⋆ [f(ψwǫ),j ]− f σp ⋆ [(ψwǫ),j ] ∈ L2(Ω), with∥∥σp ⋆ [f(ψwǫ),j ]− f σp ⋆ [(ψwǫ),j ]∥∥0 ≤ C[ ‖σ,j ‖0,R3 + ‖σ‖0,R3 ]‖∇f‖L∞(Ω)‖wǫ‖0. (6.11)
We thus infer from (6.10) and (6.11) that the vorticity structure satisfies
(a¯κ)
j
2σp ⋆ (ψwǫ),
1
j −(a¯κ)j1σp ⋆ (ψwǫ),2j =
∫ t
0
[ −v¯,ij (a¯κ)j2σp ⋆ (ψwǫ),1l (a¯κ)li
+ v¯,ij (a¯κ)
j
1σp ⋆ (ψwǫ),
2
l (a¯κ)
l
i] + R1, (6.12)
with ‖R1‖L2(0,T ;L2(Ω)) ≤ N(u0), where N(u0) is defined in (6.1). Next, we infer from (6.5)
and (6.11) that the divergence structure satisfies
(a¯κ)
j
iσp ⋆ (ψwǫ),
i
j = R2, (6.13)
with ‖R2‖L2(0,T ;L2(Ω)) ≤ N(u0). Since we also have ψwǫ = 0 on Γ, so that with (5.1), we
have a.e. in (0, T )
‖σp ⋆ (ψwǫ)(t)‖1 ≤ ‖R1(t)‖0 + ‖R2(t)‖0 +N(u0)
∫ t
0
‖σp ⋆ (ψwǫ)‖1 ,
and thus ∫ T
0
‖σp ⋆ (ψwǫ)‖21 ≤ N(u0). (6.14)
Since this inequality does not depend on p, this implies that ψwǫ ∈ L2(0, T ;H1(Ω)), and
therefore wǫ ∈ L2(0, T ;H1(ω)), with an estimate depending a priori on ω ⊂⊂ Ω.
6.3.2. The horizontal convolved-by-layers velocity fields are in L2(0, T ;H1(Ω)).
Fix l ∈ {1, ...,K}, and set
W (l) = wǫ ◦ θl and b¯lκ = [∇(η¯κ ◦ θl)]−1.
Hence, in (0, 1)2 × ( 1p , 1) for p > 1, the Lagrangian “divergence-free” constraint is given by
(b¯lκ)
j
i (αlW (l)),
i
j = −(b¯lκ)jiαl,j W (l)i − αlǫ qǫ(θl) , (6.15)
where the crucial observation is that the right-hand side of (6.15) is in L2(0, T ;L2([0, 1]3)).
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Now for
1
m
≤ dist(suppαl, ∂(0, 1)× (0, 1)2), and f smooth in [0, 1]3, we have by Lemma
2.1 that for β = 1, 2, ρm ⋆h [f(αlW (l)),β ] − fρm ⋆h [(αlW (l)),β ] ∈ L2((0, 1)2), with the
estimate a.e in (
1
p
, 1):∣∣ρm ⋆h [f(αlW (l)),β ]− f ρm⋆h[(αlW (l)),β ]∣∣0,(0,1)2×{y}
≤ Cρ|∇f |L∞((0,1)2×{y}) |W (l)|0,(0,1)2×{y}.
This leads to∥∥ρm ⋆h [f(αlW (l)),β ]− f ρm ⋆h [(αlW (l)),β ]∥∥0,(0,1)3
≤ Cρ‖∇f‖L∞((0,1)3)‖W (l)‖0,(0,1)3. (6.16)
Now, for the case of the vertical derivative, we will need to expressW (l),3 in terms ofW (l),1,
W (l),2, curlη¯κ◦θl W (l) and divη¯κ◦θl W (l), where
divη¯κ◦θl W (l) = (b¯
l
κ)
j
iW (l),
i
j ,
curl1η¯κ◦θl W (l) = (b¯
l
κ)
i
2W (l),
3
i −(b¯lκ)i3W (l),2i ,
curl2η¯κ◦θl W (l) = (b¯
l
κ)
i
3W (l),
1
i −(b¯lκ)i1W (l),3i ,
curl3η¯κ◦θl W (l) = (b¯
l
κ)
i
1W (l),
2
i −(b¯lκ)i2W (l),1i .
Notice that the first three lines above can be written as the following vector field:
(divη¯κ◦θl W (l), curl
1
η¯κ◦θl W (l), curl
2
η¯κ◦θl W (l)) =
3∑
i=1
Mκi W (l),i ,
where the Mκi are smooth matrix fields depending on b¯
l
κ. From condition (3.5), since
detMκ3 = (b¯
l
κ)
3
3
3∑
i=1
[(b¯lκ)
3
i ]
2 ≥ 1
2
,
we see that Mκ3 is invertible on [0, T ] (regardless of the choice of v¯ ∈ CT ). Therefore,
W (l),3= divη¯κ◦θl W (l) V
κ +Mκ curlη¯κ◦θl W (l) +
2∑
i=1
AκiW (l),i , (6.17)
where Mκ and the Aκi are smooth matrix fields depending on b¯
l
κ, and V
κ is a vector field
depending on b¯lκ. From (6.10), we have that
curlη¯κ◦θl W (l) = curlu0(θl) +
3∑
i=1
∫ t
0
Nκi W (l),i .
where the Nκi are smooth matrix fields depending on b¯
l
κ. By using (6.17) and the fact that
divη¯κ◦θl W (l) ∈ L2(0, T ;L2(Ω)) from (6.5), we obtain after time differentiating that
[curlη¯κ◦θl W (l)]t −Nκ3Mκ curlη¯κ◦θl W (l) =
2∑
β=1
P κβW (l),β ,+N
κ
3 V
κ divη¯κ◦θl W (l)
where P κβ , β = 1, 2, are smooth matrix fields depending on b¯
l
κ. Therefore,
curlη¯κ◦θl W (l) = A
κ curlu0(θl) +A
κ
∫ t
0
(BκβW (l),β ,+divη¯κ◦θl W (l)) (6.18)
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where Aκ and Bκβ , β = 1, 2, are smooth matrix fields depending on b¯
l
κ. With (6.16) and
(6.18), we infer in a similar way as for (6.13) that on (0, 1)2 × ( 1p , 1) we have
curlη¯κ◦θl ρm ⋆h [αlW (l)] = A
κ
2∑
β=1
∫ t
0
Bκβρm ⋆h [αl ◦ θlW (l)],β +R3, (6.19)
with ‖R3‖L2(0,T ;L2((0,1)3)) ≤ N(u0). Therefore, with (6.17) and (6.18), we have that
[αl(θl)W (l)],3=M
κAκ
2∑
β=1
∫ t
0
Bκβ [αl(θl)W (l)],β +
2∑
β=1
Aκβ [αl(θl)W (l)],β +R4, (6.20)
with ‖R4‖L2(0,T ;L2((0,1)3)) ≤ N(u0). Thus, for any test function ϕ ∈ H1((0, 1)3),∫
(0,1)2× 1
p
αl(θl)W (l) · ϕ =
∫
(0,1)2×( 1
p
,0)
[αl(θl)W (l)],3 ·ϕ+
∫
(0,1)2×( 1
p
,0)
αl(θl)W (l) · ϕ,3 .
Now, since for β = 1, 2, we have∫
(0,1)2×( 1
p
,0)
[αl(θl)W (l)],β ·ϕ = −
∫
(0,1)2×( 1
p
,0)
[αl(θl)W (l)] · ϕ,β ,
using (6.20), we infer that∣∣ ∫
(0,1)2× 1
p
αl(θl)W (l) · ϕ
∣∣ ≤ C (‖W (l)‖0,(0,1)3 + ‖R4‖0,(0,1)3)‖ϕ‖1,(0,1)3,
implying (independently of p > 1) the following trace estimate for W (l) (not just its normal
component): ∫ T
0
|αl(θl) W (l)|2− 1
2
,(0,1)2× 1
p
≤ N(u0). (6.21)
Similarly as (6.19), we also have the divergence relation
divη¯κ◦θl ρm ⋆h [αlW (l)] = C
κ
2∑
β=1
∫ t
0
Dκβρm ⋆h [αl ◦ θlW (l)],β +R5, (6.22)
with ‖R5‖L2(0,T ;L2((0,1)3)) ≤ N(u0), and Cκ and Dκβ , β = 1, 2, are smooth matrix fields in
terms of b¯lκ. From (6.19) and (6.22), we then infer, just as in (6.14), that∫ T
0
‖ρm ⋆h [αlW (l)] ◦ (η¯κ ◦ θl)−1‖21,Ωlp ≤ N(u0) +
∫ T
0
|ρm ⋆h [αlW (l)] ◦ (η¯κ ◦ θl)−1 · n¯κ|21
2
,∂Ωlp
,
where Ωlp = θl((0, 1)
2 × ( 1p , 1)). Thus,∫ T
0
‖ρm ⋆h [αl(θl)W (l)]‖21,(0,1)2×( 1
p
,1) ≤ N(u0) +
∫ T
0
|ρm ⋆h [αl(θl)W (l)]|21
2
,(0,1)2× 1
p
.
Now, from the properties of the convolution,
1
m
|ρm ⋆h [αl(θl)W (l)] | 1
2
,(0,1)2× 1
p
≤ C |ρm ⋆h [αl(θl)W (l)] |− 1
2
,(0,1)2× 1
p
,
which, with (6.21), leads us (independently of p > 1) to
1
m2
∫ T
0
‖ρm ⋆h [αl(θl)W (l)]‖21,(0,1)2×( 1
p
,1) ≤ N(u0),
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for any 0 <
1
m
≤ dist(suppαl(θl), ∂(0, 1)2 × (0, 1)). Since this estimate holds for any p > 1,
we then infer that
1
m2
∫ T
0
‖ρm ⋆h [αl(θl)W (l)]‖21,(0,1)3 ≤ N(u0), (6.23)
for any 0 <
1
m
≤ dist(suppαl(θl), ∂(0, 1)2 × (0, 1)). Therefore, ρm ⋆h [αl(θl)W (l)] ∈
H1((0, 1)3) (which was not a priori known since our convolution smooths only in the hori-
zontal directions), with a bound depending a priori on m.
6.3.3. Control of the horizontal convolved-by-layers velocity fields independently of m.
From (6.19) and (6.22), we infer that∫ T
0
‖ρm ⋆h [αlW (l)] ◦ (η¯κ ◦ θl)−1‖21,η¯κ(Ω)
≤ N(u0) +
∫ T
0
|ρm ⋆h [αl(θl)W (l)] ◦ (η¯κ ◦ θl)−1 · n¯κ|21
2
,∂η¯κ(Ω)
,
and thus, ∫ T
0
‖ρm ⋆h [αl(θl)W (l)]‖21,(0,1)3 (6.24)
≤ N(u0) +
∫ T
0
|ρm ⋆h [αl(θl)W (l)] · n¯κ(η¯κ ◦ θl)|21
2
,(0,1)2×{0}.
Next, we have for any x ∈ (0, 1)2 × {0}:
ρm ⋆h [αl(θl)W (l)] · n¯κ(η¯κ ◦ θl)(x) = ρm ⋆h [αl(θl)W (l) · n¯κ(η¯κ ◦ θl)](x) + f(x),
with
f(x) =
∫
R2
ρm(xH − yH)αl(θl)W (l)(yH , x3) · [n¯κ(η¯κ ◦ θl)(xH , x3)− n¯κ(η¯κ ◦ θl)(yH , x3)]dyH .
Therefore, with (6.24), we obtain∫ T
0
‖ρm ⋆h [αl(θl)W (l)]‖21,(0,1)3
≤ N(u0) + |f | 1
2
,(0,1)2×{0} +
∫ T
0
|ρm ⋆h [αl(θl)W (l) · n¯κ(η¯κ ◦ θl)]|21
2
,(0,1)2×{0}
≤ N(u0) + |f | 1
2
,(0,1)2×{0} +
∫ T
0
|αl(θl)W (l) · n¯κ(η¯κ ◦ θl)|21
2
,(0,1)2×{0}
≤ N(u0) + |f | 1
2
,(0,1)2×{0} +
∫ T
0
|αlwǫ · n¯κ(η¯κ)|21
2
,Γ
≤ N(u0) + |f | 1
2
,(0,1)2×{0}, (6.25)
where we have used the trace control (6.6) for the last inequality in (6.25). We now turn
our attention to |f | 1
2
,(0,1)2×{0}. We first have that
‖f‖0,(0,1)3 ≤
C
m
‖n¯κ(η¯κ)‖H3(Ω)‖ρm ⋆h αl(θl)|W (l)|‖0,(0,1)3 ≤
C
m
N(u0), (6.26)
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where we have used the definition of CT to bound ‖n¯κ(η¯κ)‖H3(Ω). Next, we have for β = 1, 2
that
f,β (x) =
∫
R2
ρm,β (xH − yH)αl(θl)W (l)(yH , x3) · [n¯κ(η¯κ ◦ θl)(xH , x3)− n¯κ(η¯κ ◦ θl)(yH , x3)]dyH
+
∫
R2
ρm(xH − yH)αl(θl)W (l)(yH , x3)dy · n¯κ(η¯κ ◦ θl),β (x),
showing that
‖f,β ‖0,(0,1)3 ≤ C
m
‖n¯κ(η¯κ)‖H3(Ω)
3∑
i=1
‖ |ρm,β | ⋆h αl(θl)|W (l)i|‖0,(0,1)3
+ ‖n¯κ(η¯κ)‖H3(Ω)
3∑
i=1
‖ρm ⋆h αl(θl)|W (l)i|‖0,(0,1)3
≤ C‖n¯κ(η¯κ)‖H3(Ω)
3∑
i=1
‖|(ρ,β )m| ⋆h αl(θl)|W (l)i|‖0,(0,1)3
+ ‖n¯κ(η¯κ)‖H3(Ω)
3∑
i=1
‖ρm ⋆h αl(θl)|W (l)i|‖0,(0,1)3
≤ C
3∑
i=1
‖|(ρ,β )m| ⋆h αl(θl)|W (l)i|‖0,(0,1)3 + C
3∑
i=1
‖ρm ⋆h αl(θl)|W (l)i|‖0,(0,1)3
≤ C‖αl(θl)W (l)‖0,(0,1)3 ≤ N(u0). (6.27)
Next, for the vertical derivative,
f,3 (x) =
∫
R2
ρm(xH − yH)[αl(θl)W (l)],3 (yH , x3) · [n¯κ(η¯κ ◦ θl)](xH ,x3)(yH ,x3)dyH
+
∫
R2
ρm(xH − yH)[αl(θl)W (l)](yH , x3) · [n¯κ(η¯κ ◦ θl),3 ](xH ,x3)(yH ,x3)dyH ,
where [·](xH ,x3)(yH ,x3) = [·](xH , x3)− [·](yH , x3). Notice that for a smooth matrix field A in (0, 1)3
and for β = 1, 2,
G(x) =
∫
R2
ρm(xH − yH)A(yh, x3)[αl(θl)W (l)],β (yH , x3) · [n¯κ(η¯κ ◦ θl)](xH ,x3)(yH ,x3)dyH ,
satisfies
G(x) =−m
∫
R2
(ρ,β )m(xH − yH)A(yh, x3)[αl(θl)W (l)](yH , x3) · [n¯κ(η¯κ ◦ θl)](xH ,x3)(yH ,x3)dyH
−
∫
R2
ρm(xH − yH)A,β (yh, x3)[αl(θl)W (l)](yH , x3) · [n¯κ(η¯κ ◦ θl)](xH ,x3)(yH ,x3)dyH
−
∫
R2
ρm(xH − yH)A(yh, x3)[αl(θl)W (l)](yH , x3) · [n¯κ(η¯κ ◦ θl),β ](xH ,x3)(yH ,x3)dyH ,
showing, just as for (6.27), that ‖G‖0,(0,1)3 ≤ N(u0). Therefore, with (6.20), we see that the
first integral term appearing in the expression of f,3 is bounded in a similar way, implying
that
‖f,3 ‖0,(0,1)3 ≤ N(u0). (6.28)
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Consequently, with (6.26), (6.27), (6.28), we obtain that
‖f‖1,(0,1)3 ≤ N(u0). (6.29)
Therefore, (6.25) implies that∫ T
0
‖ρm ⋆h [αl(θl)W (l)]‖21,(0,1)3 ≤ N(u0). (6.30)
6.3.4. Control of wǫ in L
2(0, T ;H1(Ω)).
Since (6.30) holds independently of m sufficiently large, this implies that∫ T
0
‖αl(θl)W (l)‖21,(0,1)3 ≤ N(u0).
Since we proved in subsection 6.3.1 that wǫ is bounded in L
2(0, T ;H1(ω)) independently of
ǫ for each domain ω ⊂⊂ Ω, this provides us with the estimate∫ T
0
‖wǫ‖21 ≤ N(u0), (6.31)
independently of ǫ > 0.
Remark 7. In the two-dimensional case, a simpler proof of Step 3 is possible, founded upon
a scalar potential function for the velocity field. For conciseness, we consider a simply-
connected domain, the non-simply connected case being treated similarly by local charts.
Once again, we let uǫ = wǫ ◦ η¯−1κ . From (6.5b) and (6.6), let wǫτ ∈ L2(0, T ;H1(Ω)) such
that
div(wǫτ (η¯
−1
κ ))(η¯κ) = div(wǫ(η¯
−1
κ ))(η¯κ) in L
2(0, T ;L2(Ω)),
wǫτ · n¯κ(η¯κ) = wǫ · n¯κ(η¯κ) in L2(0, T ;H1(Γ)) .
We infer the existence of ψǫ ∈ L2(0, T ;H10 (η¯κ(Ω))) such that uǫ = wǫτ (η¯−1κ )+(−ψǫ,2 , ψǫ,1 ).
Now, from (6.10), we see that in L2(0, T ;H−1(Ω)), we have for ψ¯ǫ = ψǫ ◦ η¯κ,
− (a¯κ)ki ((a¯κ)ji ψ¯ǫ,j ),k = f ǫτ −
∫ t
0
Aκij ψ¯
ǫ,ij , (6.32)
where f ǫτ is bounded in L
2(0, T ;L2(Ω)). It is readily seen that ψ¯ǫ is the unique solution
of this equation in L2(0, T ;H10 (Ω)). We now establish that this uniqueness provides extra
regularity for ψ¯ǫ. By defining the mapping Θ from L2(0, T ;H2(Ω) ∩ H10 (Ω)) into itself by
associating to any ξ in this space, the solution Θξ (for almost all t ∈ [0, T ]) of
−(a¯κ)ki ((a¯κ)jiΘξ,j ),k = fτ −
∫ t
0
Aκijξ,ij ,
we see that for t1 small enough (depending on Sobolev constants and on ‖u¯κ‖L∞(0,T ;H3(Ω)))
Θ is contractive from L2(0, t1;H
2(Ω) ∩H10 (Ω)) into itself, which provides a fixed-point for
Θ in this space. It is thus a solution of (6.32) on [0, t1]. By uniqueness of such a solution,
we have that ψ¯ǫ ∈ L2(0, t1;H2(Ω)) and thus that wǫ ∈ L2(0, t1;H1(Ω)). By defining a
mapping similar to Θ, but this time starting from t2 ∈ [ t1
2
, t1] such that wǫ(t2) ∈ H1(Ω)
instead of u0 (which ensures that the new fτ is still in L
2(0, t2;L
2(Ω))), we obtain the same
conclusion on [t2, t2 + t1], leading us to wǫ ∈ L2(0, 3
2
t1;H
1(Ω)). By induction, we then find
wǫ ∈ L2(0, T ;H1(Ω)).
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Remark 8. Whereas Hodge decompositions with vector potentials ψ are possible in higher
dimension, it turns out that a Dirichlet condition ψ = 0 for the associated elliptic problem
is not possible. This in turn is problematic for any uniqueness argument in L2(0, T ;H1(Ω))
for ψ, since it does not seem possible to find a boundary condition that would be naturally
associated to the second order operators appearing on both sides of the three-dimensional
analogous of (6.32).
7. Pressure as a Lagrange multiplier
We will need two Lagrange multiplier lemmas for our pressure function in our analysis
as the penalization parameter ǫ → 0. We begin with a lemma that is necessary for a new
Hodge-type decomposition of the velocity field.
Lemma 7.1. For all l ∈ H 12 (Ω), t ∈ [0, T ], there exists a constant C > 0 and φ(l) ∈ H 32 (Ω)
such that (a¯κ)
j
i (t)φ
i,j = l in Ω and
‖φ(l)‖23
2
≤ C‖l‖21
2
. (7.1)
Proof. Let ψ(l) be the solution of
(a¯κ)
j
i [(a¯κ)
k
i ψ(l),k ],j = l in Ω (7.2a)
ψ(l) = 0 on Γ. (7.2b)
We then see that φi(l) = (a¯κ)
j
iψ(l),j satisfies the statement of the lemma. The inequality
(7.1) is a simple consequence of the properties of l and of the condition v¯ ∈ CT . 
We can now follow [18]. For p ∈ H 12 (Ω)′, define the linear functional on H 32 (Ω) by
〈p, (a¯κ)ji (t)ϕi,j 〉 12 , where ϕ ∈ H
3
2 (Ω). By the Riesz representation theorem, there is a
bounded linear operator Q(t) : (H
1
2 (Ω))′ → H 32 (Ω) such that
∀ϕ ∈ H 32 (Ω), 〈p, (a¯κ)ji (t)ϕi,j 〉 12 = (Q(t)p, ϕ) 32 .
Letting ϕ = Q(t)p shows that
‖Q(t)p‖ 3
2
≤ C‖p‖
H
1
2 (Ω)′
(7.3)
for some constant C > 0. Using Lemma 7.1, we see that
∀l ∈ H 12 (Ω), 〈p, l〉 1
2
= (Q(t)p, φ(l)) 3
2
,
and thus
‖p‖
H
1
2 (Ω)′
≤ C‖Q(t)p‖ 3
2
, (7.4)
which shows that R(Q(t)) is closed in H
3
2 (Ω). Let Vv¯(t) = {v ∈ L2(Ω) | (a¯κ)ji (t)vi,j (t) = 0}.
Since Vv¯(t) ∩H 32 (Ω) = R(Q(t))⊥, it follows that
H
3
2 (Ω) = R(Q(t))⊕
H
3
2 (Ω)
Vv¯(t) ∩H 32 (Ω). (7.5)
We can now introduce our first Lagrange multiplier
Lemma 7.2. Let L(t) ∈ H 32 (Ω)′ be such that L(t)ϕ = 0 for any ϕ ∈ Vv¯(t) ∩H 32 (Ω). Then
there exists a unique q(t) ∈ H 12 (Ω)′, which is termed the pressure function, satisfying
∀ϕ ∈ H 32 (Ω), L(t)(ϕ) = 〈q(t), (a¯κ)jiϕi,j 〉 1
2
.
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Moreover, there is a C > 0 (which does not depend on t ∈ [0, T ] and on the choice of v¯ ∈ CT )
such that
‖q(t)‖
H
1
2 (Ω)′
≤ C ‖L(t)‖
H
3
2 (Ω)′
.
Proof. By the decomposition (7.5), for ϕ ∈ H 32 (Ω,R3), we let ϕ = v1 + v2, where v1 ∈
Vv¯(t) ∩H 32 (Ω) and v2 ∈ R(Q(t)). From our assumption, it follows that
L(t)(ϕ) = L(t)(v2) = (ψ(t), v2)
H
3
2 (Ω)
= (ψ(t), ϕ)
H
3
2 (Ω)
,
for a unique ψ(t) ∈ R(Q(t)).
From the definition of Q(t) we then get the existence of a unique q(t) ∈ H 12 (Ω)′ such
that
∀ϕ ∈ H 32 (Ω), L(t)(ϕ) = 〈q(t), (a¯κ)jiϕi,j 〉 12 .
The estimate stated in the lemma is then a simple consequence of (7.4). 
We also need the case where the pressure function is in H
1
2 (Ω). We start, as above, with
a simple elliptic result:
Lemma 7.3. For all l ∈ H 12 (Ω)′, t ∈ [0, T ], there exists a constant C > 0 and φ(l) ∈ H 12 (Ω)
such that (a¯κ)
j
i (t)φ
i,j = l in Ω and
‖φ(l)‖21
2
≤ C‖l‖2
H
1
2 (Ω)′
. (7.6)
Proof. Let ψ(l) be the solution of (7.2). Since ψ is linear and continuous from H1(Ω)′ into
H1(Ω) and from L2(Ω) into H2(Ω), by interpolation, we have that ψ is linear and continuous
from H
1
2 (Ω)′ into H
3
2 (Ω). We then see that φi(l) = (a¯κ)
j
iψ(l),j satisfies the statement of
the lemma. 
For p ∈ H 12 (Ω), we define the linear functional on X(t) by 〈(a¯κ)ji (t)ϕi,j , p〉 12 , where
ϕ ∈ X(t) = {ψ ∈ H 12 (Ω)| (a¯κ)jiψi,j ∈ H
1
2 (Ω)′}. By the Riesz representation theorem, there
is a bounded linear operator Q(t) : H
1
2 (Ω)→ X(t) such that
∀ϕ ∈ X(t), 〈(a¯κ)ji (t)ϕi,j , p〉 12 = (Q(t)p, ϕ)X(t).
Letting ϕ = Q(t)p shows that
‖Q(t)p‖X(t) ≤ C‖p‖H 12 (Ω) (7.7)
for some constant C > 0. Using Lemma 7.3, we see that
∀l ∈ H 12 (Ω)′, 〈l, p〉 1
2
= (Q(t)p, φ(l))X(t),
and thus
‖p‖
H
1
2 (Ω)
≤ C‖Q(t)p‖Xt , (7.8)
which shows that R(Q(t)) is closed in X(t). Since Vv¯(t) ∩X(t) = R(Q(t))⊥, it follows that
X(t) = R(Q(t))⊕X(t) Vv¯(t) ∩X(t). (7.9)
Our second Lagrange multiplier lemma can now be stated.
Lemma 7.4. Let L(t) ∈ X(t)′ be such that L(t)ϕ = 0 for any ϕ ∈ Vv¯(t) ∩ H 12 (Ω). Then
there exists a unique q(t) ∈ H 12 (Ω), which is termed the pressure function, satisfying
∀ϕ ∈ X(t), L(t)(ϕ) = 〈(a¯κ)jiϕi,j , q(t)〉 1
2
.
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Moreover, there is a C > 0 (which does not depend on t ∈ [0, T ] and on the choice of v¯ ∈ CT )
such that
‖q(t)‖
H
1
2 (Ω)
≤ C ‖L(t)‖X(t)′ .
Proof. By the decomposition (7.9), for ϕ ∈ X(t), we let ϕ = v1 + v2, where v1 ∈ Vv¯(t) ∩
H
1
2 (Ω) and v2 ∈ R(Q(t)). From our assumption, it follows that
L(t)(ϕ) = L(t)(v2) = (ψ(t), v2)X(t) = (ψ(t), ϕ)X(t),
for a unique ψ(t) ∈ R(Q(t)).
From the definition of Q(t) we then get the existence of a unique q(t) ∈ H 12 (Ω) such that
∀ϕ ∈ X(t), L(t)(ϕ) = 〈(a¯κ)jiϕi,j , q(t)〉 12 .
The estimate stated in the lemma is then a simple consequence of (7.8). 
8. Existence of a solution to the linearized smoothed κ-problem (4.2)
In this section, we prove the existence of a solution w to the linear problem (4.2), con-
structed as the limit ǫ→ 0.
The analysis requires establishing the regularity of the weak solution. Note that the extra
regularity on u0 is needed in order to ensure the regularity property for w, q, and their time
derivatives as stated in the next theorem, without having to consider the variational limits
of the time differentiated penalized problems.
Theorem 8.1. Suppose that u0 ∈ H13.5(Ω) and Ω is of class C∞. Then, there exists a
unique weak solution w to the linear problem (4.2), which is moreover in L2(0, T ;H13.5(Ω)).
Furthermore,
∂itw ∈ L2(0, T ;H13.5−3i(Ω)) ∩ L∞(0, T ;H12.5−3i(Ω)), i = 1, 2, 3, 4 ,
∂itq ∈ L2(0, T ;H11.5−3i(Ω)) ∩ L∞(0, T ;H10.5−3i(Ω)), i = 0, 1, 2, 3 .
Proof. Step 1. The limit as ǫ→ 0.
Let ǫ = 1m ; we first pass to the weak limit as m→∞. The inequality (6.2) provides the
following bound, independent of ǫ:∫ T
0
1
ǫ
‖(a¯κ)jiwǫi,j ‖20 + |wǫ · n¯κ(η¯κ)|21 + ‖wǫ‖20 dt ≤ N(u0)
which provides a subsequence {w 1
ml
} such that
w 1
ml
⇀ w in L2(0, T ;L2(Ω)) , (8.1a)
(a¯κ)
j
iw
i
1
ml
,j ⇀ (a¯κ)
j
iw
i,j in L
2(0, T ;L2(Ω)) , (8.1b)
w 1
ml
· n¯κ(η¯κ)⇀ w · n¯κ(η¯κ) in L2(0, T ;H1(Γ)) . (8.1c)
The justification for w · n¯κ(η¯κ) being the third weak limit in (8.1) comes from the identity
(a¯κ)
j
iwǫ
i,j = div(wǫ ◦ η¯−1κ )(η¯κ) and the fact that n¯κ is the normal to η¯κ(Ω).
Moreover, since (6.2) also shows that ‖(a¯κ)jiwi1
m
,j ‖L2(0,T ;L2(Ω)) → 0 as m→∞, we then
have ‖(a¯κ)jiwi,j ‖L2(0,T ;L2(Ω)) = 0, i.e.
(a¯κ)
j
iw
i,j = 0 in L
2(0, T ;L2(Ω)). (8.2)
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Now, let us denote u = w ◦ η¯−1κ , so that thanks to (8.2) and (6.9) we have
div u = 0 in η¯κ(Ω) , (8.3a)
curlu(η¯κ) = curlu0 +
∫ t
0
B(∇u¯κ,∇u) in H−1(Ω). (8.3b)
By proceeding as in Step 3 of Section 6, the trace regularity (u · n¯κ)(η¯κ) ∈ L2(0, T ;H1(Γ))
and the system (8.3) then yield
‖w‖
L2(0,T ;H
3
2 (Ω))
≤ N(u0),
where N(u0) is defined in (6.1).
Step 2. The equation for w and the pressure.
Now, for any y ∈ L2(0, T ;H 32 (Ω)) and l = (a¯κ)jiyi,j , we see that for a solution ϕ almost
everywhere on (0, T ) of the elliptic problem
(a¯κ)
j
i [J¯
−1
κ (a¯κ)
k
i ϕ,k ],j = l in Ω
ϕ = 0 on Γ,
if we let ei = J¯−1κ (a¯κ)
k
i ϕ,k, and set v = y−e, we have that e and v are both in L2(0, T ;H
3
2 (Ω)),
with ∫ T
0
[‖e‖23
2
+ ‖v‖23
2
] ≤C
∫ T
0
‖y‖23
2
,
(a¯κ)
j
i v
i,j =0.
Since (a¯κ)
j
iw
i,j = 0 in L
2(0, T ;L2(Ω)), we infer that (a¯κ)
j
iw
i
t,j = −[(a¯κ)ji ]twi,j ∈ L2(0, T ;H
1
2 (Ω)),
and that
〈J¯κ wt, e〉 3
2
= ([(a¯κ)
j
i ]tw
i,j , ϕ)0.
But v also satisfies the variational equation∫ T
0
〈J¯κ wǫt, v〉 3
2
+ κ
∫ T
0
[wǫ · n¯κ(η¯κ)), v · n¯κ(η¯κ)]1 = σ
∫ T
0
[Lg¯η · n¯κ(η¯κ), v · n¯κ(η¯κ)]0 ,
leading to
lim
ǫ→0
∫ T
0
〈J¯κ wǫt, y〉 3
2
=
∫ T
0
([(a¯κ)
j
i ]tw
i,j , ϕ)0 + σ
∫ T
0
[Lg¯η · n¯κ(η¯κ), v · n¯κ(η¯κ)]0
− κ
∫ T
0
[w · n¯κ(η¯κ), v · n¯κ(η¯κ)]1.
We then see that as ǫ→ 0, ∫ T
0
‖wǫt‖2
H
3
2 (Ω)′
≤ N(u0). (8.4)
By standard arguments, we infer that wǫt ⇀ wt in L
2(0, T ;H
3
2 (Ω)′). This ensures that
w ∈ C0([0, T ];L2(Ω)), and the condition wǫ(0) = u0 provides w(0) = u0. Furthermore, we
also have for any φ ∈ L2(0, T ;H 32 (Ω)) such that (a¯κ)jiφi,j = 0 in (0, T )×Ω, the variational
equation∫ T
0
〈J¯κ wt, φ〉 3
2
+ κ
∫ T
0
[w · n¯κ(η¯κ), φ · n¯κ(η¯κ)]1 = σ
∫ T
0
[Lg¯η · n¯κ(η¯κ), φ · n¯κ(η¯κ)]0 .
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Next, since wt ∈ L2(0, T ;H 32 (Ω)′), the Lagrange multiplier lemma 7.2 shows that there
exists q ∈ L2(0, T ;H 12 (Ω)′) such that for any φ ∈ L2(0, T ;H 32 (Ω)),
∫ T
0
〈J¯κ wt, φ〉 3
2
+ κ
∫ T
0
[w · n¯κ(η¯κ), φ · n¯κ(η¯κ)]1
−
∫ T
0
〈q, (a¯κ)jiφi,j 〉 12 = σ
∫ T
0
[Lg¯η · n¯κ(η¯κ), φ · n¯κ(η¯κ)]0 . (8.5)
Now, if we have another solution w˜ ∈ L2(0, T ;H 32 (Ω)) such that w˜(0) = u0 and w˜t ∈
L2(0, T ;H
3
2 (Ω)′), we then see, by using w − w˜ as a test function in the difference between
(8.5) and its counterpart with w˜, that we get w − w˜ = 0, ensuring uniqueness to the weak
solution of (4.2).
Step 3. Regularity of w. We can now study the regularity of w via difference quotient
techniques. We will denote R3+ = {x ∈ R3| x3 > 0}, S0 = B(0, 1) ∩ {x ∈ R3| x3 = 0}
and B+(0, r) = B(0, r) ∩ R3+ . We denote by θ a C∞ diffeomorphism from B(0, 1) into a
neighborhood V of a point x0 ∈ Γ such that θ(B(0, 1)∩R3+) = V ∩Ω, with det∇θ = 1. We
consider the smooth cut-off function ψ(x) = e
1
|x|2− 1
2 if x ∈ B(0, 12 ), and ψ(x) = 0 elsewhere,
and with the use of the test function [D−h[ψDh(w ◦ θ)]] ◦ θ−1 ∈ L2(0, T ;H 32 (Ω)) in (8.5),
with h = |h|eα(α = 1, 2), we obtain:
I1 + κI2 + I3 = σ
∫ T
0
[Lg¯η · n¯κ(η¯κ), [D−h[ψDh(w ◦ θ)]] ◦ θ−1 · n¯κ(η¯κ)]0 ,
with
I1 =
∫ T
0
〈J¯κ wt, [D−h[ψDh(w ◦ θ)]] ◦ θ−1〉 3
2
,
I2 =
∫ T
0
[∂(w · n¯κ(η¯κ)), ∂([D−h[ψDh(w ◦ θ)]] ◦ θ−1 · n¯κ(η¯κ))]0,
I3 = −
∫ T
0
〈q, (a¯κ)ji [D−h[ψDh(w ◦ θ),ij ]] ◦ θ−1〉 12 .
For I1, we simply have
I1 =‖
√
ψ w ◦ θ(t)‖2L2(B+(0,1)) − ‖
√
ψ u0 ◦ θ‖2L2(B+(0,1))
+
∫ T
0
〈Dh[J¯κ(θ)] wt ◦ θ, ψDh(w ◦ θ)〉 3
2
≥‖
√
ψ w ◦ θ(t)‖2L2(B+(0,1)) −N(u0)−
∫ T
0
‖wt‖
H
3
2 (Ω)′
‖Dh[J¯κ(θ)]ψDh(w ◦ θ)‖ 3
2
≥‖
√
ψ w ◦ θ(t)‖2L2(B+(0,1)) − CδN(u0)− δ
∫ T
0
‖
√
ψDh(w ◦ θ)‖23
2
, (8.6)
where we have used (8.4) for the last inequality, and where the choice of δ > 0 will be made
precise later.
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For I2, we have, if we define in B+(0, 1), W = w ◦ θ and Nκ = n¯κ(η¯κ)(θ),
I2 =
∫ T
0
∫
S0
Gαβ√
a0
[W ·Nκ],α [D−h[ψDhW ] ·Nκ],β
=
∫ T
0
∫
S0
Gαβ√
a0
[DhW ·Nκ],α [ψDhW ·Nκ],β
+
∫ T
0
∫
S0
[Dh[
Gαβ√
a0
[W ·Nκ],α ]− Gαβ√
a0
[DhW ·Nκ],α ][ψDhW ·Nκ],β
+
∫ T
0
∫
S0
[
Gαβ√
a0
[W ·Nκ],α ](·+ h)[ψDhW ·DhNκ],β , (8.7)
where Gαβ = θ,α ·θ,β and a0 = detG.
In this section, we will denote by ‖ · ‖s,Θ and | · |s,∂Θ the standard norms of Hs(Θ) and
Hs(∂Θ).
For the first term appearing in the right-hand side of the second inequality, we have
g0αβ√
a0
[DhW ·Nκ],α [ψDhW ·Nκ],β = g0αβ√
a0
ψ[DhW ·Nκ],α [DhW ·Nκ],β
+
g0αβ√
a0
√
ψ[DhW ·Nκ],αDhW ·Nκψ,β√
ψ
,
and thus, since ψ,
√
ψ and
∇ψ√
ψ
are chosen smooth, we infer that
∫ T
0
∫
S0
g0αβ√
a
[DhW ·Nκ],α [ψDhW ·Nκ],β ≥ C
∫ T
0
‖
√
ψDhW ·Nκ‖21,S0
−N(u0).
The other terms in (8.7) are easily estimated leading to the estimate:
I2 ≥ C
∫ T
0
‖
√
ψDhW ·Nκ‖21,S0 −N(u0). (8.8)
Concerning I3, we have
I3 = −
∫ T
0
〈q, (b¯κ)ji [D−h[ψDh(W )]i,j ◦θ−1]〉 12 ,
with b¯κ = [∇(η¯κ ◦ θ)]−1. Now since (b¯κ)jiW i,j = 0, we obtain
(b¯κ)
j
iD−hDhW
i,j =−D−hDh(b¯κ)jiW i,j −Dh[(b¯κ)ji ](· − h)D−hW i,j
−D−h[(b¯κ)ji (·+ h)]DhW i,j ,
and thus
|I3| ≤ C
∫ T
0
‖q‖
H
1
2 (Ω)′
[ ‖ψDhW i,j ‖ 1
2
,B+(0,1) + ‖
Dhψ√
ψ
√
ψDhW
i,j ‖ 1
2
,B+(0,1)
+ ‖
√
ψDhW‖ 3
2
,B+(0,1)]
≤ CδN(u0) + δ
∫ T
0
|
√
ψDhW
i,j |21
2
,B+(0,1)
, (8.9)
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where δ > 0 is arbitrary. Now, let Θ be a smooth domain included in B+(0, 1) and containing
B+(0,
1
2 ). The inequalities (8.6), (8.8) and (8.9) yield∫ T
0
|
√
ψDhW ·Nκ|21,∂Θ ≤ Cκ N(u0) + δ
∫ T
0
‖
√
ψDhW‖23
2
,Θ. (8.10)
We now define in B+(0, 1)
divη¯κ◦θW = div(W ◦ θ−1 ◦ η¯−1κ )(η¯κ ◦ θ) = div(u)(η¯κ ◦ θ),
curlη¯κ◦θW = curl(u)(η¯κ ◦ θ).
Thus, (8.3) translates in B+(0, 1) to
divη¯κ◦θW = 0,
[curlη¯κ◦θW ](t) = [curlu0] ◦ θ +
∫ t
0
B(∇u¯κ,∇u)(η¯κ ◦ θ),
= [curlu0] ◦ θ +
∫ t
0
B(∇u¯κ,∇W (η¯κ ◦ θ)−1∇(η¯κ ◦ θ)−1)(η¯κ ◦ θ),
and thus
divη¯κ◦θ(
√
ψDhW ) = −
√
ψDh(b¯κ)
j
i W
i,j (·+ h) + 1
2
ψ,j√
ψ
(b¯κ)
j
iDhW
i, (8.11a)
[curlη¯κ◦θ(
√
ψDhW )](t) = R(W ) +
∫ t
0
B(∇u¯κ(η¯κ ◦ θ),∇[
√
ψDhW ][∇(η¯κ ◦ θ)]−1), (8.11b)
with ∫ T
0
‖R(W )‖21
2
,Θ ≤ CN(u0).
With the trace estimate (8.10) and the control of W in L2(0, T ;H
3
2 (Θ)), we can then infer
as we did in Step 3 of Section 6 that∫ T
0
‖
√
ψDhW‖23
2
,Θ ≤ Cκ N(u0) + Cκδ
∫ T
0
‖
√
ψDhW‖23
2
,Θ,
and thus with a choice of δ small enough,∫ T
0
‖
√
ψDhW‖23
2
,Θ ≤ Cκ N(u0),
yielding ∫ T
0
|
√
ψDhW |21,∂Θ ≤ Cκ N(u0).
Since this estimate is independent of h, we get the trace estimate∫ T
0
|
√
ψW |22,∂Θ ≤ Cκ N(u0),
and thus with this trace estimate and the div and curl system (8.11), still with arguments
similar as in Step 2 of Section 6,∫ T
0
|
√
ψW |25
2
,Θ ≤ Cκ N(u0).
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By patching together all the estimates obtained on each chart defining Ω, we thus deduce
that ∫ T
0
‖w‖25
2
≤ Cκ N(u0). (8.12)
Now, for the pressure, we see that for any y ∈ X 12 (t) = {φ ∈ H 12 (Ω)| (a¯κ)ki (t)φi,k ∈ H
1
2 (Ω)′},
for ϕ a solution of the elliptic problem
(a¯κ)
j
i [(a¯κ)
k
i ϕ
i,k ],j = (a¯κ)
k
i (t)y
i,k in (H
1
2 )′(Ω)
ϕ = 0 on Γ,
we have by interpolation that ϕ ∈ H 32 (Ω). If we once again let e = (a¯κ)ki ϕ,k, and set
v := y − e, we have that e ∈ H 12 (Ω), v ∈ V (t) = {φ ∈ H 12 (Ω)| (a¯κ)ki (t)φi,k = 0}, with
‖e‖ 1
2
+ ‖v‖ 1
2
≤ C‖y‖
X
1
2 (t)
. Now, by proceeding in the same fashion as in Step 2 above, we
see that thanks to our decomposition and the regularity (8.12), wt ∈ L2(0, T ;X 12 (t)′) with∫ T
0
‖wt‖2
X
1
2 (t)′
≤ N(u0).
By the Lagrange multiplier Lemma 7.4, we then infer∫ T
0
‖q‖21
2
≤ N(u0). (8.13)
Next, by using D−hDh[ψD−hDhw] as a test function in (8.5), we infer, similarly to how we
obtained (8.12), that the estimates (8.12) and (8.13) imply that∫ T
0
‖w‖27
2
≤ N(u0). (8.14)
We now explain the additional estimates employed for this higher-order differencing. We
need the fact that independently of any horizontal vector h, there exists a constant C > 0
such that for Suppψ + h ⊂ Θ, we have that
∀f ∈ H 32 (Θ), ‖
√
ψDhf‖ 1
2
,Θ ≤C ‖f‖ 3
2
,Θ,
∀f ∈ H 12 (Θ), ‖
√
ψDhf‖
H
1
2 (Θ)′
≤C ‖f‖ 1
2
,Θ. (8.15)
The first inequality easily follows by interpolation. For the second one, if f ∈ L2(Θ) we
notice that for any φ ∈ H1(Θ), since the difference quotients are in an horizontal direction,∫
Θ
√
ψDhf φ =
∫
Θ
√
ψfD−hφ+
∫
Θ
D−h
√
ψfφ(· − h)
≤ C‖f‖0,Θ‖φ‖1,Θ,
which shows that there exists C > 0 such that
∀f ∈ L2(Θ), ‖
√
ψDhf‖H1(Θ)′ ≤ C ‖f‖0,Θ.
By interpolating with the obvious inequality (for some C > 0)
∀f ∈ H1(Θ), ‖
√
ψDhf‖0,Θ ≤ C ‖f‖1,Θ,
we then get (8.15).
Now, the pressure solves the elliptic equation
∆p = −(u¯κ)i,j uj ,i in η¯κ(Ω), (8.16a)
p = −[σ∆g¯η · n¯κ(η¯κ) n¯κ(η¯κ) + κ∆0¯(w · n¯κ(η¯κ)) n¯κ(η¯κ)](η¯−1κ ) (8.16b)
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Using the same change of variables that provides the pressure estimate (18.4), and using
the elliptic estimates for coefficients with Sobolev class regularity as in [9], we find that∫ t
0
‖q‖23
2
≤ N(u0, sup
[0,t]
|w¯κ|4,
∫ t
0
‖w‖27
2
),
where the right-hand side is defined in (6.1). Therefore with (8.14),∫ t
0
‖q‖23
2
≤ N(u0, sup
[0,t]
‖w¯κ‖4).
Higher-order regularity results follow successively by appropriate higher-order difference
quotients, leading to, for n ≥ 1,∫ t
0
‖w‖2n+ 3
2
+
∫ t
0
‖q‖2n− 1
2
≤ CN(u0, sup
[0,t]
|w¯κ|n+2). (8.17)
Now, since wt = −(a¯κ)ji q,j in Ω, we then infer that for n ≥ 2,∫ t
0
‖wt‖2n− 3
2
≤ N(u0, sup
[0,t]
|w¯κ|n+2), (8.18)
and thus in [0, t],
‖w(t)‖13.5 ≤ ‖u0‖13.5 +
√
t N(u0, sup
[0,t]
|w¯κ|17).
By Lemma 3.1 (for the smoothing operation given in Definition 2.2 on CT ), we have that
‖w(t)‖13.5 ≤ ‖u0‖13.5 +
√
t N0(u0, C
0
κ), (8.19)
where we use C0κ to denote a fixed (nongeneric) constant which depends on κ.
9. Existence of a fixed-point solution of the smoothed κ-problem with
surface tension
Let A : (w¯ ∈ B0) 7→ w, with w a solution of (4.2). By the relation (8.19), we see that if
we take Tκ ∈ (0, T ) such that √
TκN0(u0, C
0
κ) ≤ 1,
then
A(CTκ ) ⊂ CTκ . (9.1)
We now prove that A is weakly lower semi-continuous in CTκ . To this end, let (w¯
n)∞n=0 be
a weakly convergent sequence (in L2(0, Tκ;H
13.5(Ω))) toward a weak limit w¯. Necessarily,
w¯ ∈ CTκ .
By the usual compactness theorems, we have the successive strong convergent sequences
η¯n → η¯ in L2(0, Tκ;H12.5(Ω)),
(η¯n)κ → η¯κ in L2(0, Tκ;H12.5(Ω)).
Now, if we let wn = A(w¯n), we obtain from the stability of CTκ by A and (8.18) the following
bounds: ∫ T
0
‖wnt ‖210.5 ≤ CN(u0),
sup
[0,T ]
‖wn‖13.5 ≤ 2‖u0‖13.5 + 1.
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We thus have the existence of a weakly convergent subsequence (wσ(n)) in the space L2(0, Tκ;H
13.5(Ω)),
to a limit l ∈ CTκ . By compactness, from our bound on wnt ,
wσ(n) → l in L2(0, Tκ;H12.5(Ω)).
From the strong convergence of (η¯n)κ, we then infer from the relations (a¯nκ),
i
j w
n,ij = 0 in
Ω, that
(a¯κ),
i
j l,
i
j = 0 inΩ. (9.2)
Moreover, we see that
pσ(n) ⇀ p in L2(0, Tκ;H
11.5(Ω)),
with p the solution of
△p = −(u¯κ)i,j lj ,i in η¯κ(Ω),
p = −[σ∆g¯η · n¯κ(η¯κ) + κ∆0(w · n¯κ(η¯κ)](η¯−1κ ).
From the relations (8.5) for each n, we see from the previous weak and strong convergence
that ∫ T
0
〈J¯κlt, φ〉 3
2
+ κ
∫ T
0
[l · n¯κ(η¯κ), φ · n¯κ(η¯κ)]1
−
∫ T
0
〈q, (a¯κ)jiφi,j 〉 1
2
= σ
∫ T
0
[Lg¯η · n¯κ(η¯κ), φ · n¯κ(η¯κ)]0 , (9.3)
which together with (9.2), and the fact that l ∈ CTκ implies that l = A(w¯). By uniqueness
of the limit, we then infer that
wn ⇀ w in L2(0, Tκ;H
13.5(Ω)),
By the Tychonoff fixed-point theorem, we then conclude the existence of a fixed-point
w¯ = w in the closed convex set CTκ of the separable Banach space L
2(0, Tκ;H
13.5(Ω)). This
fixed-point satisfies the smoothed system (4.1), if we denote η = Id+
∫ ·
0
w and u = w◦ηκ−1.
It is also readily seen that w, q and their time derivatives have the regularity stated in
Theorem 8.1. 
10. Estimates for the divergence and curl
Definition 10.1 (Energy function for the smoothed κ-problem). We set
E2Dκ (t) =
3∑
k=0
‖∂kt η(t)‖24.5−k + ‖vttt(t)‖20 and E3Dκ (t) =
4∑
k=0
‖∂kt η(t)‖25.5−k + ‖vtttt(t)‖20 .
We use Eκ(t) to denote the energy function when the dimension is clear.
We use these energy functions to construct solutions for the Euler equations. The increase
in the derivative count from the 2D case to the 3D case is necessitated by the Sobolev
embedding theorem. We will show that solutions of the κ-problem (4.1) have bounded
energy Eκ(t) for t ∈ [0, T ] when T is taken sufficiently small, and that the bound is, in fact,
independent of κ; as such, we will prove that the limit as κ→ 0 of the sequence of solutions
to the κ-problem converges to a solution of the Euler equations.
Our estimates begin with the following
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Lemma 10.1 (Divergence and curl estimates). Let n := dim(Ω) = 2 or 3. Letting L1 = curl
and L2 = div, and let η0 := η(0) and
M0 := P (‖u0‖2.5+n, |Γ|4+n,
√
κ‖u0‖1.5+3n,
√
κ|Γ|1+3n)
denote a polynomial function of its arguments. Then for j = 1, 2,
sup
t∈[0,T ]
‖√κLjη(t)‖22.5+n +
n+1∑
k=0
(
sup
t∈[0,T ]
‖Lj∂kt η(t)‖21.5+n−k +
∫ T
0
‖√κLj∂kt v‖22.5+n−k
)
≤M0 + C T P ( sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t)) .
Proof. In Eulerian variables, equation (4.1b) is written as uit+u
i,l (uκ)
l+p,i= 0, where the
transport velocity is the horizontally smoothed vector uκ. Taking the curl of this equation
and using the formula (curlu)i = ǫijku
k,j with εijk denoting the permutation symbol, we see
that εijk[∂tu
k,j +u
k,jl u
l
κ + u
k,l u
l
κ,j ] = 0. Thus, defining the bilinear form B
i(∇u,∇uκ) =
ǫijku
k,l (uκ)
l,j , we can write the vorticity equation as
D
Dt curlu = B(∇u,∇uκ). (When
the transport velocity is divergence-free, then B is the familiar vortex-stretching term.)
Composing this equation with ηκ, switching to Lagrangian variables via the chain rule, and
integrating this from 0 to t, we have
εijkv
k,r aκ
r
j = curlu0 +
∫ t
0
Baκ(τ)dτ, B
i
aκ := εijkJ
−2
κ v
k,r aκ
r
l (vκ)
l,m aκ
m
j . (10.1)
This is the time-integrated Lagrangian form of the vorticity equation. We will need to
space-differentiate this equation once more for the estimate on curl η. Hence,
εijk∇vk,r aκrj = ∇ curlui0 + εikjvk,r∇aκrj +
∫ t
0
∇Baκ(τ)dτ . (10.2)
We begin with the estimates for the case that n = 2; we set Eκ(t) = E
2D
κ (t) and proceed
with the estimate for curl η. Using that ∇vk,r aκrj = ∂t(∇ηk,r aκrj) − ∇ηk,r ∂taκrj , we see
that
εijk∂t(∇ηk,r aκrj) = ∇ curlui0 + εijk∇ηk,r ∂taκrj + εikjvk,r∇aκrj +
∫ t
0
∇Baκ(τ)dτ .
Integrating once again in time from 0 to t yields
εijk∇ηk,r aκrj = t∇ curlui0 + εijk
∫ t
0
(∇ηk,r ∂taκrj + vk,r∇aκrj) +
∫ t
0
∫ t′
0
∇Baκ ,
where
∇Baκ = εijk
[
J−2κ (∇vk,r vκl,m+vk,r∇vκl,m )aκrl aκmj
+J−2κ v
k,r vκ
l,m (∇aκrl aκmj + aκrl∇aκmj ) + (∇J−2κ ) vk,r vκl,m aκrl aκmj
]
(10.3)
and
∇aκmj = J−1κ (aκsraκmj − aκmr aκsj)∇ηκr,s ,
∂taκ
m
j = J
−1
κ (aκ
s
raκ
m
j − aκmr aκsj)vκr,s ,
∇Jκ = aκrs∇ηκr,s .
(10.4)
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Since ‖vκ‖s ≤ C‖v‖s (and similarly for ηκ), we will write (10.3) and (10.4) in the following
way:
∇Baκ ∼ J−2κ a2κ∇v∇2v + J−3κ a3κ(∇v)2∇2η ,
∇aκ ∼ J−1κ a2κ∇2η ,
∂taκ ∼ J−1κ a2κ∇v ,
∇Jκ ∼ aκ∇2η ,
where note that we are not distinguishing between ηκ and η or between vκ and v in the
highest-order terms. The point is that the precise structure of these equations is not impor-
tant for our estimates; we need only be careful with the derivative count appearing in these
expressions. The power on each expression is merely to indicate the number of times such
a term appears.
Next, with the fundamental theorem of calculus,
εijk∇ηk,r aκrj = ∇ curl ηi + εijk∇ηk,r
∫ t
0
∂taκ
r
j ,
so that
∇(curl ηi−t curlui0) = εijk
[
∇ηk,r
∫ t
0
∂taκ
r
j +
∫ t
0
(∇ηk,r ∂taκrj + vk,r∇aκrj)
]
+
∫ t
0
∫ t′
0
∇Baκ .
(10.5)
Let
F := P (J−1κ , aκ,∇v) and F1 := P (F,∇2η,∇2v)
denote polynomial functions of their arguments. We then express (10.5) as
∇ curl ηi ∼ t∇ curlui0 +∇2η
∫ t
0
F +
∫ t
0
F ∇2η +
∫ t
0
∫ t′
0
F (∇2η +∇2v) ,
and taking two more spatial derivatives yields
∇3 curl ηi ∼ t∇3 curlui0 +∇4η
∫ t
0
F +∇3η
∫ t
0
F1 +∇2η
∫ t
0
F1
+
(∫ t
0
∫ t′
0
+
∫ t
0
)[
F1 (∇3η +∇3v) + F ∇4η
]
+
∫ t
0
∫ t′
0
[
F1∇3v + F ∇4v
]
.
Since
∫ t
0
∫ t′
0
F ∇4v = − ∫ t
0
∫ t′
0
Ft∇2η +
∫ t
0
Ft∇4η,
∇3 curl ηi ∼ t∇3 curlui0 +∇4η
∫ t
0
F + (∇3η +∇2η)
∫ t
0
F1
+
(∫ t
0
∫ t′
0
+
∫ t
0
)[
F1 (∇3η +∇3v) + (F + Ft)∇4η
]
+
∫ t
0
∫ t′
0
F1∇3v . (10.6)
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We use interpolation to compute ‖∇3 curl η‖0.5 = ‖ curl η‖3.5. We begin with the highest-
order term:∥∥∥∥
∫ t
0
(F + Ft)∇4η
∥∥∥∥
0
≤ sup
t∈[0,T ]
‖F + Ft‖L∞
∥∥∥∥
∫ t
0
η
∥∥∥∥
4
≤ C sup
t∈[0,T ]
‖F + Ft‖2
∥∥∥∥
∫ t
0
η
∥∥∥∥
4∥∥∥∥
∫ t
0
(F + Ft)∇4η
∥∥∥∥
1
≤ sup
t∈[0,T ]
(‖F + Ft‖L∞
∥∥∥∥
∫ t
0
η
∥∥∥∥
5
+ sup
t∈[0,T ]
‖F + Ft‖L4
∥∥∥∥
∫ t
0
∇4η
∥∥∥∥
L4
≤ C sup
t∈[0,T ]
‖F + Ft‖2
∥∥∥∥
∫ t
0
η
∥∥∥∥
5
.
Since ‖F + Ft‖2 ≤ C‖F‖L∞ ‖vt‖2.5, by the interpolation theorem 7.17 in [1],∥∥∥∥
∫ t
0
(F + Ft)∇4η
∥∥∥∥
0.5
≤ C sup
t∈[0,T ]
‖F‖ ‖vt‖2.5
∥∥∥∥
∫ t
0
η
∥∥∥∥
4.5
≤ C T sup
t∈[0,T ]
‖F‖ ‖vt‖2.5 ‖η‖4.5
The other terms have similar estimates in the H0.5(Ω)-norm, so that
sup
t∈[0,T ]
‖ curl η‖23.5 ≤ T ‖u0‖24.5 + t sup
t′∈[0,t]
‖
∫ t
0
v‖23.5 + T sup
t∈[0,T ]
‖vt‖2.5‖η‖24.5 . (10.7)
By differentiating (10.6) once more in space, the same interpolation estimates show that
sup
t∈[0,T ]
‖√κ curl η‖24.5 ≤ T ‖
√
κu0‖25.5 + T
∫ T
0
‖v‖24.5 + T sup
t∈[0,T ]
‖vt‖2.5‖
√
κη‖25.5 .
Next, we rewrite (10.1) as
curl v = curlu0 + εijkv
k,r
∫ t
0
∂taκ
r
j +
∫ t
0
Baκ . (10.8)
Using the fact that Hs(Ω) is a multiplicative algebra for s > 1, It follows from (10.3) and
(10.4) that supt∈[0,T ] ‖ curlv(t)‖2.5 ≤ ‖u0‖4.5 + C T P (supt∈[0,T ]Eκ(t)). Differentiating the
above expression for curl v yields
curl vt = εijkv
k,r ∂taκ
r
j +Baκ + εijk∂tv
k,r
∫ t
0
∂taκ
r
j +Baκ ,
so with the fundamental theorem of calculus and our generic polynomial function F ,
curl vt ∼ P (∇u0) +∇vt
∫ t
0
F +
∫ t
0
Ft, Ft ∼ F ∇vt . (10.9)
Again using the properties of the multiplicative algebra, we see that supt∈[0,T ] ‖ curlvt(t)‖21.5 ≤
P (‖u0‖4.5) + C T P (supt∈[0,T ]Eκ(t)). From the time differentiation of (10.9),
curl vtt ∼ ∇vtF +∇vtt
∫ t
0
F
∼ ∇vt(0)P (∇u0) +∇vtt
∫ t
0
F +
∫ t
0
[F∇vtt + F∇vt∇vt] .‘ (10.10)
We must estimate the H0.5(Ω)-norm of the three terms on the right-hand side of (10.10) by
using interpolation. Let L denote the linear form given by L(w) =
∫ t
0 Fw. Then
‖L(w)‖0 ≤ C0‖
∫ t
0
w‖0, C0 = sup
[0,t]
‖F‖L∞.
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Letting F1 := P (J
−1
κ , aκ,∇v,∇2η,∇2v), it is easy to check that
‖L(w)‖1 ≤ C1‖
∫ t
0
w‖1, C1 = sup
[0,t]
‖F1‖L∞ .
By the interpolation theorem 7.17 in [1],
‖
∫ t
0
F∇vtt‖0.5 ≤
√
C0
√
C1 ‖
∫ t
0
vtt‖1.5 ,
so that by Jensen’s inequality and Sobolev embedding, ‖ ∫ t0 F∇vtt‖20.5 ≤ C T P (supt∈[0,T ]Eκ(t)).
All of the other time-dependent terms in (10.10) have the same bound by the same inter-
polation procedure. For the time t = 0 term, interpolation provides the estimate
‖P (∇u0)∇vt(0)‖0.5 ≤ CP (‖u0‖4.5)‖vt(0)‖1.5 ≤ CP (‖u0‖4.5)‖q(0)‖2.5 ≤M0.
The initial pressure q(0) solves the Dirichlet problem
∆q(0) = i0 := (u0)
i,j (u0)κ)
j ,i in Ω ,
q(0) = b0 :=
√
g0√
g0κ
Π0
i
jg
αβ
0 η0
i,αβ N
i
κ + κ∆0(u0 ·Nκ) on Γ .
Since ‖q(0)‖2.5 ≤ C(‖i0‖0.5 + |b0|2) ≤ M0, we see that supt∈[0,T ] ‖ curl vtt(t)‖20.5 ≤ M0 +
C T P (supt∈[0,T ]Eκ(t)).
Differentiating (10.10) with respect to time, we see that curl vttt ∼ ∇vttt
∫ t
0 F +F ∇vtt+
F ∇vt∇vt so that by the fundamental theorem of calculus
F ∇vtt + F ∇vt∇vt = F (0)[∇vtt(0) +∇vt(0)∇vt(0)]
+
∫ t
0
[F ∇vttt + F ∇vt∇vtt + F ∇vt∇vt∇vt] ,
so that∫ T
0
‖√κ curl vttt‖20.5 ≤
∫ T
0
∥∥√κF (0)[∇vtt(0) +∇vt(0)∇vt(0)]∥∥20.5∫ T
0
∥∥∥∥√κ∇vttt
∫ t
0
F
∥∥∥∥
2
0.5
+
∫ T
0
∥∥∥∥
∫ t
0
[F
√
κ∇vttt + F ∇vt
√
κ∇vtt + F ∇vt∇vt
√
κ∇vt]
∥∥∥∥
2
0.5
.
(10.11)
We repeat the interpolation estimates between L2(Ω) and H1(Ω) just as for the estimates
for curl vtt; for example,∥∥∥∥
∫ t
0
F
√
κ∇vttt
∥∥∥∥
0.5
≤
√
C0
√
C1
∥∥∥∥
∫ t
0
√
κvttt
∥∥∥∥
1.5
,
so that by Jensen’s inequality and Sobolev embedding,
‖
∫ t
0
F
√
κ∇vttt‖20.5 ≤ C t sup
[0,t]
Eκ ‖
√
κvttt‖20.5 .
Thus, integrating from 0 to T gives the estimate∫ T
0
‖
∫ t
0
F
√
κ∇vttt‖20.5 ≤ C T P ( sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t))
∫ T
0
‖√κvttt‖20.5 ≤ C T P ( sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t)) .
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The other time-dependent terms in (10.11) have the same bound by the same argument.
The time t = 0 terms require analysis of the elliptic problem for qt(0):
∆qt(0) ∼ i1 := ∇[P (∇u0)∇q(0)] + F ∇vt(0) in Ω ,
qt(0) ∼ b1 := Q(∂η0)∂2u0 +Q(∂η0)∂u0∂2η0
+ κ∆0(vt(0) ·Nκ) + κ∆0(u0 ·Q(∂η0κ)∂u0κ) on Γ .
By interpolation estimates (as above),∫ T
0
∥∥√κF (0)[∇vtt(0) +∇vt(0)∇vt(0)]∥∥20.5 ≤ κT ‖P (∇u0)‖2L∞‖vtt(0)‖21.5,
and since time-differentiation of the Euler equations shows that
vtt(0) = −∇u0∇q(0)−∇qt(0),
interpolation provides the estimate
√
κ‖vtt(0)‖1.5 ≤
√
κ‖∇2u0∇q(0)‖0.5 +
√
κ‖∇u0∇2q(0)‖0.5 +
√
κ‖qt(0)‖2.5
≤M0 +
√
κ‖i1‖0.5 +
√
κ|b1|2
≤M0 +
√
κ|b1|2
where we have used the elliptic estimate ‖q(0)‖2.5 ≤ M0 (from above) for both the second
and third inequalities. (The remaining estimate for |b1|2 places the regularity constraints
on the polynomial function M0 in the hypothesis of the lemma.) Because H
2(Γ) is a multi-
plicative algebra, the bound for
√
κ|b1|2 is controlled by the highest-order terms
√
κ|vt(0)|4
and
√
κ|u0κ|5 ≤
√
κC‖u0‖5.5. Now,√
κ|vt(0)|4 ≤
√
κ‖q(0)‖5.5 ≤
√
κ‖i0‖3.5 +
√
κ|b0|5 ,
and ‖i0‖3.5 is bounded by P (‖u0‖4.5) while the highest-order terms in
√
κ|b0|5 require bounds
on
√
κ‖η0‖7.5 and √κ‖u0‖7.5 With our definition of M0, we see that
κT ‖P (∇u0)‖2L∞‖vtt(0)‖21.5 ≤M0
and hence
∫ T
0 ‖
√
κ curl vttt‖20.5 ≤M0 + C T P (supt∈[0,T ]Eκ(t)).
The proof that
∫ T
0 ‖
√
κ curl vtt‖21.5 ≤M0+C T P (supt∈[0,T ]Eκ(t)) is essentially identical.
The divergence estimates begin with the fundamental equation aκ
j
iv
i,j = 0. By taking
one derivative of this equation and integrating-by-parts in time, we find that
∇ div η = ∇ηi,j
∫ t
0
∂taκ
j
i +
∫ t
0
(∂taκ
j
i∇ηi,j −∇aκjivi,j ) .
Computing the H2.5(Ω)-norm of this equation yields the estimate supt∈[0,T ] ‖ div η(t)‖23.5 ≤
M0 + C T P (supt∈[0,T ]Eκ(t)). The divergence estimates for v, vt, vtt,
√
κvtt, and
√
κvttt
follow the same argument as the corresponding curl estimates.
In the case that n = 3, the estimates are found in the same way, with one minor change.
Set Eκ(t) = E
3D
κ (t). The estimates for curl η, which rely on Sobolev embedding, require
greater regularity on vt. The estimate (10.7 becomes
sup
t∈[0,T ]
‖ curl η‖23.5 ≤ T ‖u0‖24.5 + t sup
t′∈[0,t]
‖
∫ t
0
v‖23.5 + T sup
t∈[0,T ]
‖vt‖3‖η‖24.5 ,
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and similarly,
sup
t∈[0,T ]
‖√κ curl η‖24.5 ≤ T ‖
√
κu0‖25.5 + T
∫ T
0
‖v‖24.5 + T sup
t∈[0,T ]
‖vt‖3‖
√
κη‖25.5 .

11. Some geometric identities
We will usually omit writing dS0 in our surface integrals, and for convenience we set
σ = 1. Let Πij denote the projection operator onto the direction normal to η(Γ), defined as
Πij = δ
i
j − gαβηi,αδjlηl,β , where g is the induced metric on η(Γ) defined in (1.4). The mean
curvature vector motivates us to introduce the projection operator Π. In particular, we have
the important formula
−√gHn ◦ η = √g∆g(η)
=
√
g
[
gαµ(δij − gνβηi,β ηj ,ν )ηj ,µα+(gαβgµν − gανgµβ)ηi,β ηj ,ν ηj ,µα )
]
=
√
ggµαΠijη
j ,µα . (11.1)
where the last equality follows since (gαβgµν − gανgµβ)ηi,β ηj ,ν ηj ,µα= 0. For a vector field
F on Γ, ΠF = [n · F ]n, i.e., Π = n⊗ n.
We let
Q(∂η) = f1(∂η)/f2(
√
g) , (11.2)
denote a generic rational function where f1 and f2 are smooth functions. We record for
later use that that n = a
TN
|aTN | =
η,1× η,2
|η,1× η,2| and that |aTN | =
√
det g on Γ, as
|η,1× η,2 |2 = εijkηj ,1 ηk,2 εirsηr,1 ηs,2
= (δjrδks − δjsδkr)ηk,1 ηj ,s ηr,1 ηs,2= |η,1 |2|η,2 |2 − [η,1 ·η,2 ]2 = det g ,
where εijk denotes the permutation symbol of (1, 2, 3). We will use the symbol Q to denote
any smooth (tensor) function that can be represented as (11.2).
Remark 9. The L∞-norm of the numerator of Q is bounded by a polynomial of the energy
function, while the L∞-norm of the denominator of Q is uniformly controlled by (3.3a).
Thus, the generic constant C which appears in the following inequalities may depend on a
polynomial of det g0. In particular, ‖Q(∂η)‖ L∞ ≤ C(det g0)‖P (∂η)‖L∞.
For a vector field F on Γ, F ·N = F · n+ F · (N − n) and
|N − n|L∞ ≤
∫ t
0
|nt|L∞ =
∫ t
0
|Q(∂η)∂v|L∞ ≤ C tP (Eκ(t)) ,
the last inequality following from (3.3a). If |ΠF |s ≤M0+CP (Eκ(t)), then |F ·N |s satisfies
the same bound.
12. κ-independent estimates for the smoothed problem and existence of
solutions in 2D
All of the variables in the smoothed κ-problem (4.1) implicitly depend on the parameter
κ. In this section, where we study the asymptotic behavior of the solutions to (4.1) as
κ→ 0, we will make this dependence explicit by placing a ∼ over each of the variables. We
set Eκ(t) = E
2D
κ (t).
Remark 10. The only difference between the 2D and 3D cases arise from the embedding of
v˜t ∈ L∞(Ω). In 2D, v˜t ∈ H2.5(Ω) is sufficient, while in 3D, we need v˜t ∈ H3(Ω).
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The pressure function q˜ can be formulated to solve either a Dirichlet problem with bound-
ary condition (12.5) or a Neumann problem found by taking the inner-product of the Euler
equations with a˜TκN . We use the latter.
Lemma 12.1 (Pressure estimates). With (v˜, q˜) a solution of the κ-problem (4.1)
‖q˜(t)‖23.5 + ‖q˜t(t)‖22.5 + ‖q˜tt(t)‖21 ≤ C P (Eκ(t)) . (12.1)
Proof. Denoting a˜κ by A, we define the divergence-form elliptic operator LA and corre-
sponding Neumann boundary operator BA as
LA = ∂j(J˜
−1
κ A
j
iA
l
i∂l) , BA = J˜
−1
κ A
j
iA
l
iNj∂l .
For k = 0, 1, 2, we analyze the Neumann problems
La(∂
k
t q˜) = fk in Ω Ba(∂
k
t q˜) = gk on Γ (12.2)
with
f0 = ∂tA
j
i v˜
i,j g0 = −v˜t ·
√
g˜κn˜κ
f1 = −LAt(q˜)− ∂2tAji v˜i,j −∂tAji v˜it,j g1 = BAt(q˜)− v˜t · (
√
g˜κn˜κ)t − v˜tt ·
√
g˜κn˜κ
f2 = −2LAt(q˜t)− LAtt(q˜)− ∂3tAji v˜i,j g2 = 2BAt(q˜t) +BAtt(q˜)− v˜ttt ·
√
g˜κn˜κ
− 2∂2tAji v˜it,j −∂tAji v˜itt,j − 2v˜tt · (
√
g˜κn˜κ)t − v˜t · (
√
g˜κn˜κ)tt .
For s ≥ 1, elliptic estimates provide the inequality
‖∂kt q˜(t)‖s ≤ Cs[P (‖η‖4.5)‖fk‖s−2 + |gk|s−3/2 + ‖q˜‖0] , (12.3)
where ‖ · ‖−1 denotes the norm on [H1(Ω)]′. We remark that the usual Hs elliptic estimates
require that coefficient have the regularity ∂s−1(AliA
j
i ) ∈ L∞(Ω), however ∂s−1(AliAji ) ∈
L2(Ω) is sufficient. See see [9] or the quasilinear estimates in [19].
As we cannot guarantee that solutions q˜ to the κ-problem (4.1) have zero average, we use
‖q˜‖0 ≤ C‖q˜‖1 and the H1 elliptic estimate for the Dirichlet problem LA(q) = f0 in Ω with
−q = ∆g˜ η˜ · n˜κ + κ∆0(v˜ · n˜κ) on Γ. Thus, ‖q˜‖1 ≤ C(‖f0‖0 + |∆g˜ η˜ · n˜κ + κ∆0(v˜ · n˜κ)|0.5) ≤
C P (Eκ(t)).
From (10.4), it is clear that ‖f0‖21.5+ |g0|22 ≤ CP (Eκ(t)); thus, from the elliptic estimate,
‖q˜‖23.5 ≤ CP (Eκ(t)). (12.4)
Next, we must show that ‖f1‖20.5 + |g1|21 ≤ C P (Eκ(t)). But f1 ∼ P (J˜−1κ , A,∇v˜κ)([∇v˜t]2 +
∇2q˜) so that with (12.4), ‖f1‖20.5 ≤ C P (Eκ(t)), with the same bound for |g1|21, so that
‖q˜t‖22.5 ≤ CP (Eκ(t)). Using this, we find, in the same fashion, that ‖f2‖0 ≤ C P (Eκ(t)).
The normal trace theorem, read in Lagrangian variables, states that if v˜ttt ∈ L2(Ω) with
‖Aji v˜ittt,j ‖0 ∈ L2(Ω), then v˜ttt ·
√
g˜κn˜κ ∈ H−0.5(Γ) with the estimate |v˜ttt ·
√
g˜κn˜κ|2−0.5 ≤
C P (Eκ(t)). Since ‖Tr(A∇v˜ttt)‖20 = ‖Tr(3At∇v˜tt + 3Att∇v˜t + Attt∇v˜)‖20 ≤ C P (Eκ(t)),
and using the above estimates for q˜ and q˜t, we find that |g2|−0.5 ≤ C P (Eκ(t)), thus com-
pleting the proof. 
Our smoothed κ-problem (4.1) uses the boundary condition (4.1e) which we write as
q˜ n˜κ =
√
g˜√
g˜κ
H˜ n˜ · n˜κ n˜κ − κ∆0(v˜ · n˜κ) n˜κ , (12.5)
where (we remind the reader) κ > 0 is the artificial viscosity, ∆0 =
√
g˜κ
−1
∂α(
√
g0g
αβ
0 ∂β), n˜
is the unit normal along the boundary η˜(t)(Γ) and n˜κ is the unit normal along the smoothed
κ-boundary η˜κ(t)(Γ).
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We begin with an energy estimate for the third time-differentiated problem. Although
we are doing the estimates for the 2D domain Ω, we keep the notation of the 3D problem as
well as terms that only arise in 3D when differentiating the mean curvature vector. Thus,
when we turn to the 3D problem in Section 14, the modifications will be trivial.
Lemma 12.2 (Energy estimates for the third time-differentiated κ-problem). For M0 taken
as in Lemma 10.1 and δ > 0, solutions of the κ-problem (4.1) satisfy:
sup
t∈[0,T ]
[‖v˜ttt‖20 + |v˜tt · n˜|21]+
∫ T
0
|√κ∂3t v˜ · n˜κ|21 ≤M0 + T P ( sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t)) + δ sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t)
+ C sup
t∈[0,T ]
[P (‖v˜t‖22.5) + P (‖v˜‖23.5) + P (‖η˜‖24.5)] + CP (‖
√
κv˜tt‖2L2(0,T ;H2.5(Ω))) . (12.6)
Proof. Letting A = a˜κ, and testing ∂
3
t (J˜κv˜
i
t) + ∂
3
t (A
k
i q˜,k ) = 0 with with ∂
3
t v˜
i shows that∫ T
0
1
2
∫
Ω
∂3t (J˜κv˜
i
t)∂
3
t v˜
i −
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
∂3t (A
k
i q) ∂
3
t v˜
i,k= −
∫ T
0
∫
Γ
∂3t (
√
g˜κq˜n˜κ(η˜κ)) · ∂3t v˜ dS0 .
(12.7)
Step 1. Boundary integral term. We rewrite the modified boundary condition (12.5)
as
q˜ n˜κ =
√
g√
gκ
[
H˜n˜+ H˜n˜ · (n˜κ − n˜) n˜+ H˜n˜ · n˜κ (n˜κ − n˜)
]
− κ∆0(v˜ · n˜κ) n˜κ . (12.8)
We first consider the boundary integral on the right-hand side of (12.7) with only the first
term on the right-hand side of (12.8):
−
∫ T
0
∫
Γ
∂3t (
√
g˜H˜n˜i ◦ η)∂3t v˜i dS0
= −
∫ T
0
∫
Γ
√
g˜g˜αβΠij∂
2
t v˜
j
,β∂
3
t v˜
i
,α −
∫ T
0
∫
Γ
√
g˜[g˜µν g˜αβ − g˜αν g˜µβ]η˜j,ν∂2t v˜j,µ η˜i,β∂3t v˜i,α
+
∫ T
0
∫
Γ
Qαβij (∂η˜, ∂v˜) ∂tv˜
j
,β ∂
3
t v˜
i
,α +
∫ T
0
∫
Γ
Qαi (∂η˜, ∂v˜) ∂
3
t v˜
i
,α (12.9)
=: I + II + III + IV .
The first term I on the right-hand side of (12.9) is given by
I = −1
2
∫
Γ
√
g˜(Πij∂
2
t v˜
j
,β)g˜
αβ(Πik∂
2
t v˜
k
,α)
]T
0
+
∫ T
0
∫
Γ
Qαβjk (∂η˜, ∂v˜)∂
2
t v˜
k
,α ∂
2
t v˜
j
,β ,
where we use the notation f ]T0 = f(T ) − f(0). Since Πij v˜jtt,β = (Πij v˜jtt),β −Πij ,β v˜jtt and
Πij ,β = Q
iγ
jl (∂η˜)η˜
l,γβ with Q(∂η˜) defined by (11.2), for δ > 0,
−1
2
∫
Γ
√
g˜(Πij∂
2
t v˜
j
,β)g˜
αβ(Πik∂
2
t v˜
k
,α) ≤ −
1
2
|Πv˜tt|21 + δ|Πv˜tt|21 + (1 + Cδ)
∣∣∣Qiαβjl (∂η˜) η˜l,αβ v˜jtt∣∣∣2
0
,
where the constant Cδ depends inversely on δ. Since for any t ∈ [0, T ]∣∣∣(Qiαβjl (∂η˜) η˜l,αβ v˜jtt)
t
∣∣∣2
0
(t) ≤ CP (Eκ(t)),
it follows that
I ≤ −1
2
sup
t∈[0,T ]
|Πv˜tt|21 +M0(δ) + δ sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t) + C TP ( sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t)) .
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The second term II requires some care (in the way in which the terms are grouped
together). Letting
A1 =
[
η˜,1 · ∂2t v˜,1 η˜,1 · ∂2t v˜,2
η˜,2 · ∂2t v˜,1 η˜,2 · ∂2t v˜,2
]
, A2 =
[
v˜,1 · ∂2t v˜,1 η˜,1 · ∂2t v˜,2
v˜,2 · ∂2t v˜,1 η˜,2 · ∂2t v˜,2
]
,
A3 =
[
η˜,1 · ∂2t v˜,1 v˜,1 · ∂2t v˜,2
η˜,2 · ∂2t v˜,1 v˜,2 · ∂2t v˜,2
]
, (12.10)
we find that
II =
∫ T
0
∫
Γ
det g˜−
1
2 (∂t detA1 − detA2 − detA3)
=
∫ T
0
∫
Γ
−(det g− 12 )t detA1 − det g˜− 12 (detA2 + detA3) +
∫
Γ
det g˜−
1
2 detA1
]T
0
.
(12.11)
For α = 1, 2, let Vα = η˜,α · ∂2t v˜; thus Vα,β = A1αβ + η˜i,αβ v˜itt so that
detA1αβ = det(Vα,β −η˜i,αβ v˜itt)
= detVα,β − det(η˜i,αβ v˜itt) + Pij(∂2η˜)v˜ittv˜jtt + Pαij(∂2η˜)v˜ittv˜jtt,α .
With A = Cof(∂V ), det ∂V = AβαVα,β . It follows that∫
Γ
det g˜−
1
2 det ∂V = −
∫
Γ
(det g˜−
1
2 ),βA
βαV,α ,
as Aβα,β = 0 since A is the cofactor matrix. Hence,∫
Γ
det g˜−
1
2 detA1 =
∫
Γ
Pij(∂
2η˜)v˜ittv˜
j
tt + P
α
ij(∂
2η˜)v˜ittv˜
j
tt,α , (12.12)
so that
II ≤
∫ T
0
∫
Γ
Qαβij (∂η˜, ∂v˜) ∂
2
t v˜
i
,α ∂
2
t v˜
j
,β +
∫
Γ
[Pij(∂
2η˜)v˜ittv˜
j
tt + P
α
ij(∂
2η˜)v˜ittv˜
j
tt,α ]
]T
0
.
By the fundamental theorem of calculus and Young’s inequality, for δ > 0,∫
Γ
[Pαij(∂
2η˜)v˜ittv˜
j
tt,α ](T ) =
∫
Γ
[Pαij(∂
2η˜)v˜itt](0) v˜
j
tt,α (T ) +
∫
Γ
∫ T
0
[Pαij(∂
2η˜)v˜itt]t dt v˜
j
tt,α (T )
≤M0(δ) + δ‖v˜tt(T )‖21.5 + T
(∫
Γ
sup
t∈[0,T ]
|(Pαij(∂2η˜)v˜itt)t|2dx
) 1
2
‖v˜jtt(T )‖
1
2
1.5 .
Since [Pαij(∂
2η˜)v˜itt]t ∈ L∞(0, T ;L2(Γ)), we conclude that
II ≤M0(δ) + δ sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t) + C TP ( sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t)) .
A temporal integration by parts in the third and fourth terms on the right-hand side of
(12.9) yields
III + IV = −
∫ T
0
∫
Γ
[Qαβij (∂η˜, ∂v˜)v˜
j
t ,β +Q
α
i (∂η˜, ∂v˜)]t v˜
j
tt,β
+
∫
Γ
[Qαβij (∂η˜, ∂v˜)v˜
j
t ,β +Q
α
i (∂η˜, ∂v˜)]v˜
i
tt,α
]T
0
,
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which has the same bound as term II; it follows that∫ T
0
∫
Γ
∂3t (
√
g˜H˜n˜ ◦ η˜) · ∂3t v˜
= −1
2
sup
t∈[0,T ]
|Πv˜tt|21 +M0(δ) + δ sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t) + C TP ( sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t)) .
(12.13)
Remark 11. The determinant structure which appears in (12.11) is crucial in order to
obtain the desired estimate. In particular, the term detA1 is linear in the highest-order
derivative ∂∂2t v rather than quadratic (as it a priori appears).
There are three remaining boundary integral terms appearing on the right hand side of
(12.7) arising from (12.8); the terms involving κ are
− κ
∫ T
0
([
∂3t (v˜ · n˜κ), ∂3t v˜ · n˜κ
]
1
+ 3
[
∂2t (v˜ · n˜κ), ∂3t v˜ · ∂tn˜κ
]
1
+ 3
[
∂t(v˜ · n˜κ), ∂3t v˜ · ∂2t n˜κ
]
1
+
[
v˜ · n˜κ, ∂3t v˜ · ∂3t n˜κ
]
1
)
. (12.14)
The first term in (12.14) provides both the energy contribution
∫ T
0 |
√
κ∂3t v˜ · n˜κ|21 as well as
error terms. We start the analysis with the most difficult error term,
κ
∫ T
0
{[v˜ · ∂∂3t n˜κ, ∂(n˜κ · ∂3t v˜)]0, (12.15)
whose highest-order contribution has an integrand (modulo L∞ terms) of the form ∂2
√
κv˜κtt√
κ∂v˜ttt.
With n˜κ = (∂1η˜κ × ∂2η˜κ)/√g =: Q(∂η˜κ), Q given by (11.2), the highest-order term in
∂∂3t n˜κ is Q(∂η˜κ)∂
2∂2t v˜κ, so that with R1 denoting a lower-order remainder term, and using
(3.3b), we have that
− κ
∫ T
0
[v˜ · ∂∂3t n˜κ, ∂(n˜κ · ∂3t v˜)]0 ≤ C sup
t∈[0,T ]
|P (v˜, ∂η˜κ)|L∞
∫ T
0
|√κ∂3t v˜ · n˜κ|1 |
√
κ∂2t v˜κ|2 +R1
≤ C sup
t∈[0,T ]
|P (v˜, ∂η˜κ)|L∞ |
√
κ∂3t v˜ · n˜κ|L2(0,T ;H1(Γ))|
√
κ∂2t v˜κ|L2(0,T ;H2(Γ)) +R1
≤ Cδ
[
sup
t∈[0,T ]
|P (v˜, ∂η˜κ)|L∞‖
√
κv˜κtt‖L2(0,T ;H2.5(Ω))
]2
+ δ|√κv˜ttt · n˜κ|2L2(0,T ;H1(Γ)) +R1
≤M0 + C T P ( sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t)) + ‖
√
κv˜κtt‖4L2(0,T ;H2.5(Ω)) + δ sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t) ,
where R1 also satisfies R1 ≤ C T P (supt∈[0,T ]Eκ(t)) + δ supt∈[0,T ]Eκ(t). The second term
in (12.14) has a highest-order contribution with the same type of integrand, and its analysis
(and bound) is identical. The third and fourth terms in (12.14) are effectively lower-order
by one derivative with respect to the worst case analyzed above.
Next, we estimate
∫ T
0
∫
Γ ∂
3
t {H˜n˜ · n˜κ (n˜κ− n˜)} ∂3t v˜. Since n˜κ = Q(η˜κ) and since |n˜κ− n˜| ≤
supκ |∂Q(∂ηκ)| · |∂ηκ − ∂η|, then our assumed bounds (3.3) together with (2.6) imply that
|n˜κ − n˜|L∞ ≤ C
√
κ |P (∂η˜, ∂2η˜)|L∞ |η˜|2.5 ≤ C κP (Eκ(t)) . (12.16)
Similarly,
|∂n˜κ − ∂n˜|L∞ ≤ C
√
κ |P (∂η˜, ∂2η˜)|L∞ |η˜|3.5 . (12.17)
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Also by (2.6), for k = 1, 2, 3,
|∂kt n˜κ − ∂kt n˜|L∞ ≤ C
√
κ |P (∂η˜, ∂2η˜)|L∞ |∂k−1t v˜|2.5 , (12.18)
and
|∂2t v˜κ − ∂2t v˜|0 ≤ C
√
κ |v˜tt|1.5 . (12.19)
Taking three time-derivatives of formula (11.1), we see that the highest order term in
∂3t (
√
g˜H˜n˜) is Q(∂η˜)∂2v˜tt. Thus, the highest-order term in the integral∫ T
0
∫
Γ
∂3t (
√
g˜H˜n˜)sn˜sκ (n˜
r
κ − n˜r)∂3t v˜r
is estimated using an integration by parts in space. The highest derivative count occurs
when the tangential derivative is moved onto the v˜ttt term giving us∫ T
0
∫
Γ
Qsi (∂η˜)∂v˜
i
ttn˜
s
κ (n˜
r
κ − n˜r)∂v˜rttt ≤ C
∫ T
0
|P (∂η˜)|L∞ |v˜tt|1 |n˜κ − n˜|L∞ |∂3t v˜|1
≤ C
∫ T
0
|P (∂η˜, ∂η˜)|L∞ |η˜|2.5 |v˜tt|1 |
√
κv˜ttt|1
≤ Cδ T P ( sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t)) + δ
∫ T
0
|√κv˜ttt|21 ,
where (12.17) is used for the second inequality. If instead, integration by parts places the
tangential derivative on n˜κ− n˜, then (12.17) provides the same estimate for this term. The
other terms are clearly lower-order.
Thanks to (12.18),∫ T
0
∫
Γ
∂t(
√
g˜H˜n˜s)∂2t {n˜sκ (n˜rκ − n˜r)} ∂3t v˜r ≤ C
∫ T
0
|P (∂η˜, ∂2η˜)|L∞ |∂2v˜|0 |v˜t|2.5 |
√
κv˜ttt|0
≤ Cδ T P ( sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t)) + δ sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t) .
We next consider the integral∫ T
0
∫
Γ
√
g˜H˜n˜i∂3t {n˜iκ (n˜rκ − n˜r)} ∂3t v˜r
=
∫ T
0
∫
Γ
√
g˜H˜n˜ · ∂3t n˜κ (n˜κ − n˜) · v˜ttt +
∫ T
0
∫
Γ
√
g˜H˜n˜ · n˜κ ∂3t (n˜κ − n˜) · v˜ttt +R2
=: I + II +R2 , (12.20)
where R2 is a lower-order term. For term I, we use the estimate |n˜κ− n˜|L∞ ≤ C κ|η˜|3.5 One√
κ goes with ∂3t n˜κ and the other
√
κ goes with v˜ttt. Thus, |I| ≤ C T P (supt∈[0,T ]Eκ(t)) +
δ supt∈[0,T ]Eκ(t).
To study II, we set f =
√
g˜H˜n˜ · n˜κ, and consider the term
∫ T
0
∫
Γ
f n˜ttt · v˜ttt. We expand
v into its normal and tangential components: set τα = η˜,α, so that
v˜ = vτ τ + vn n˜, where vτ τ = (v˜ · τα) τα and vn = v˜ · n˜ .
Then
v˜ttt = v
τ
tttτ + 3v
τ
ttτt + 3v
τ
t τtt + v
τ τttt + v
n
tttn˜+ 3v
n
ttn˜t + 3v
n
t n˜tt + v
nn˜ttt .
The most difficult term to estimate comes from the term vτtttτ , which gives the integral∫ T
0
∫
Γ f n˜ttt · τ vτttt.
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First, notice that n˜ttt · τ is equal to −n˜ · τttt, plus lower order terms that have at most
two time derivatives on either n˜ or τ , and n˜ · τttt = n˜ · ∂β v˜tt for β = 1 or 2. Next, the κ
problem states that v˜ittt = (A
k
i q˜,k )tt, where recall that
A = a˜κ .
We have the formula
η˜i,β A
k
i ∂k q˜tt = J β∂β q˜tt (no sum on β) for β = 1, 2 ,
where
J 1 = η˜i,1 A1i , J 2 = η˜i,2 A2i .
(In the case that κ = 0, J β = J = 1.) Using this, we see that the highest-order term in our
integral is given by ∫ T
0
∫
Γ
J f (n˜ · ∂β v˜tt)∂β q˜tt . (12.21)
Second, write q˜tt as
q˜tt = −
[ √
g˜√
g˜κ
[∆g˜(η˜) · n˜+∆g˜(η˜) · (n˜κ − n˜)] + κ∆0(v˜ · n˜κ)
]
tt
. (12.22)
We begin by substituting the first term on the right-hand side of (12.22) into (12.21); the
highest-order contribution comes from ∂β∂
2
t∆g˜(η˜) = Q(∂η˜, ∂η˜κ)g˜
µν n˜ · ∂tv˜,µνβ . Integrating
by parts with respect to ∂ν , the highest-order term in our integral is given by∫ T
0
∫
Γ
Q(∂η˜, ∂η˜κ) f (n˜ · v˜t,µβ ) g˜µν (n˜ · v˜tt,νβ ) .
Letting Gµνij := Q(∂η˜, ∂η˜κ) f n˜i n˜j = Q(∂η˜, ∂η˜κ)∂
2η, integration by parts in time yields
−
∫ T
0
∫
Γ
∂tG
µν
ij v˜
j
t ,νβ v˜
i
t,µβ +
∫
Γ
∂tG
µν
ij v˜
j
t ,νβ v˜
i
t,µβ
]T
0
≤ C TP ( sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t)) +M0 + C sup
t∈[0,T ]
|Gt|L∞ ‖v˜t‖22.5
≤M0 + C TP ( sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t)) + C sup
t∈[0,T ]
[P (‖v˜t‖22.5) + P (‖v˜‖23.5) + P (‖η˜‖24.5)] .
(12.23)
For the second term on the RHS of (12.22), the highest-order term gives the integral∫ T
0
∫
Γ
f Q(∂η˜, ∂η˜κ) (n˜ · v˜tt,β ) g˜µνΠv˜t,µνβ ·(n˜κ − n˜) ≤ C T P ( sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t)) + δ
∫ T
0
‖√κv˜t‖23.5,
where we used |n˜κ − n˜|L∞ < C κ|η˜|3.5 again.
For the third term on the RHS of (12.22), the highest-order term gives the integral
κ
∫ T
0
∫
Γ
f Q(∂η˜, ∂η˜κ) (n˜ · ∂˜2vtt) (n˜κ · ∂2v˜tt)
≤M0 + C T P ( sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t)) + ‖
√
κv˜tt‖4L2(0,T ;H2.5(Ω) .
We have thus estimated the integral
∫ T
0
∫
Γ ∂
3
t {H˜n˜ · n˜κ (n˜κ− n˜)} ∂3t v˜. The remaining integral∫ T
0
∫
Γ ∂
3
t {H˜n˜ · (n˜κ − n˜) n˜κ} ∂3t v˜ has the same bound.
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Step 2. The pressure term. We next consider the pressure term in (12.7):
−
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
∂3t (A
k
i q˜)∂
3
t v˜
i,k = −
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
∂3t v˜
i,k
[
∂3tA
k
i q˜ + 3∂
2
tA
k
i q˜t + 3∂tA
k
i q˜tt +A
k
i ∂
3
t q˜
]
=: I + II + III + IV . (12.24)
We record the following identities:
∂tA
k
i = J˜
−1
κ (A
s
rA
k
i −AkrAsi )v˜rκ,s , (12.25a)
∂2tA
k
i = J˜
−1
κ (A
s
rA
k
i −AkrAsi )∂tv˜rκ,s+P ki (J˜−1κ , A,∇v˜κ) , (12.25b)
∂3tA
k
i = J˜
−1
κ (A
s
rA
k
i −AkrAsi )∂2t v˜rκ,s+P kj (J˜−1κ , A,∇v˜κ)∂tv˜jκ,i . (12.25c)
With (12.25c), and f skri := J˜
−1
κ (A
s
rA
k
i −AkrAsi )q˜ term I is written as
I =
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
[f skri ∂
3
t v˜
i,k ∂
2
t v˜
r
κ,s+∂
3
t v˜
i,k ∂tv˜
j
κ,i P
k
j (J˜
−1
κ , A,∇v˜κ)]
=: Ia + Ib .
We fix a chart θl in a neighborhood of the boundary Γ and let ξ =
√
αl, where once again,
we remind the reader that {αi}Li=1 denotes the partition of unity associated to the charts
{θ}Ll=1. With Ia denoting the restriction Ia|Ul , where Ul ∩ Ω = θl((0, 1)3), and letting
ρ := ρ 1
κ
and θ := θl, we have that
Ia =
∫ T
0
∫
(0,1)3
f skri (θ)∂
3
t v˜
i,k (θ) ξ ρ ⋆h ρ ⋆h ξ∂
2
t v˜
r,s (θ) + f(θ)∇v˜tttG(ξ,∇ξ)v˜tt
=: Ia1 + Ia2 ,
where G(ξ,∇ξ) is a bilinear function which arises when the gradient acts on ξ rather than
v˜tt. The term Ia1 is the difficult term which requires forming an exact derivative, and this,
in turn, requires commuting the convolution with f skri . We let
V (θ) = ρ ⋆h ξv˜(θ)
so that using the symmetry property (2.7), we see that
Ia1 =
∫ T
0
∫
(0,1)3
ρ ⋆h [f
sk
ri ξ∂
3
t v˜
i,k (θ)]∂
2
t V
r,s (θ)
=
∫ T
0
∫
(0,1)3
[
f skri ∂
3
t V
i,k (θ)]∂
2
t V
r,s (θ) + (ρ ⋆h [f
sk
ri ξ∂
3
t v˜
i,k ]− f skri ρ ⋆h [ξ∂3t v˜i,k ])V rtt,s
]
=: Ia1i + Ia1ii .
Since f skri is symmetric with respect to i and r and k and s, we see that
Ia1i =
1
2
∫ T
0
∫
(0,1)3
f skri (θ)∂t
[
∂2t V
i,k (θ)∂
2
t V
r,s (θ)
]
= −1
2
∫ T
0
∫
(0,1)3
∂tf
sk
ri (θ)∂
2
t V
i,k (θ)∂
2
t V
r,s (θ) +
1
2
∫
(0,1)3
f skri (θ)∂
2
t V
i,k (θ)∂
2
t V
r,s (θ)
]T
0
.
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We sum over l = 1, ..., L. The spacetime integral is bounded by CTP (supt∈[0,T ]Eκ(t)). For
the the space integral at time t = T , we employ the fundamental theorem of calculus:∫
Ω
[f skri V
i
tt,k V
r
tt,s ](T ) =
∫
Ω
V itt,k (T )V
r
tt,s (T )f
sk
ri (0) +
∫
Ω
V itt,k (T )V
r
tt,s (T )
∫ T
0
∂tf
sk
ri
≤ ‖Vtt(T )‖21 ‖q˜0‖2 + ‖Vtt(T )‖21 ‖
∫ T
0
|ft‖L∞
≤ ‖vtt(T )‖2/31.5 ‖vtt(T )‖1/30 ‖q˜0‖2 + CTP ( sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t))
≤ δ
2
‖vtt(T )‖21.5 + C(δ)‖vtt(T )‖1/20 ‖q˜0‖3/22 + CTP ( sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t))
≤ δ‖vtt(T )‖21.5 + C(δ) ‖q˜0‖22 + CTP ( sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t))
≤ δ sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t) +M0(δ) + CTP ( sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t)) ,
where Young’s inequality has been used. For Ia1ii, the commutation lemma 2.1 shows that
Ia1ii ≤ Cκ
3
2
∫ T
0
‖f‖3 ‖
√
κv˜ttt‖1 ‖v˜tt‖1
≤ δ
∫ T
0
‖√κv˜ttt‖21 + Cδ
∫ T
0
‖f‖23 ‖v˜tt‖21 .
Summing over l = 1, ..., L, we integrate-by-parts in time and write the term Ia2 as
Ia2 = −
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
f∇v˜ttG(ξ,∇ξ)(f v˜tt)t +
∫
Ω
f∇v˜ttG(ξ,∇ξ)f v˜tt
]T
0
.
This is estimated in the same way as term Ia1i. The term Ib is handled in the identical
fashion with the same bound. Thus, we have shown that
I ≤ δ sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t) +M0(δ) + CTP ( sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t)) .
Using (12.25b) for term II, integration by parts in time gives the identical bound as for
term I. For term III, a different approach is employed; we use (12.25a) and integration by
parts in space rather than time, and let F skri := 3J˜
−1
κ (A
s
rA
k
i −AkrAsi ) to find that
III = −
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
v˜ittt[v˜
r
κ,s F
sk
ri qtt],k +
∫ T
0
∫
Γ
v˜itttF
sk
ri Nkqttv˜
r
κ,s
The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality together with the pressure estimate (12.1) give the bound
CTP (supt∈[0,T ]Eκ(t)) for the first term on the right-hand side. The boundary integral term
requires integration by parts in time:∫ T
0
∫
Γ
v˜itttF
sk
ri Nk q˜ttv˜
r
κ,s =
∫
Γ
v˜ittF
sk
ri Nk q˜ttv˜
r
κ,s
]T
0
+
∫ T
0
∫
Γ
vitt[F
sk
ri Nk q˜ttv˜
r
κ,s ]t
=: IIIa + IIIb .
First, note that
F skri Nk = 3J˜
−1
κ A
s
r
[
(q˜AkiNk)tt − 2q˜t∂tAkiNk − q˜∂2tAkiNk
]
− 3J˜−1κ Asi
[
(q˜AkrNk)tt − 2q˜t∂tAkrNk − q˜∂2tAkrNk
]
. (12.26)
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Next, substitute the boundary condition (12.8), written as
− q˜AkiNk =
√
g˜∆g˜(η˜
j) [δji + ((n˜κ)j − n˜j)n˜i + n˜j((n˜κ)i − n˜i)] + κ(√g0gαβ0 [v˜ · n˜],β ),α n˜i ,
(12.27)
into (12.26). The two bracketed terms in (12.26) are essentially the same, so it suffices to
analyze just the first term. We begin by considering the term
√
g˜∆g˜(η˜
i) in (12.27).
Then IIIa can be written as
IIIa = 3
∫
Γ
J˜−1κ
{
∂2t (
√
g˜g˜αβ η˜i,β ),α v˜
r
κ,sA
s
r − 2qt∂tAkiNiv˜rκ,s−q∂2tAkiNiv˜rκ,s
}
v˜itt
]T
0
(12.28)
= 3
∫
Γ
(
√
g˜g˜αβ η˜i,β )tt(J˜
−1
κ v˜
r
κ,sA
s
r v˜
i
tt),α−2J˜−1κ qt∂tAkiNiv˜rκ,s v˜itt − J˜−1κ q∂2tAkiNiv˜rκ,s v˜itt
]T
0
≤ δ sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t) +M0(δ) + CTP ( sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t)) ,
the last inequality following from the fundamental theorem of calculus and the same argu-
ment we have used above.
In order to estimate IIIb, because we do not have a trace estimate for ∂
3
tA, we let
Qr(∂η˜κ) :=
√
g˜κ(n˜κ)r and compute
∂tQr = Q
α
riv˜
i
κ,α , ∂
2
tQr = Q
αβ
rij v˜
i
κ,α v˜
j
κ,β +Q
α
ri∂tv˜
i
κ,α ,
∂3tQr = Q
αβγ
rijkv˜
i
κ,α v˜
j
κ,β v˜
k
κ,j +3Q
αβ
rij v˜
i
κ,α ∂tv˜
j
κ,β +Q
α
ri∂
2
t v˜
i
κ,α . (12.29)
Since
√
g˜κ(n˜κ)r q˜tt = (
√
g˜κ(n˜κ)r q˜)tt − 2∂tQr q˜t − ∂2tQr q˜, it follows that
IIIb = −3
∫ T
0
∫
Γ
J˜−1κ
[
v˜rtt(
√
g˜κ(n˜κ)r q˜)tttv˜
i
κ,sA
s
i + v˜
r
tt(Qrq˜)tt(v˜
i
κ,sA
s
i )t
−v˜rtt(2Qαrj v˜jκ,α v˜iκ,sAsi q˜t +Qαβrlj v˜lκ,α v˜jκ,β v˜iκ,sAsi q˜ +Qαrl∂tv˜lκ,α v˜iκ,sAsi q˜)t
]
.
(12.30)
Using the pressure estimates and by definition of our energy function, for t ∈ (0, T ),
q˜tt(t) ∈ H0.5(Γ), Qr(t), ∂tQr(t) ∈ L∞(Γ), ∂3tQr(t) ∈ L2(Γ),
∂v˜t(t) ∈ H1.5(Γ), ∂v˜tt(t) ∈ L2(Γ) ;
thus, all of the terms, except the first, on right-hand side of (12.30) can be easily bounded
by CTP (supt∈[0,T ]Eκ(t)). Integrating by parts in space, the first term in (12.30) has the
following estimate:
3
∫ T
0
∫
Γ
√
g˜κg˜
αβ
κ Π
r
k v˜
k
tt,β (v˜
r
ttv˜
i
κ,s J
−1
κ A
s
i ),α+
√
g˜κ(g˜
µν
κ g
αβ − gανgµβ)η˜j ,ν v˜jtt,µ η˜r,β (v˜rttv˜iκ,s J˜−1κ Asi ),α
+ [Pαβij (∂η˜, ∂v˜)v˜
j
tt,β +P
α
i (∂η˜, ∂v˜)](v˜
r
ttv˜
i
κ,s J˜
−1
κ A
s
i ),α≤ CTP ( sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t)) .
(12.31)
The remaining three terms in the boundary condition (12.27) are now considered. The
additional integrals which arise in the (12.30) are given by
− 3
∫ T
0
∫
Γ
∂3t {
√
g˜H˜n˜ · (n˜κ − n˜) n˜r +
√
g˜H˜n˜ · n˜κ ((n˜κ)r − n˜r) + κ
√
g˜κ∆0¯(v˜ · n˜κ)n˜κ} v˜r,s a˜si v˜itt
=: J1 + J2 + J3 .
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Term J3 with the artificial viscosity provides the integral κ
∫ T
0
[∂3t (v˜ · n˜κ), P (∇η˜,∇v˜) · ∂2t v˜]1.
The highest-order terms in this integral are estimated as
κ
∫ T
0
{
[Pαβij (∂n˜κ,∇η˜,∇v˜) ∂3t v˜i,β , ∂2t v˜j,α]0 + [Pαβγij (∂n˜κ,∇η˜, v˜,∇v˜) ∂2t v˜iκ,βγ , ∂2t v˜j,α]0
}
≤ C√κ
∫ T
0
‖P (∇η˜,∇v˜)‖L∞ |∂2t v˜|1 {|
√
κ∂3t v˜|1 + |
√
κ∂2t v˜κ|2}
≤ C(δ)
∫ T
0
‖P (∇η˜,∇v˜)‖L∞ |∂2t v˜|21 + κδ
∫ T
0
(|√κ∂3t v˜|21 + |√κ∂2t v˜κ|22)
≤ C(δ)T P ( sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t)) + δ sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t) .
The lower-order terms in J3 also have the same bound. As to terms J1 and J2, the es-
timates for the terms with (
√
g˜H˜n˜)ttt are obtained exactly as in (12.31). For the terms
that contain n˜ttt, we use the formula (12.29) for the third time derivative of the unit nor-
mal; it immediately follows that terms J1 and J2 are also bounded by δ supt∈[0,T ]Eκ(t) +
CTP (supt∈[0,T ]Eκ(t)).
We need only consider now the additional terms in (12.28) from the remaining three
terms in the boundary condition (12.27). The only novelty is in the highest-order integral
coming from integration by parts in space in the κ term:
κ
∫
γ
Pαβij (T )v
i
tt,α (T )v
j
tt,β (T )
where Pαβij (t) and ∂tP
αβ
ij (t) are both in L
∞(Γ) for each t ∈ [0, T ]. Using the fundamental the-
orem of calculus and the fact that
√
κvttt ∈ L2(0, T ;H1.5(Ω)) together with Jensen’s inequal-
ity shows that this term is bounded by M0(δ) + δ supt∈[0,T ]Eκ(t) + CTP (supt∈[0,T ]Eκ(t)).
To study term IV , we use (12.25) together with the incompressibility condition (v˜i,k A
k
i )ttt =
0 to find that
IV = −
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
[(3v˜itt,k ∂tA
k
i + v˜
i,k ∂
3
tA
k
i )q˜ttt + 3v˜
i
t,k ∂
2
tA
k
i q˜ttt] =: IVa + IVb .
For IVb, we integrate by parts in time:
IVb =
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
3(v˜it,k ∂
2
tA
k
i )tq˜tt −
∫
Ω
3v˜it,k ∂
2
tA
k
i q˜tt
]T
0
.
Since ∂3tA is bounded inH
0.5(Ω), the spacetime integral is easily bounded by CTP (supt∈[0,T ]Eκ(t));
meanwhile, the remaining space integral satisfies
IVb2 ≤ 3
∫
Ω
[v˜it,k (0)∂
2
tA
k
i (0)]qtt(T ) +
∫
Ω
∫ T
0
[v˜it,k ∂
2
tA
k
i ]t dt qtt(T ) +M0
≤ δ‖qtt(T )‖20 +M0(δ) + T sup
t∈[0,T ]
‖(v˜it,k ∂2tAki )t‖0 ‖qtt(T )‖0
≤ δ sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t) +M0(δ) + CTP ( sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t)) .
With F skri := J˜
−1
κ (A
s
rA
k
i −AkrAsi ), IVa is written as
IVa = −
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
(3∂2t v˜
r,s F
sk
ri v˜
i
κ,k +∂
2
t v˜
r
κ,s F
sk
ri v˜
i,k )q˜ttt + v˜
i,k P
k
j (J
−1
κ , A,∇vκ)∂tv˜jκ,i
=: IVa1 + IVa2 + IVa3 . (12.32)
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Term IVa3 is estimated in the same way as term IVb. For term IVa2, we integrate by parts
in space to find that
IVa2 = −
∫ T
0
∫
Γ
∂2t v˜
r
κF
sk
ri v˜
i,k q˜tttNs +
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
∂2t v˜
r
κ(F
sk
ri v˜
i,k q˜ttt),s := IVa2i + IVa2ii
The first integral IVa2i is handled identically to term IIIb to give the bound CTP (supt∈[0,T ]Eκ(t)).
We write the second integral as
IVa2ii =
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
[∂2t v˜
r
κF
sk
ri v˜
i,k q˜ttt,s+∂
2
t v˜
r
κ(F
sk
ri v˜
i,k ),s q˜ttt],
integrate by parts in time, and obtain
IVa2ii = −
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
[(∂2t v˜
r
κF
sk
ri v˜
i,k ))tq˜tt,s+(∂
2
t v˜
r
κ(F
sk
ri v˜
i,k )t,s q˜tt]
+
∫
Ω
[(∂2t v˜
r
κF
sk
ri v˜
i,k )q˜tt,s+(∂
2
t v˜
r
κ(F
sk
ri v˜
i,k ),s q˜tt]
]T
0
.
Since ∂3t v˜κ is bounded in L
2(Ω), and (F ∇v)t is bounded in L∞(Ω), the spacetime inte-
gral is bounded by CTP (supt∈[0,T ]Eκ(t)). Next, we analyze the highest-order term in the
remaining temporal boundary integral in IVa2:∫
Ω
[(∂2t v˜
r
κF
sk
ri v˜
i,k )q˜tt,s ](T )
=
∫
Ω
(∂2t v˜
r
κ(0)F
sk
ri (0)v˜
i,k (0))q˜tt,s (T ) +
∫
Ω
∫ T
0
(∂2t v˜
r
κF
sk
ri v˜
i,k )tq˜tt,s (T )
≤M0(δ) + δ‖qtt(T )‖21 + T sup
t∈[0,T ]
‖(∂2t v˜rκF skri v˜i,k )t‖0 ‖qtt(T )‖1
≤M0(δ) + δ sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t) + CTP ( sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t)) .
The remaining term is analyzed in the same fashion.
Step 3. The inertia term. Finally, the inertia term in (12.7) satisfies∫ T
0
∫
Ω
∂3t (J˜κv˜
i
t)v˜
i
ttt =
1
2
‖J˜ 12κ v˜ttt(T )‖20 −
1
2
‖v˜ttt(0)‖20
+
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
[
2.5∂tJ˜κ|v˜ttt|2 + 3∂2t J˜κv˜ittv˜ittt + ∂3t J˜κv˜itv˜ittt
]
.
Since ∂tJ˜κ = Trace(a˜κ∇v˜κ), ∂2t J˜κ = Trace(a˜κ∇∂tv˜κ) + P (J˜−1κ , a˜κ,∇v˜κ), and ∂2t J˜κ =
Trace(a˜κ∇∂2t v˜κ) + P (J˜−1κ , a˜κ,∇v˜κ)∇∂tv˜κ, then using condition (3.3c), we see that
sup
t∈[0,T ]
‖vttt‖20 ≤ ‖v˜ttt(0)‖20 + C T P ( sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t)).
From (12.2) evaluated at t = 0, we see that ‖v˜ttt(0)‖20 ≤M0, so the lemma is proved. 
Lemma 12.3 (Energy estimates for the second time-differentiated κ-problem). For M0 taken
as in Lemma 10.1 and δ > 0, solutions of the κ-problem (4.1) satisfy:
sup
t∈[0,T ]
|∂2v˜t · n˜|20 +
∫ T
0
|√κ∂2v˜tt · n˜κ|20
≤M0 + T P ( sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t)) + δ sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t) + C P (‖
√
κv˜t‖2L2(0,T ;H3.5(Ω))) . (12.33)
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Proof. We let ∂∂2t act on (4.1b) and test with ζ
2
i ∂v˜tt where ζ
2
i = αi, and αi is an element
of our partition of unity. This localizes the analysis to a neighborhood of the boundary
Γ where the tangential derivative is well-defined. In this neighborhood, we use a normal
coordinate system spanned by (∂1η0, ∂2η0, N).
We follow the proof of Lemma 12.2 and replace ∂3t with ∂∂
2
t . There are only two dif-
ferences between the analysis of the second and third time-differentiated problems. The
first difference can be found in the analogue of term III in (12.9), which now reads∫ T
0
∫
Γ
P (∂η˜, ∂v˜) ∂v˜t ∂
2v˜tt. After integration by parts in space, this term is bounded by
C T P (supt∈[0,T ]Eκ(t)); however, this term requires a bound on |v˜tt|1, which requires us to
study the third time-differentiated problem. (Compare this with the third time-differentiated
problem wherein integration by parts in time forms an exact derivative which closes the es-
timate.)
The second difference is significant. Because the energy function places
v˜ttt ∈ L∞(0, T ;L2(Ω)) and v˜tt ∈ L∞(0, T ;H1.5(Ω)),
there is a one-half derivative improvement that accounts for (12.33) being better than (12.6).
In particular, the analogue of term II in (12.20) is
∫ T
0
∫
Γ
√
g˜H˜n˜ · n˜κ ∂∂2t (n˜κ − n˜) · ∂v˜tt,
and since |∂∂2t (n˜κ− n˜)|0 ≤ C |P (∂η)|L∞ |v˜t|2, then this integral is easily seen to be bounded
by C T P (supt∈[0,T ]Eκ(t)). (This is in sharp contrast to the difficult analysis required at
the level of the third time-differentiated problem which follows equation (12.20).)
All of the other estimates follow identically to the proof of Lemma 12.2 with ∂3t being
replaced by ∂∂2t . 
Lemma 12.4 (Energy estimates for the time-differentiated κ-problem). For M0 taken as in
Lemma 10.1 and δ > 0, solutions of the κ-problem (4.1) satisfy:
sup
t∈[0,T ]
|∂3v˜ · n˜|20 +
∫ T
0
|√κ∂3v˜t · n˜κ|20
≤M0 + T P ( sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t)) + δ sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t) + C P (‖
√
κv˜‖2L2(0,T ;H4.5(Ω))) . (12.34)
Proof. After replacing ∂∂2t with ∂
2∂t, the proof is the same as the proof of Lemma 12.3. 
Lemma 12.5 (Energy estimates for the κ-problem). For M0 taken as in Lemma 10.1 and
δ > 0, solutions of the κ-problem (4.1) satisfy:
sup
t∈[0,T ]
|∂4η˜ · n˜|20 +
∫ T
0
|√κ∂4v˜ · n˜κ|20 ≤M0 + T P ( sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t)) + δ sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t) . (12.35)
Proof. Let ∂3 act on (4.1b) and test with ∂3v˜. All of the terms are estimated as in Lemma
12.3, except the analogue of (12.15) which reads, after replacing ∂3t with ∂
3, as
κ
∫ T
0
[v˜ · ∂4n˜κ, n˜κ · ∂4v˜)]0 .
Since the energy function places
√
κη˜ ∈ L∞(0, T ;H5.5(Ω)), we see that this integral is
bounded by δ supt∈[0,T ]Eκ(t) + C T P (supt∈[0,T ]Eκ(t)). 
To the above energy estimates, we add one elliptic estimate arising from the modified
boundary condition (12.8). We will make use of the following identity:
[
√
g∆g(η
i)],γ = [
√
ggαβΠijη
j ,βγ +
√
g(gνµgαβ − gανgβµ)ηi,β ηj ,ν ηj ,µγ ],α . (12.36)
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Lemma 12.6 (Elliptic estimate for
√
κη˜). Let M0 be given as in Lemma 10.1. Then for
δ > 0,
sup
t∈[0,T ]
|√κη˜|25(t) ≤M0(δ) + δ sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t) + C T P ( sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t)) , (12.37)
Proof. Letting Qαij := Q
αβi
j (∂η˜) denote a smooth function of ∂η˜, from (12.36), we see that
∂3[
√
g˜∆g˜(η˜
i)],γ = [
√
g˜g˜αβΠij∂
3η˜j ,βγ +
√
g˜(g˜νµg˜αβ − g˜αν g˜βµ)η˜i,β η˜j ,ν ∂3η˜j ,µγ ],α
+ [∂Qαβij ∂
2η˜j ,βγ +∂
2Qαβij ∂η˜
j ,βγ +∂
3Qαβij η˜
j ,βγ ],α
The estimate (12.37) is obtained by letting ∂3∂γ act on the modified boundary condition
(12.5) and then testing this with ζ2g˜γδΠil∂
3η˜l,δ where ζ
2 = αi.
For convenience we drop the subscript i from Ωi and Γi. (Recall that αi denotes the
partition of unity introduced in Section 2.) For the surface tension term, integration by
parts with respect to ∂α yields∫ T
0
[∂3(
√
g˜H˜n˜ ◦ η˜),γ , ζ2g˜δγΠ∂3η˜,δ ]0 ≤
∫ T
0
[
−|ζ√g 12Π∂5η|20 + C|F |L∞ |η|4 |Π∂5η|0
]
,
where F := P (ζ, ∂η, ∂v, ∂2η) is a polynomial of its arguments. To get this estimate we have
used the fact that√
g˜(g˜νµg˜αβ − g˜αν g˜βµ)η˜i,β η˜j ,ν ∂3η˜j ,µγ ]g˜γδΠil∂3η˜l,δα= 0,
since η˜i,β Π
i
l = 0. (This ensures that the error term is linear in |Π∂5η˜|0 rather than qua-
dratic.)
We next analyze the artificial viscosity term. The testing procedure gives us the integral
−
∫ T
0
κ[∂3∂γ∆0(v˜ · n˜κ)n˜κ, ζ2g˜γδΠ∂3η˜,δ ]0.
The positive term comes from ∂3∂γ acting on v˜. This gives, after integration by parts in
space, the highest-order integrand κ(∂3v˜,αγ ·n˜κ)gγδgαβ0 (n˜κ ·Π∂3η˜,βδ ), where Π = n˜⊗ n˜. We
can write this term as
κ(∂3v˜,αγ ·n˜κ)gγδgαβ0 (n˜κ · ∂3η˜,βδ ) + κ(∂3v˜,αγ ·n˜κ)gγδgαβ0 (n˜κ · (Π−Πκ)∂3η˜,βδ ),
where Πκ = n˜κ ⊗ n˜κ. The first term is an exact derivative in time, and yields
κ
2
d
dt
|∂5η˜ · n˜κ|2 − κ∂5η˜i ∂5η˜j n˜iκ∂tn˜jκ .
The space integral of the second term is estimated by C |F |L∞ |
√
κv|5 |
√
κη˜|5 |Πκ − Π|L∞
and |Πκ −Π|L∞ ≤ C κ |η˜|3.5. From (12.5)
κ∂3∆0(v · n˜κ) = −∂3(
√
g˜κ
−1√
g˜∆g˜(η˜) · n˜κ) + ∂3q.
Thus,
C
√
κ|κv˜|5 ≤ κ|F |L∞(|v˜|3 + |
√
κv˜|4) + (κ 32 + κ 12 )|F |L∞ |η˜|4 + |F |L∞ |
√
κη˜|5 +
√
κ|q˜|3 ,
so that∫ T
0
∫
Γ
κ(∂3v˜,αγ ·n˜κ)gγδgαβ0 (n˜κ · (Π−Πκ)∂3η˜,βδ )
≤ C
∫ T
0
[√
κ|F |L∞(|v˜|3 + |
√
κv˜|4 + |η˜|4 + |q˜|3) |
√
κη˜|5 + |F |L∞ |
√
κη˜|25
]
.
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Having finished the estimates for the terms leading to the positive energy contribution, we
next consider the most difficult of the error terms. This occurs when ∂3∂γ acts on n˜κ,
producing the integral
∫ T
0 κ[ζ
2 v˜ · ∂4n˜κ, n˜κ · ∂4η˜]0.
To analyze this term, we let v˜ = v˜γ∂γ η˜κ + v˜nn˜κ; we remind the reader that for γ = 1, 2,
∂γ η˜κ spans the tangent space of η˜κ(t)(Γ) at η˜κ(x, t), so that ∂γ η˜κ is orthogonal to n˜κ. It
follows that vγ∂γ η˜κ ·∂5n˜κ is equal to −vγ n˜κ ·∂5∂γ η˜κ plus lower order terms vγRγ4 (η˜), which
have at most only five tangential derivative of η˜κ. Note also that since n˜κ · n˜κ = 1, n˜κ ·∂5n˜κ
is also a sum of lower order terms which have at most only five tangential derivative of η˜κ.
Thus,∫ T
0
κ[ζ2 v˜ · ∂5n˜κ, n˜κ · ∂5η˜]0 =
∫ T
0
κ[ζ2 v˜γ n˜κ · ∂5∂γ η˜κ + v˜γRγ4 (η˜), n˜κ · ∂5η˜]0 ,
where the remainder term satisfies∣∣∣∣∣
∫ T
0
[κv˜γRγ4 (η˜) , n˜κ · ∂5η]0
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C
∫ T
0
|F |L∞ [|
√
κv˜|4 |
√
κη˜|5 + |
√
κη˜|25] .
We must form an exact derivative from the remaining highest order term∫ T
0
κ[ζ2 v˜γ n˜κ · ∂5∂γ η˜κ, n˜κ · ∂5η˜]0 , (12.38)
and this will require commuting the horizontal convolution operator, so that the η˜ on the
right side of the L2(Γ) inner-product also has a convolution operator, and is hence converted
to a n˜κ ·∂4ρ 1
κ
⋆h η˜ term. With this accomplished, we will be able to pull-out the ∂γ operator
and form an exact derivative, which can be bounded by our energy function.
Noting that on Γ the horizontal convolution ⋆h restricts to the usual convolution ∗ on
R
2, we have that
η˜κ =
K∑
i=1
√
αi
[
ρ 1
κ
∗ [ρ 1
κ
∗ (√αiη˜ ◦ θi)]
]
◦ θ−1i
For notational convenience, we set ρ = ρ1/κ, ζ =
√
αi, and R = [0, 1]
2 = θ−1i (Γ ∩ Ui). It
follows that (12.38) can be expressed as∫ T
0
κ
K∑
i=1
∫
R
(v˜γ n˜κ) ◦ θi · ∂γ∂5 [ζ(θi)ρ ∗ ρ ∗ (ζη˜) ◦ θi]
(
n˜κ · ∂5η˜
) ◦ θi (12.39)
With g˜κ := ∂
5ρ ∗ ζ(θi)η˜(θi), we see that
κn˜κ ·∂γ∂5 [ζ(θi)ρ ∗ ρ ∗ (ζη˜ ◦ θi)] = κn˜κ · (∂γ∂5ζ(θi))ρ∗ρ∗ (ζη˜(θi)+κζn˜κ ·ρ∗∂γ g˜κ+κR5(η˜) ,
(12.40)
where the remainder R5(η˜) has at most five tangential derivatives on η˜. Substitution of
(12.40) into (12.39) yields three terms, corresponding to the three terms on the right-hand
side of (12.40). For the first term, we see that∫ T
0
κ
K∑
i=1
∫
R
(∂γ∂
5ζ(θi))v˜
γ n˜κ · ρ ∗ ρ ∗ (ζη˜(θi)
(
n˜κ · ∂5η˜(θi)
) ≤ C ∫ T
0
‖√κθi‖6.5|η˜(θi)|L∞ |
√
κη˜|5 .
The second term on the right-hand side of (12.40) gives the integral∫ T
0
κ
K∑
i=1
∫
R
(n˜κ · ρ ∗ ∂γ g˜κ) (n˜κ · g˜κ) +R6(η˜),
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where the remainder R6(η˜) is lower-order containing terms which have at most four tan-
gential derivatives on η˜ and five on ζ(θi).
We fix i ∈ {1, ...,K}, drop the explicit composition with θi, we set
△n˜κ,gκ = n˜κ · ρ ∗ g˜κ − ρ ∗ (n˜κ · g˜κ) ,
△n˜κ,ζ∂5η˜ = n˜κ · ρ ∗ ζ∂5η˜ − ρ ∗ (n˜κ · ζ∂5η˜) ,
and analyze the following integral:∫
R
{ζn˜κ · ρ ∗ g˜κ} {n˜κ · ∂5η˜} =
∫
R
{ρ ∗ (n˜κ · g˜κ)} {n˜κ · ζ∂5η˜}+
∫
R
△n˜κ,gκ {n˜κ · ζ∂4η˜} ,
=
∫
R
{n˜κ · g˜κ} {n˜κ · ∂4ρ ∗ ζη˜} −
∫
R
{n˜κ · g˜κ}△n˜κ,ζ∂5η˜ +
∫
R
△n˜κ,gκ {n˜κ · ζ∂5η˜}+R7(η˜) ,
where the remainder R7(η˜) comes from commuting ∂5 with the cut-off function ζ and has
the same bound as R4(η˜). The first term on the right-hand side is a perfect derivative and
for the remaining terms we use Lemma 2.1 together with the estimate κ|g˜κ|0,R ≤ C‖η˜‖5.5
to find that
κ
∫
R
{ζn˜κ · ρ ∗ g˜κ} {n˜κ · ∂5η˜} ≤ C |F |L∞ |
√
κη˜|25.
Thus, summing over i ∈ {1, ...,K},
κ
∫ T
0
[ζ2 v˜ · ∂5n˜κ, n˜κ · ∂5η˜]0 ≤ C
∫ T
0
|F |L∞ (|
√
κΓ|6 + |
√
κv˜|4 + |
√
κη˜|5) |
√
κη˜|5 ,
where |√κΓ|6 := maxi∈{1,...,K} |
√
κθi|6.
It is easy to see that∫ T
0
[∂3∂γ(
√
g˜∆g˜(η˜) · (n˜κ − n˜)n˜κ), ζ2g˜δγΠ∂3η˜,δ ] ≤ C
∫ T
0
|F |L∞ |
√
κη˜|25
with the same bound for
∫ T
0
[∂2∂γ(
√
g˜∆g˜(η˜) · n˜κ(n˜κ− n˜), ζ4g˜δγΠ∂2η˜,δ ]. With (3.3), we infer
that
|√κ∂5η˜ · n˜κ|20(t) ≤M0 + C
∫ T
0
|q˜|23 + C
∫ T
0
|F |L∞ (|
√
κΓ|6 + |
√
κv˜|4 + |
√
κη˜|5) |
√
κη˜|5 .
Adding to this inequality the curl estimate (10.7) for
√
κη˜ and the divergence estimate
(which has the same bound as the curl estimate), and using Young’s inequality to get∫ T
0
|F |L∞ |√κv˜|4 |√κη˜|5 ≤ δ
∫ T
0
|√κv˜|24 + Cδ
∫ T
0
|F |2L∞ |
√
κη˜|25, we see that
sup
t∈[0,T ]
|√κη˜|25 ≤M0 + C T sup
t∈[0,T ]
(‖vt‖22.5 + ‖v‖23.5 + ‖η‖44.5)
+ C T sup
t∈[0,T ]
(|F |2L∞ (|√κΓ|26 + |√κη˜|25)+ δ
∫ T
0
|√κv˜|24 ,
from which the lemma follows. 
12.1. Removing the additional regularity assumptions on the initial data. At this
stage, we explain how we can remove the extra regularity assumptions on the initial data,
u0 and Ω, so that the constant M0 depends on ‖u0‖4.5 and |Γ|5.5 rather than √κ‖u0‖10.5
and
√
κ|Γ|7 as stated in Lemma 10.1. The modification requires the following regularization
of the initial data: set u0 = ρe−κ ⋆ EΩκ(u(0)), where Ωκ is obtained by smoothing Ω via
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convolution with ρe−κ , i.e., we use ρe−κ ∗ θ¯i as our family of charts. We make use of the fact
that
P (‖√κu0‖10.5) ≤ CP‖u0‖4.5) , P (|
√
κΓ|10) ≤ CP (|Γ|5.5) ,
which follows by integration by parts of six tangential derivatives onto the mollifier ρe−κ ;
this and results in the constant C > 0 being independent of κ.
12.2. The limit as κ→ 0.
Proposition 12.1. With M0 = P (‖u0‖4.5, |Γ|5.5) a polynomial of its arguments and for
M˜0 > M0,
sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t) ≤ M˜0 , (12.41)
where T depends on the data, but not on κ.
Proof. Summing the inequalities (12.6), (12.33), (12.34), (12.35), and (12.37), and using
Lemma 10.1 and Proposition 5.1, we find that
sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t) ≤M0 + C T P ( sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t)) + δ sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t) ,
where the polynomial P and the constant M0 do not depend on κ. Choose δ < 1. Then,
from the continuity of the left-hand side in T , we may choose T sufficiently small and
independent of κ, to ensure that (12.41) holds. (See [8] for a detailed account of such
polynomial inequalities.) 
Proposition 12.1 provides the weak convergence as κ→ 0 of subsequences of (v˜, q˜) toward
a limit which we denote by (v, q) in the same space. We then set η = Id+
∫ t
0 v, and
u = v ◦ η−1. It is obvious that v˜κ, arising from the double horizontal convolution by layers
of v˜, satisfies v˜κ → v in L2(0, T ;H3.5(Ω)), and therefore η˜κ → η in L2(0, T ;H4(Ω). It follows
that divu = 0 in η(Ω) in the limit as κ → 0 in (1.3c). Thus, the limit (v, q) is a solution
to the problem (1.3), and satisfies E0(t) ≤ M˜0. We then take T even small, if necessary, to
ensure that (3.3) holds, which follows from the fundamental theorem of calculus.
13. A posteriori elliptic estimates
Solutions of the Euler equations gain regularity with respect to the Eκ(t) from elliptic
estimates of the boundary condition (1.3d), which we write as
√
gHn(η) =
√
gqn.
Replacing ∂γ with ∂t in (12.36), we have the identities
∂t(
√
gHn ◦ η)i = −[√ggαβΠijvj ,β +
√
g(gνµgαβ − gανgβµ)ηi,β ηj ,ν vj ,µ ],α . (13.1)
and
∂2t (
√
gHn ◦ η)i = −[√ggαβΠijvjt ,β +
√
g(gνµgαβ − gανgβµ)ηi,β ηj ,ν vjt ,µ+Qiαβj vj ,β ],α ,
(13.2)
where Qiαβj = Q(∂η) is a rational function of ∂η.
Lemma 13.1. Taking M˜0 as in Proposition 12.1, and letting M0 denote a polynomial func-
tion of M˜0, for T taken sufficiently small,
sup
t∈[0,T ]
[|Γ(t)|5.5 + ‖v(t)‖4.5 + ‖vt(t)‖3] ≤M0 .
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Proof. We begin with the estimate for vt. Following the proof Lemma 12.6, we let ∂γ∂
2
t
act on the boundary condition (1.3d) and test with −ζ2gγδΠikvkt ,δ, where ζ2 = αi, an
element of our partition of unity. Using (13.2), we see that − ∫Γ ∂γ∂2t [√gHn(η)] ·ζ2gγδvt,δ =∫
Γ
(
√
gqn)tt · [ζ2gγδvt,δ ],γ . Using (12.41), letting C˜ denote a constant that depends on M˜0,
and summing over the partition of unity, we find that
|∂2vt · n|20 ≤ C˜ [|v|2 + |η|2 (|vt|1 + |v|1) + |(q
√
gn)tt|0] |∂2vt · n|0 + C˜|vt|21|η|3 . (13.3)
This follow since[√
g(gνµgαβ − gανgβµ)ηi,β ηj ,ν vjt ,µγ
] [
gγδΠikv
k
t ,δα
]
= 0 ,
while∫
Γ
[√
g(gνµgαβ − gανgβµ)ηi,β ηj ,ν vjt ,µγ
] [
(gγδΠik),α v
k
t ,δ
] ≤ C˜ |vt|1 (|∂2vt · n|0 + |vt|1 |η|3) .
Applying Young’s inequality to (13.3) yields, after adjusting the constant,
|∂2vt · n|20 ≤ C˜ [|η|23 + |v|22 + |vt|21 + |qtt|20] .
A similar computation shows that
|∂3vt · n|20 ≤ C˜ [|η|24 + |v|23 + |vt|22 + |qtt|21] .
Thus, by interpolation
sup
t∈[0,T ]
|∂2vt · n|20.5 ≤ C˜ sup
t∈[0,T ]
[|η|23.5 + |v|22.5 + |vt|21.5 + |qtt|20.5] ≤M0 .
Computing the H2(Ω)-norm of (10.9), we find that
sup
t∈[0,T ]
‖ curl vt‖2 ≤M0 + C˜ T sup
t∈[0,T ]
‖vt‖3 ,
with the same estimate for supt∈[0,T ] ‖ div vt‖2. Hence, for T taken sufficiently small, we
infer from Proposition 5.1 that
sup
t∈[0,T ]
‖vt‖3 ≤M0. (13.4)
Next, we let ∂γ∂
2∂t act on the boundary condition (1.3d) and test with −ζ2gγδΠik∂2vk,δ.
Using (12.36), we find that
sup
t∈[0,T ]
|∂4v · n|20 ≤ C˜ sup
t∈[0,T ]
[|η|24 + |v|23 + |qt|22] ≤M0 .
Computing the H3.5(Ω)-norm of (10.8), and again taking T sufficiently small, we see that
supt∈[0,T ] ‖v‖4.5 ≤M0.
In order to prove our remaining estimate, we need a convenient reparameterization of
Γ(t) via a height function h in the normal bundle over Γ.
Consider the isometric immersion η0 : (Γ, g0) → (R3, Id). Let B = Γ × (−ǫ, ǫ) where ǫ
is chosen sufficiently small so that the map B : B → R3 : (y, z) 7→ y + zN(y) is itself an
immersion, defining a tubular neighborhood of η0(Γ) in R
3. We can choose a coordinate
system ∂∂yα , α = 1, 2 and
∂
∂z .
Let G = B∗(Id), denote the induced metric on B, and note that G(y, z) = Gz(y)+dz⊗dz,
where Gz is the metric on the surface Γ × {z}, and that G0 = g0. Let h : Γ → (−ǫ, ǫ) be
a smooth function and consider the graph of h in B, parameterized by φ : Γ → B : y 7→
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(y, h(y)). The tangent space to graph(h), considered as a submanifold of B, is spanned at a
point φ(x) by the vectors
φ∗(
∂
∂yα
) =
∂φ
∂yα
=
∂
∂yα
+
∂h
∂yα
∂
∂z
,
and the normal to graph(h) is given by
n(y) = J−1h (y)
(
−Gαβh(y)
∂h
∂yα
∂
∂yβ
+
∂
∂z
)
(13.5)
where Jh = (1 + h,αG
αβ
h(y)h,β)
1/2. Therefore, twice the mean curvature H is defined to be
the trace of ∇n while
(∇n)ij = G(∇B∂
∂wi
n,
∂
∂wj
)
where ∂∂wα =
∂
∂yα for α = 1, 2 and
∂
∂w3 =
∂
∂z . Substituting the formula (13.5) for n, we see
that
(∇n)αβ = G
(
∇B∂
∂yα
[
− J−1h Gγδh h,γ
∂
∂yδ
+ J−1h
∂
∂z
]
,
∂
∂yβ
)
= − (Gh)δβ(J−1h Gγδh h,γ),α + F 1αβ(y, h, ∂h);
(∇n)33 = G
(
∇B∂
∂z
[
− J−1h Gγδh h,γ
∂
∂yδ
+ J−1h
∂
∂z
]
,
∂
∂z
)
= F 2αβ(y, h, ∂h)
for some functions F 1αβ and F
2
αβ , α, β = 1, 2. Letting γ0 denote the Christoffel symbols
associated to the metric g0 on Γ, we find that the curvature of graph(h) is given by
Lh(h) := H = −(J−1h Gγδh h,γ),δ + J−1h ([γ0]jj3 −Gγδh h,γ [γ0]jjδ) . (13.6)
Note that the metric Gh = P (h), and that the highest-order term is in divergence form,
while the lower-order term is a polynomial in ∂h. The function h determines the height,
and hence shape, of the surface Γ(t) above Γ.
Given a signed height function h : Γ0 × [0, T )→ R, for each t ∈ [0, T ), define the normal
map
ην : Γ0 × [0, T )→ Γ(t), (y, t) 7→ y + h(y, t)N(y) .
Then, there exists a unique tangential map ητ : Γ0 × [0, T )→ Γ0 (a diffeomorphism as long
as h remains a graph) such that η|Γ(t) has the decomposition
η|Γ(·, t) = ην(·, t) ◦ ητ (·, t), η|Γ(y, t) = ητ (y, t) + h(ητ (y, t), t)N(ητ (y, t)) .
The boundary condition (1.1c) can be written as σLh(h) = q ◦ (ητ )−1.
The operator Lh is a quasilinear elliptic operator; from the standard regularity theory
for quasilinear elliptic operators with H3 coefficients on a compact manifold, we have the
elliptic estimate
|h|5.5 ≤ C˜ |q ◦ (ητ )−1|3.5 ≤ C˜ ‖q‖4 .
By (12.2), we see that for all t ∈ [0, T ],
‖q‖4 ≤ C˜ ‖a‖22 ‖v‖23 + C˜ |η|3 |vt|2 ≤M0 ,
the last inequality following from (13.4).
Since Γ(t) =graphh(t), this estimate shows that Γ(t) maintains its H5.5-class regularity
for t ≤ T . 
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14. κ-independent estimates for the smoothed problem and existence of
solutions in 3D
The 3D analysis of the κ-problem requires assuming that the initial data u0 ∈ H5.5(Ω)
and Γ of class H6.5. This is necessitated by Sobolev embedding ‖v˜t‖L∞ ≤ C‖v˜t‖3.
By replacing the third-time differentiated problem with the fourth time-differentiated
problem the identical analysis as in Section 12 yields
E3Dκ (t) ≤ M˜0 ,
where M˜0 is a polynomial of ‖u0‖5.5 and |Γ|6.5. (In fact, our analysis in Section 12 used all
of the 3D terms and notation, so no changes are required other than raising the regularity
by one derivative.)
We let (v, q) again denote the limit of (v˜, q˜) as κ → 0. The identical limit process as in
2D, shows that (v, q) is a solution of the Euler equations.
Having a solution (v, q) to the Euler equation, we can use the a posteriori estimates (13.1)
as a priori estimates for solutions of the Euler equations. We see that
sup
t∈[0,T ]
[
E2Dκ (t) + |Γ(t)|5.5 + ‖v(t)‖4.5 + ‖vt(t)‖3
] ≤M0 ,
where M0 is polynomial function of ‖u0‖4.5 and |Γ|5.5. This key point here, is that the
elliptic estimate for vt ∈ H3(Ω) improves the regularity given by E2Dκ (t) and allows for the
required Sobolev embedding theorem to hold.
Since our initial data is a priori assumed regularized as in Subsection 12.1, we see that
solutions of the Euler equations in 3D only depend on M0.
15. Uniqueness of solutions to (1.3)
Suppose that (η1, v1, q1) and (η2, v2, q2) are both solutions of (1.3) with initial data
u0 ∈ H5.5(Ω and Γ ∈ H6.5. Setting
Eη(t) =
4∑
k=0
‖∂kt η(t)‖25.5−k,
by the method of Section 12 with κ = 0, we infer that both Eη1(t) and Eη2(t) are bounded
by a constantM0 depending on the data u0 and Γ on a time interval 0 ≤ t ≤ T for T small
enough.
Let
w := v1 − v2, r := q1 − q2, and ξ := η1 − η2 .
Then (ξ, w, r) satisfies
ξ =
∫ t
0
w in Ω× (0, T ] , (15.1a)
∂tw
i + (a1)ki r,k = (a
2 − a1)ki q2,k in Ω× (0, T ] , (15.1b)
(a1)jiw
i,j = (a
2 − a1)jiv2
i
,j in Ω× (0, T ] , (15.1c)
rn1 = −σΠ1g1αβξ,αβ −σ
√
g1∆g1−g2(η2) on Γ× (0, T ] , (15.1d)
(ξ, w) = (0, 0) on Ω× {t = 0} . (15.1e)
Set
E(t) =
3∑
k=0
‖∂kt ξ(t)‖24.5−k.
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We will show that E(t) = 0, which shows that w = 0. To do so, we analyze the forcing terms
on the right-hand side of (15.1b) and (15.1c), as well as the term σ∆g1−g2(η2) in (15.1d).
We begin with the third time-differentiated problem, and study the integral
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
∂3t [(a
1 −
a1)∇q2]wttt. The highest-order term is∫ t
0
∫
Ω
(a1 − a2)∇q2tttwttt ≤
1
2
M0
∫ t
0
‖a1 − a2‖2L∞ +
1
2
∫ T
0
‖wttt‖20 ≤ C tP (E(t)) .
The third space differentiated and mixed-derivative problems have forcing terms that can
be similarly bounded.
The difference in pressure r satisfies, using the notation of (12.2), satisfies the following
Neumann problem:
La1(r) = −∂ta1jiwi,j +[a1
j
i (a
2 − a1)ki q2,k ],j in Ω ,
Ba1(r) = −wt ·
√
g1n1 + a1
j
i (a
2 − a1)ki q2,kNj on Γ .
Since P (‖η1‖4.5) is bounded by some constant C = P (M0), (12.3) provides the estimate
‖r‖3.5 ≤ C[‖a1t‖1.5 ‖w‖2.5 + ‖a1‖2.5 ‖q2‖3.5 ‖a1 − a2‖2.5 + |
√
g1n1|2 ‖wt‖2.5] .
Since ‖a1 − a2‖2.5 ≤ C‖ξ‖3.5, and ‖a1t‖1.5, ‖a1‖2.5, ‖q2‖3.5, and |
√
g1n1|2 are all bounded
M0, we see that ‖r(t)‖3.5 ≤ CP (E(t)). Similar estimates for the time derivatives of r show
that ‖r(t)‖3.5 + ‖rt(t)‖2.5 + ‖rtt(t)‖1 ≤ CP (E(t)).
This shows that the energy estimates of Section 12 go through unchanged for equation
(15.1); therefore, using (15.1e), we see that supt∈[0,T ]E(t) ≤ C T P (supt∈[0,T ]E(t)).
16. The zero surface tension case σ = 0
In this, the second part of the paper, we use our methodology to prove well-posedness
of the free-surface Euler equations with σ = 0 and the Taylor sign condition (1.2) imposed,
previously established by Lindblad in [13]. The main advantages of our method over the
Nash-Moser approach of [13] are the significantly shorter proof and the fact that we provide
directly the optimal space in which the problem is set, instead of having to separately
perform an optimal energy study once a solution is known as in [6]. If one uses a Nash-
Moser approach without performing the analysis of [6], then one obtains results with much
higher regularity requirements than necessary, as for instance in [11] for the irrotational
water-wave problem without surface tension. We also obtain lower regularity results than
those given by the functional framework of [6] for the 3D case.
We will extensively make use of the horizontal convolution by layers defined in Section
3, and just as in the first part of the paper, for v ∈ L2(Ω) and κ ∈ (0, κ0), we define the
smoothed velocity vκ by
vκ =
K∑
i=1
√
αi
[
ρ 1
κ
⋆h [ ρ 1
κ
⋆h ((
√
αiv) ◦ θi)]
] ◦ θ−1i +
L∑
i=K+1
αiv .
The horizontal convolution by layers is of crucial importance for defining an approximate
problem whose asymptotic behavior will be compatible with the formal energy laws for
smooth solutions of the original (unsmoothed) problem (1.1), since the regularity of the
moving domain will appear as a surface integral term. In this second part of the paper, the
properties of these horizontal convolutions will be featured in a more extensive way than in
the surface tension case of the first part of the paper.
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We remind the reader that this type of smoothing satisfies the usual properties of the
standard convolution; in particular, independently of κ, we have the existence of C > 0 such
that for any v ∈ Hs(Ω):
‖vκ‖s ≤ C ‖v‖s, and |vκ|s− 1
2
+p ≤ Cκ−p|v|s− 1
2
for p ≥ 0.
We will denote for any l ∈ {1, ...,K}, the following transformed functions from v and η that
will naturally arise at the variational level:
Definition 16.1.
vlκ = ρ 1
κ
⋆h (
√
αlv ◦ θl) in (0, 1)3,
ηκ = Id+
∫ t
0
vκ in Ω,
ηlκ = θl +
∫ t
0
vlκ in (0, 1)
3.
Remark 12. The regularity of the moving free surface will be provided by control of each
ηlκ in a suitable norm independently of the parameter κ.
17. The smoothed κ-problem and its linear fixed-point formulation
As it turns out, the smoothed problem associated to the zero surface tension Euler equa-
tions can be found quite simply and naturally, and involves only transport-type arguments
in an Eulerian framework. Also, the construction of a solution is easier if we assume more
regularity on the domain and initial velocity than in Theorem 1.4. We shall therefore as-
sume until Section 26 that Ω is of class H
9
2 and u0 ∈ H 92 (Ω). In Section 26, we will show
how this restriction can be removed.
Letting u = v ◦ ηκ−1, we consider the following sequence of approximate problems in
which the transport velocity uκ is smoothed:
ut +∇uκu+∇p = 0 in ηκ(t,Ω), (17.1a)
div u = 0 in ηκ(t,Ω), (17.1b)
p = 0 on ηκ(t,Γ), (17.1c)
u(0) = u0 in Ω. (17.1d)
In order to solve this smoothed problem, we will use a linear problem whose fixed point
will provide the desired solution. If we denote by v¯ an arbitrary element of CT defined in
Section 18, and η¯κ the corresponding Lagrangian flow defined above, then we search for w
such that if u = w ◦ (η¯κ)−1 and u¯κ = v¯κ ◦ (η¯κ)−1, we have that
ut +∇u¯κu+∇p = 0 in η¯κ(t,Ω), (17.2a)
div u = 0 in η¯κ(t,Ω), (17.2b)
p = 0 on η¯κ(t,Γ), (17.2c)
u(0) = u0 in Ω. (17.2d)
A fixed point w = v¯ to this problem then provides a solution to (17.1). In the following
sections, v¯ ∈ CT is assumed given, and κ is in (0, κ0). κ is fixed until Section 20 where we
study the asymptotic behavior of the problem (17.1) as κ→ 0.
Remark 13. Note that, for this problem, we do not add any parabolic artificial viscosity, in
order to keep the transport-type structure of the Euler equations and to preserve the condition
p = 0 on the free boundary.
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18. Existence of a solution to (17.1)
18.1. A Closed convex set.
Definition 18.1. For T > 0, we define the following closed convex set of the Hilbert space
L2(0, T ;H
7
2 (Ω)):
CT = {v ∈ L2(0, T ;H 72 (Ω))| sup
[0,T ]
‖v‖ 7
2
≤ 2‖u0‖ 7
2
+ 1},
It is clear that CT is non-empty (since it contains the constant in time function u0), and
is a convex, bounded and closed set of the separable Hilbert space L2(0, T ;H
7
2 (Ω)).
By choosing T (‖∇u0‖ 7
2
+ 1) ≤ CΩǫ0, condition (3.1) holds for η = Id +
∫ t
0 v and any
v ∈ CT and thus (3.2) is well-defined.
We then see that, by taking T smaller if necessary, we have the existence of κ1 > 0 such
that for any κ ∈ (0, κ1), we have the injectivity of ηκ(t) on Ω for any t ∈ [0, T ], and ∇ηκ
satisfies condition (3.1). We then denote aκ = [∇ηκ]−1, and we let nκ(ηκ(x)) denote the
exterior unit normal to ηκ(Ω) at ηκ(x), with x ∈ Γ. We now set κ2 = min(κ0, κ1), and
assume in the following that κ ∈ (0, κ2).
18.2. Existence and uniqueness for the smoothed problems (17.2) and (17.1).
Suppose that v¯ ∈ CT is given. Now, for v ∈ CT given, we define p on η¯κ(t,Ω) by
△p = −u¯κi ,j uj,i in η¯κ(t,Ω), (18.1a)
p = 0 on η¯κ(t,Γ), (18.1b)
where u = v ◦ (η¯κ)−1. We next define v˜ in Ω by
v˜(t) = u0 +
∫ t
0
[∇p](t′, η¯κ(t′, ·))dt′, (18.2)
and we now explain why the mapping v → v˜ has a fixed point in CT for T > 0 small enough.
For each t ∈ [0, T ], let Ψ(t) denote the solution of ∆Ψ(t) = 0 in Ω with Ψ(t) = η¯κ(t) on
Γ. For κ and T taken sufficiently small |η¯κ − Id|4 << 1 so that Ψ(t) is an embedding, and
satisfies
‖Ψ(t)‖4.5 ≤ C|η¯κ(t)|4 . (18.3)
Letting Q(x, t) = p(Ψ(x, t), t) and A(x, t) = [∇Ψ(x, t)]−1, (18.1) can be written as
[AkiA
j
i q,k ],j = −[u¯κi ,j uj,i ](Ψ(x, t), t) in Ω ,
Q = 0 on Γ .
By elliptic regularity (with Sobolev class regularity on the coefficients [9]) almost everywhere
in (0, T ) and using (18.3),
‖p‖ 9
2
,η¯κ(t,·) ≤ CP (|η¯κ|4)‖v¯‖ 7
2
‖v‖ 7
2
P (‖η¯κ‖ 7
2
), (18.4)
where P denotes a generic polynomial. Now, with the definition of T and CT , along with
the properties of the convolution that allow us to state that
|η¯κ|4 ≤ 1
κ
|η¯κ|3,
(since the derivatives involved are along the boundary, allowing our convolution by layers
to smooth in these directions), this provides the following estimate:
‖p‖ 9
2
,η¯κ(t,·) ≤ CκP (‖η¯κ‖ 7
2
)‖v‖ 7
2
≤ Cκ‖v‖ 7
2
,
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where we have used the definition of CT , and where Cκ denotes a generic constant depending
on κ. Consequently, we get in [0, T ],
‖v˜(t)‖ 7
2
≤ ‖u0‖ 7
2
+
∫ t
0
‖p‖ 9
2
,η¯κ(t′,·)‖η¯κ‖ 7
2
≤ ‖u0‖ 7
2
+ Cκ
∫ t
0
‖v‖ 7
2
‖η¯κ‖ 7
2
. (18.5)
With the definition of CT , this yields:
sup
[0,T ]
‖v˜(t)‖ 7
2
≤ ‖u0‖ 7
2
+ CκT.
Now, for Tκ ∈ (0, T ) such that TκCκ ≤ 1, we see that v˜ ∈ CTκ , which ensures that the closed
convex set CTκ is stable under the mapping v → v˜. We could also show that this mapping is
also sequentially weakly continuous in L2(0, Tκ;H
7
2 (Ω)). Therefore, by the Tychonoff fixed
point theorem, there exists a fixed point v = v˜ in CTκ . Now, to see the uniqueness of this
fixed point, we see that if another fixed point vˇ existed, we would have by the linearity of
the mapping v → p and the estimates (18.4) and (18.5) an inequality of the type:
‖(v − vˇ)(t)‖ 7
2
≤ C
∫ t
0
‖v − vˇ‖ 7
2
,
which establishes the uniqueness of the fixed point. By construction, if we denote u =
v ◦ (η¯κ)−1, this fixed point satisfies the equation on (0, Tκ):
ut + u¯
κ
i u,i+∇p = 0 in η¯κ(t,Ω).
Besides from the definition of p in (18.1), we have
div ut + u¯
κ
i div u,i= 0 in η¯
κ(t,Ω),
i.e.
div u(t, η¯κ(t, x)) = div u0(x) = 0 in Ω.
This precisely shows that u = v ◦ (η¯κ)−1 is the unique solution of the linear system (17.2)
on (0, Tκ).
Now, we see that we again have a mapping v¯ → v from CTκ into itself, which is also
sequentially weakly lower semi-continuous. It therefore also has a fixed point vκ in CTκ ,
which is a solution of (17.1).
In the following we study the limit as κ → 0 of the time of existence Tκ and of vκ. We
will also denote for the sake of conciseness vκ, uκ = vκ ◦ ηκ−1 and (uκ)κ respectively by v˜,
u˜ and u˜κ.
19. Conventions about constants, the time of existence Tκ, and the
dimension of the space
From now on, until Section 26, we shall stay in R2 for the sake of notational convenience.
In Section 26, we shall explain the differences for the three dimensional case. In the re-
mainder of the paper, we will denote any constant depending on ‖u0‖ 9
2
as N(u0). So, for
instance, with q0 solution of
△q0 = −u0,ij u0,ji in Ω, (19.1a)
q0 = 0 on Γ, (19.1b)
we have by elliptic regularity ‖q0‖ 9
2
≤ N(u0) (since Ω is assumed in H 92 until Section 26).
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We will also denote generic constants by the letter C. Moreover, we will denote
‖Ω‖s =
K∑
i=1
‖θi‖s,(0,1)2 .
Furthermore, the time Tκ > 0 will be chosen small enough so that on [0, Tκ], we have for
our solution v˜ given by Section 18:
1
2
≤ det∇η˜κ ≤ 3
2
in Ω, (19.2a)
‖η˜‖3 ≤ |Ω|+ 1, (19.2b)
‖q˜‖3 ≤ ‖q0‖3 + 1 (19.2c)
‖v˜‖ 5
2
≤ ‖u0‖ 5
2
+ 1, (19.2d)
The right-hand sides appearing in the three last inequalities shall be denoted by a generic
constant C in the estimates that we will perform. In what follows, we will prove that this
can be achieved on a time independent of κ.
20. A continuous in time space energy appropriate for the asymptotic
process
Definition 20.1. We choose 0 ≤ ξ ∈ C∞(Ω) such that Suppξ ⊂ ∩Li=K+1[Suppαi]c and ξ = 1
in a neighborhood of Γ. We then pick 0 ≤ β ∈ D(Ω) such that β = 1 on [Suppξ]c. We then
define on [0, Tκ]:
E˜(t) = sup
[0,t]
[ K∑
l=1
‖√αl(θl)η˜lκ‖ 7
2
,(0,1)2 + ‖η˜κ‖ 7
2
+ ‖βη˜‖ 7
2
+ ‖v˜‖3 + ‖q˜‖ 7
2
]
+ sup
[0,t]
K∑
l=1
[
κ‖√αlv˜ ◦ θl‖ 7
2
,(0,1)2 + κ
3
2 ‖√αlv˜ ◦ θl‖4,(0,1)2
]
+ 1 . (20.1)
Remark 14. Note the presence of κ-dependent coefficients in E˜(t), that indeed arise as a
necessity for our asymptotic study. The corresponding terms, without the κ, would of course
not be asymptotically controlled.
Remark 15. The 1 is added to the norm to ensure that E˜ ≥ 1, which will sometimes be
convenient, whereas not necessary.
Now, since from Section 18, v˜ ∈ C0(0, Tκ;H 72 (Ω)) (in a way not controlled asymptotically,
which does not matter for our purpose), we have η˜ ∈ C0([0, Tκ];H 72 (Ω)). Next with the
definition (18.1), and the definition of our fixed point v˜, we have for p˜ = q˜ ◦ (η˜κ)−1:
△p˜ = −u˜κi ,j u˜j,i in η˜κ(t,Ω),
p˜ = 0 on η˜κ(t,Γ),
which shows that q˜ ∈ C0([0, Tκ];H 72 (Ω)). Consequently, E˜ is a continuous function on
[0, Tκ].
We will then prove that this continuous in time energy is controlled by the same type
of polynomial law as (41) of [8], which will provide a control independent of κ on a time
independent of κ.
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21. A commutation-type lemma.
We will need the following Lemma in order to later on identify exact in time energy laws
from terms arising from our convolution by horizontal layers:
Lemma 21.1. Let δ0 > 0 be given. Independently of κ ∈ (0, δ0), there exists C > 0 such that
for any g ∈ H 12 ((0, 1)2) and f ∈ H 52 ((0, 1)2) such that
δ0 < min(dist(supp fg, {1} × [0, 1]), dist(supp fg, {0} × [0, 1])),
we have,∥∥ρ 1
κ
⋆h [fg]− fρ 1
κ
⋆h g
∥∥
1
2
,(0,1)2
≤ C ‖κg‖ 1
2
,(0,1)2‖f‖ 5
2
,(0,1)2 + Cκ
1
2 ‖g‖0,(0,1)2‖f‖ 5
2
,(0,1)2 .
Proof. Let ∆ = ρ 1
κ
⋆h [fg]− f ρ 1
κ
⋆h g. Then, we have:
∆(x) =
∫ x1+κ
x1−κ
ρ 1
κ
(x1 − y1)[f(y1, x2)− f(x1, x2)] g(y1, x2) dy1,
this integral being well-defined because of our condition on the support of fg. We then
have, since H
3
2 is embedded in L∞ in 2d,
|∆(x)| ≤ Cκ‖f‖ 5
2
,(0,1)2
∫ x1+κ
x1−κ
ρ 1
κ
(x1 − y1) |g(y1, x2)| dy1,
showing that
‖∆‖0,(0,1)2 ≤ Cκ‖f‖ 5
2
,(0,1)2‖ρ 1
κ
⋆h |g|‖0,(0,1)2
≤ Cκ‖f‖ 5
2
,(0,1)2‖g‖0,(0,1)2. (21.1)
Now, let p ∈ {1, 2}. Then,
∆,p= ρ 1
κ
⋆h [fg,p ]− f ρ 1
κ
⋆h g,p+ρ 1
κ
⋆h [f,p g]− f,p ρ 1
κ
⋆h g.
The difference between the two first terms of the right-hand side of this identity can be
treated in a similar fashion as (21.1), leading us to:
‖∆,p ‖0,(0,1)2 ≤ Cκ‖f‖ 5
2
,(0,1)2‖g‖1,(0,1)2 + ‖ρ 1
κ
⋆h [f,p g]‖0,(0,1)2 + ‖f,p ρ 1
κ
⋆h g‖0,(0,1)2
≤ Cκ‖f‖ 5
2
,(0,1)2‖g‖1,(0,1)2 + ‖f,p g‖0,(0,1)2 + ‖f,p ‖L∞((0,1)2)‖ρ 1
κ
⋆h g‖0,(0,1)2
≤ Cκ‖f‖ 5
2
,(0,1)2‖g‖1,(0,1)2 + 2‖f,p ‖L∞((0,1)2)‖g‖0,(0,1)2
≤ Cκ‖f‖ 5
2
,(0,1)2‖g‖1,(0,1)2 + C‖f‖ 5
2
,(0,1)2‖g‖0,(0,1)2. (21.2)
Consequently, we obtain by interpolation from (21.1) and (21.2):
‖∆‖ 1
2
,(0,1)2 ≤ Cκ‖f‖ 5
2
,(0,1)2‖g‖ 1
2
,(0,1)2 + Cκ
1
2 ‖f‖ 5
2
,(0,1)2‖g‖0,(0,1)2.

We then infer the following result, whose proof follows the same patterns as the previous
one:
Lemma 21.2. Let δ0 > 0 be given. Independently of κ ∈ (0, δ0), there exists C > 0 such that
for any g ∈ Hs((0, 1)2) (s = 32 , 52) and for any f ∈ H
5
2 ((0, 1)2) such that
δ0 < min(dist(supp fg, {1} × [0, 1]), dist(supp fg, {0} × [0, 1])),
we have∥∥ρ 1
κ
⋆h [fg]− fρ 1
κ
⋆h g
∥∥
s,(0,1)2
≤ C ‖κg‖s,(0,1)2‖f‖ 5
2
,(0,1)2 + Cκ
1
2 ‖g‖s− 1
2
,(0,1)2‖f‖ 5
2
,(0,1)2 .
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22. Asymptotic regularity of the divergence and curl of η˜lκ.
In this Section, we state the necessary a priori controls that we have on the divergence
and curl of various transformations of v˜ and η˜. This process has to be justified again, since
the functional framework substantially differs from the case with surface tension, with in
this case one time derivative on the velocity corresponding to half a space derivative.
We will base our argument on the fact that the divergence and curl of u˜ satisfy the
following transport type equations:
Dtdivu˜ = 0, (22.1a)
Dtcurlu˜+ u˜
κ
i ,1 u˜
2,i−u˜κi ,2 u˜1,i = 0. (22.1b)
We now study the consequences of these relations on the divergence and curl of η˜ in the
interior of Ω, and of each η˜lκ, (1 ≤ l ≤ N).
22.1. Estimate for div(βη˜),s. From (22.1a), we then infer in Ω that: (a˜
κ)ji v˜,
i
j = 0. Thus,
for s = 1, 2
(a˜κ)ji (βv˜),
i
sj = −β(a˜κ)ji ,s v˜,ij +[(a˜κ)ji (βv˜),isj −β(a˜κ)ji v˜,isj ],
and by integration in time,
(a˜κ)ji (βη˜),
i
sj (t) = (a˜
κ)ji (βη˜),
i
sj (0) +
∫ t
0
[−β(a˜κ)ji ,s v˜,ij +((a˜κ)ji (βv˜),isj −β(a˜κ)ji v˜,isj )]
+
∫ t
0
(a˜κ)ji t(βη˜),
i
sj . (22.2)
Consequently,
div(βη˜),s (t) =[−(a˜κ)ji + δji ](βη˜),isj (t) + (a˜κ)ji (βη˜),isj (0) +
∫ t
0
(a˜κ)ji t(βη˜),
i
sj
+
∫ t
0
[−β(a˜κ)ji ,s v˜,ij +((a˜κ)ji (βv˜),isj −β(a˜κ)ji v˜,isj )]
=[−
∫ t
0
(a˜κ)ji t](βη˜),
i
sj (t) + (a˜
κ)ji (βη˜),
i
sj (0) +
∫ t
0
(a˜κ)ji t(βη˜),
i
sj
+
∫ t
0
[−β(a˜κ)ji ,s v˜,ij +((a˜κ)ji (βv˜),isj −β(a˜κ)ji v˜,isj )], (22.3)
showing that
‖ div(βη˜),s (t)‖ 3
2
≤ Ct sup
[0,t]
[ ‖a˜κt ‖ 3
2
‖βη˜‖ 7
2
] + C + Ct sup
[0,t]
[ ‖a˜κ‖ 5
2
‖v˜‖ 5
2
] ≤ CtE˜(t) + C,
(22.4)
where we have used our convention stated in Section 19.
22.2. Estimate for div[η˜lκ,s ◦θ−1l ◦(η˜κ)−1]. Since det∇θl = 1, we then infer in (0, 1)2, with
b˜κl = [∇η˜κ ◦ θl]−1 that
(b˜κl )
j
i (v˜ ◦ θl),ij = 0.
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Therefore, as for (22.2),
(b˜κl )
j
i ((
√
αlη˜) ◦ θl),isj (t) = (b˜κl )ji (
√
αlη˜ ◦ θl),isj (0)
+
∫ t
0
(b˜κl )
j
i t(
√
αlη˜ ◦ θl),isj −
∫ t
0
√
αl(θl)(b˜
κ
l )
j
i ,s (v˜ ◦ θl),ij
+
∫ t
0
[(b˜κl )
j
i (
√
αlv˜ ◦ θl),isj −
√
αl(θl)(b˜
κ
l )
j
i (v˜ ◦ θl),isj ]. (22.5)
Consequently,
ρ 1
κ
⋆h [(b˜
κ
l )
j
i ((
√
αlη˜) ◦ θl),isj ](t) =ρ 1
κ
⋆h
[
(b˜κl )
j
i (
√
αlη˜ ◦ θl),isj (0)
]
+
∫ t
0
ρ 1
κ
⋆h
[
(b˜κl )
j
i t(
√
αlη˜ ◦ θl),isj −
√
αl(θl)(b˜
κ
l )
j
i ,s (v˜ ◦ θl),ij
]
+
∫ t
0
ρ 1
κ
⋆h
[
(b˜κl )
j
i (
√
αlv˜ ◦ θl),isj −
√
αl(θl)(b˜
κ
l )
j
i (v˜ ◦ θl),isj
]
=
∫ t
0
ρ 1
κ
⋆h
[
(b˜κl )
j
i t(
√
αlη˜ ◦ θl),isj
]
+R,
with ‖R‖ 3
2
≤ CtE˜(t) + C. Next, thanks to Lemma 21.2,∥∥ρ 1
κ
⋆h
[
(b˜κl )
j
i (
√
αlη˜ ◦ θl),isj (t)
]− (b˜κl )ji η˜lκ,isj (t)∥∥ 3
2
,(0,1)2
≤ C‖(b˜κl )ji‖ 5
2
,(0,1)2 ‖κ(
√
αlη˜ ◦ θl),isj (0) + κ
∫ t
0
(
√
αlv˜ ◦ θl),isj ‖ 3
2
,(0,1)2
+ C‖(b˜κl )ji ‖ 52 ,(0,1)2κ
1
2 ‖(√αlη˜ ◦ θl),isj (0) +
∫ t
0
(
√
αlv˜ ◦ θl),isj ‖1,(0,1)2 ]
≤ Cκ 12 E˜(t) + CtE˜(t)2 + C. (22.6)
By successively integrating by parts in time and using Lemma 21.2,
∥∥∫ t
0
ρ 1
κ
⋆h
[
(b˜κl )
j
i t(
√
αlη˜ ◦ θl),isj (t)
]− ∫ t
0
(b˜κl )
j
i tρ 1κ ⋆h
[
(
√
αlη˜ ◦ θl),isj
]∥∥
3
2
,(0,1)2
≤ ∥∥∫ t
0
ρ 1
κ
⋆h
[
(b˜κl )
j
i (
√
αlv˜ ◦ θl),isj (t)
] − ∫ t
0
(b˜κl )
j
iρ 1κ ⋆h
[
(
√
αlv˜ ◦ θl),isj
]∥∥
3
2
,(0,1)2
+
∥∥[ρ 1
κ
⋆h
[
(b˜κl )
j
i (
√
αlη˜ ◦ θl),isj (t)
] − (b˜κl )jiρ 1κ ⋆h [(√αlη˜ ◦ θl),isj ]]t0∥∥ 32 ,(0,1)2
≤ Cκ 12 E˜(t) + CtE˜(t)2 + C. (22.7)
Consequently, with (22.5), (22.7) and (22.6), we infer
∥∥div[η˜lκ,s ◦θ−1l ◦ (η˜κ)−1](η˜κ ◦ θl)(t)−
∫ t
0
(b˜κl )
j
i tρ 1κ ⋆h
[
(
√
αlη˜ ◦ θl),isj ]
∥∥
3
2
,(0,1)2
≤ Cκ 12 E˜(t) + CtE˜(t)2 + C,
showing that∥∥div[η˜lκ,s ◦θ−1l ◦ (η˜κ)−1]∥∥ 3
2
,η˜κ(θl((0,1)2))
≤ Cκ 12 E˜(t) + CtE˜(t)2 + C. (22.8)
We now study the curl of the same vector fields as in the two previous subsections.
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22.3. Estimate for curl(βη˜),s. From (22.1b), we obtain:
(a˜κ)j1v˜,
2
j −(a˜κ)j2v˜,1j = curl u˜(0) +
∫ t
0
[ −v˜κ,ij (a˜κ)j1v˜,2k (a˜κ)ki + v˜κ,ij (a˜κ)j2v˜,1k (a˜κ)ki ].
Therefore, for s = 1, 2,
(a˜κ)j1(βv˜),
2
sj −(a˜κ)j2(βv˜),1sj =β curl u˜(0),s−β[(a˜κ)j1,s (v˜),2j −(a˜κ)j2,s (v˜),1j ]
+ (a˜κ)j1[(βv˜),
2
sj −βv˜,2sj ]− (a˜κ)j2[(βv˜),1sj −βv˜,1sj ]
+
∫ t
0
β[ −v˜κ,ij (a˜κ)j1v˜,2k (a˜κ)ki + v˜κ,ij (a˜κ)j2v˜,1k (a˜κ)ki ],s ,
which implies by integration in time,
(a˜κ)j1(βη˜),
2
sj −(a˜κ)j2(βη˜),1sj =
∫ t
0
[(a˜κt )
j
1(βη˜),
2
sj −(a˜κt )j2(βη˜),1sj ] + tβ curl u˜(0),s
− β
∫ t
0
[(a˜κ)j1,s (v˜),
2
j −(a˜κ)j2,s (v˜),1j ] +
∫ t
0
[f + g]
+
∫ t
0
(a˜κ)j1[(βv˜),
2
sj −βv˜,2sj ]−
∫ t
0
(a˜κ)j2[(βv˜),
1
sj −βv˜,1sj ],
with f(t′) =
∫ t′
0
β[ −v˜κ,ij (a˜κ)j1v˜,2k (a˜κ)ki ],s and g(t′) =
∫ t′
0
β[v˜κ,ij (a˜
κ)j2v˜,
1
k (a˜
κ)ki ],s. Now,
since H
3
2 is a Banach algebra in 2d,
∥∥(a˜κ)j2(βη˜),1sj −(a˜κ)j1(βη˜),2sj ∥∥ 3
2
≤ C
∫ t
0
‖a˜κt ‖ 3
2
‖βη˜‖ 7
2
+ t‖u0‖ 7
2
+
∫ t
0
‖a˜κ‖ 5
2
‖v˜‖ 5
2
+
∫ t
0
‖f + g‖ 3
2
≤ N(u0) + CtE˜(t) +
∫ t
0
‖f + g‖ 3
2
. (22.9)
We now notice that
f(t) = −
∫ t
0
β[ v˜κ,isj (a˜
κ)j1v˜,
2
k (a˜
κ)ki + v˜
κ,ij (a˜
κ)j1v˜,
2
sk (a˜
κ)ki ]−
∫ t
0
βv˜κ,ij v˜,
2
k [(a˜
κ)j1(a˜
κ)ki ],s
=
∫ t
0
β[ η˜κ,isj [(a˜
κ)j1v˜,
2
k (a˜
κ)ki ]t + η˜,
2
sk [v˜
κ,ij (a˜
κ)j1(a˜
κ)ki ]t]−
∫ t
0
βv˜κ,ij v˜,
2
k [(a˜
κ)j1(a˜
κ)ki ],s
+
[
β[ η˜κ,isj (a˜
κ)j1v˜,
2
k (a˜
κ)ki + η˜,
2
sk v˜
κ,ij (a˜
κ)j1(a˜
κ)ki ]
]t
0
,
which allows us to infer that
‖f(t)‖ 3
2
≤
∫ t
0
(‖η˜κ‖ 7
2
+ ‖βη˜‖ 7
2
+ ‖η˜‖ 5
2
)[‖a˜κt ‖ 3
2
‖a˜κ‖ 3
2
‖v˜‖ 5
2
+ ‖a˜κ‖ 3
2
‖a˜κ‖ 3
2
‖v˜t‖ 5
2
]
+
∫ t
0
‖v˜‖25
2
‖a˜κ‖25
2
+ (‖η˜κ‖ 7
2
+ ‖βη˜‖ 7
2
+ ‖η˜‖ 5
2
)(t)‖a˜κ(t)‖23
2
‖v˜‖ 5
2
+N(u0)
≤ CtE˜(t)2 +N(u0) + CE˜(t).
Since g(t) can be estimated in a similar fashion, (22.9) provides us with∥∥(a˜κ)j2(βη˜),1sj −(a˜κ)j1(βη˜),2sj ∥∥ 3
2
≤ CtE˜(t)2 +N(u0).
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showing that,∥∥curl(βη˜),s ∥∥ 3
2
≤ ∥∥[∫ t
0
(a˜κt )
j
2
]
(βη˜),1sj −
[∫ t
0
(a˜κt )
j
1
]
(βη˜),2sj
∥∥
3
2
+ CtE˜(t)2 +N(u0)
≤ CtE˜(t)2 +N(u0). (22.10)
22.4. Estimate for curl[η˜lκ,s ◦θ−1l ◦ (η˜κ)−1]. In a similar fashion as we obtained (22.8), we
also have here ∥∥curl[η˜lκ,s ◦θ−1l ◦ (η˜κ)−1]∥∥ 3
2
,η˜κ(Ω)
≤ CtE˜(t)2 +N(u0). (22.11)
22.5. Estimate for κ div[(
√
αlv˜t ◦ θl),s ◦θ−1l ◦ (η˜κ)−1]. By time differentiating (22.5) twice
in time, we find:
(b˜κl )
j
i ((
√
αlv˜t) ◦ θl),isj (t) = − (b˜κl )ji tt((
√
αlη˜) ◦ θl),isj (t)− 2(b˜κl )ji t((
√
αlv˜) ◦ θl),isj (t)
+ [(b˜κl )
j
i t(
√
αlη˜ ◦ θl),isj ]t − [
√
αl(θl)(b˜
κ
l )
j
i ,s (v˜ ◦ θl),ij ]t
+ [(b˜κl )
j
i (
√
αlv˜ ◦ θl),isj −
√
αl(θl)(b˜
κ
l )
j
i (v˜ ◦ θl),isj ]t. (22.12)
Therefore,
κ‖(b˜κl )ji ((
√
αlv˜t) ◦ θl),isj (t)‖ 3
2
,(0,1)2 ≤ CκE˜(t)2
+ ‖(b˜κl )ji t‖ 32 ,(0,1)2‖κ((
√
αlv˜) ◦ θl),isj (t)‖ 3
2
,(0,1)2
+ ‖κ[(b˜κl )ji ,s ]t‖ 32 ,(0,1)2‖(
√
αlv˜ ◦ θl),ij ‖ 3
2
,(0,1)2
≤ CE˜(t)2 + ‖κ[(b˜κl )ji ,s ]t‖ 32 ,(0,1)2‖(
√
αlv˜ ◦ θl),ij ‖ 3
2
,(0,1)2 .
(22.13)
Next, we for instance have:
κ(b˜κl ,s )
1
1t = κ
v˜κ2 ◦ θl,2s
det∇(η˜κ ◦ θl) − κ[det(η˜
κ ◦ θl)]t,s η˜
κ
2 ◦ θl,2
det2∇(η˜κ ◦ θl)
− κ[det(η˜κ ◦ θl)]t η˜
κ
2 ◦ θl,s2
det2∇(η˜κ ◦ θl)
− κ[det(η˜κ ◦ θl)],s v˜
κ
2 ◦ θl,2
det2∇(η˜κ ◦ θl)
,
which shows that,
‖κ(b˜κl ,s )t‖ 32 ,(0,1)2 ≤ CE˜(t),
and with (22.13) this implies:
κ‖(b˜κl )ji ((
√
αlv˜t) ◦ θl),isj (t)‖ 3
2
,(0,1)2 ≤ CE˜(t)2.
and thus, still by writing η˜κ(t) = η˜κ(0) +
∫ t
0
v˜κ, we finally have
κ
∥∥div[(√αlv˜t ◦ θl),s ◦θ−1l ◦ (η˜κ)−1]∥∥ 3
2
,η˜κ(Ω)
≤ CE˜(t)2. (22.14)
With the same type of arguments, we also have the following asymptotic estimates:
22.6. Estimate for κ curl[(
√
αlv˜t ◦ θl),s ◦θ−1l ◦ (η˜κ)−1].
κ
∥∥curl[(√αlv˜t ◦ θl),s ◦θ−1l ◦ (η˜κ)−1]∥∥ 3
2
,η˜κ(Ω)
≤ CE˜(t)2. (22.15)
22.7. Estimate for κ2 div[(
√
αlv˜t ◦ θl),s ◦θ−1l ◦ (η˜κ)−1].
κ2
∥∥div[(√αlv˜t ◦ θl),s ◦θ−1l ◦ (η˜κ)−1]∥∥ 5
2
,η˜κ(Ω)
≤ CE˜(t)2. (22.16)
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22.8. Estimate for κ2 curl[(
√
αlv˜t ◦ θl),s ◦θ−1l ◦ (η˜κ)−1].
κ2
∥∥curl[(√αlv˜t ◦ θl),s ◦θ−1l ◦ (η˜κ)−1]∥∥ 5
2
,η˜κ(Ω)
≤ CE˜(t)2. (22.17)
Remark 16. Since we will time integrate the previous quantities, the absence of a small
parameter in front of E˜(t)2 is not problematic.
22.9. Asymptotic control of div u˜κ(η˜κ). We have
divu˜κ(η˜κ) = (a˜κ)jk v˜
κ,kj
= (a˜κ)jk[
√
αi[ρ 1
κ
⋆h (v˜iκ)
k](θ−1i )],j
= [(b˜κl )
j
k[
√
αl(θl)ρ 1
κ
⋆h (v˜lκ)],
k
j ](θ
−1
l ).
Now, thanks to Lemma 21.2, this leads us to
divu˜κ(η˜κ) = [ρ 1
κ
⋆h [(b˜
κ
l )
j
k
√
αl(θl)(v˜lκ),
k
j ]](θ
−1
l ) + r1,
with
‖r1‖ 5
2
≤ C‖∇η˜κ‖ 5
2
(‖κ∇v˜‖ 5
2
+ κ
1
2 ‖∇v˜‖2) ≤ CE˜(t)2.
Next, we notice that
(b˜κl )
l
k(E
lκ
t ),
k
l = (b˜
κ
l )
j
kρ 1κ ⋆h [(
√
αlv˜)(θl)],
k
j
= ρ 1
κ
⋆h [
√
αl(θl)(b˜
κ
l )
j
kv˜(θl),
k
j ] + r2,
with in virtue of Lemma 21.2,
‖r2‖ 5
2
≤ C‖∇η˜κ‖ 5
2
(‖κ∇v˜‖ 5
2
+ κ
1
2 ‖∇v˜‖2) ≤ CE˜(t)2.
Now, since (b˜κl )
l
kv˜(θl),
k
l = 0 in (0, 1)
2, this finally provides us with
‖ div u˜κ(η˜κ)‖ 5
2
≤ CE˜(t)2. (22.18)
23. Asymptotic regularity of κv˜t and of κ
2v˜t
This Section is devoted to the asymptotic control of κv˜t and κ
2v˜t in spaces smoother
than the natural regularity H
5
2 (Ω) for v˜t, the idea still being that one degree in the power
of κ allows one more degree of space regularity.
23.1. Asymptotic control of κv˜t in H
7
2 (Ω). Our starting point will be the fact that since
q˜ = 0 on Γ, we have for any l ∈ {1, ...,K} on (0, 1)× {0}:
v˜t ◦ θl + q˜ ◦ θl,2
det∇η˜κ(θl) η˜
κ ◦ θl,⊥1 = 0,
where x⊥ = (−x2, x1). Therefore, we have on (0, 1)× {0}:
(
√
αlv˜t ◦ θl),111 ·η˜κ ◦ θl,1 = −[
√
αl(θl)q˜ ◦ θl,2
det∇η˜κ(θl) ],11 η˜
κ ◦ θl,⊥11 · η˜κ ◦ θl,1
− [
√
αl(θl)q˜ ◦ θl,2
det∇η˜κ(θl) ],1 η˜
κ ◦ θl,⊥111 · η˜κ ◦ θl,1
−
√
αl(θl)q˜ ◦ θl,2
det∇η˜κ(θl) η˜
κ ◦ θl,⊥1111 · η˜κ ◦ θl,1 ,
showing that
κ‖(√αlv˜t ◦ θl),111 ·η˜κ ◦ θl,1 ‖0,∂(0,1)2 ≤ κE˜(t)2 + Cκ‖
√
αl(θl)η˜
κ ◦ θl,⊥1111‖0,∂(0,1)2 . (23.1)
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By definition,
√
αl(θl)η˜
κ ◦ θl,1111= √αl(θl)
K∑
i=1
[
√
αi(θl)[ρ 1
κ
⋆h E
iκ](θ−1i ◦ θl)],1111 ,
the sum being restricted to the indices i such that θi((0, 1)
2) and θl((0, 1)
2) have a non
empty intersection. We then have
√
αl(θl)η˜
κ ◦ θl,1111= √αl(θl)[
K∑
i=1
√
αi(θl)[ρ 1
κ
⋆h E
iκ],i1i2i3i4 (θ
−1
i ◦ θl)ai1i2i3i4il,1111 +∆], (23.2)
with ai1i2i3i4il,1111 = (θ
−1
i ◦ θl),i11 (θ−1i ◦ θl),i21 (θ−1i ◦ θl),i31 (θ−1i ◦ θl),i41 , and
κ‖√αl(θl)∆‖0,∂(0,1)2 ≤ Cκ‖Ω‖ 9
2
sup
i
‖ρ 1
κ
⋆h [
√
αiη˜ ◦ θi]‖3,(0,1)2
+ Cκ sup
i
‖ρ 1
κ
⋆h [
√
αiη˜ ◦ θi]‖ 7
2
,(0,1)2
≤ Cκ(‖Ω‖ 9
2
+ 1)E˜(t)
≤ CκE˜(t)2. (23.3)
Now, we notice that for x1 ∈ (0, 1) such that θl(x1, 0) ∈ θi((0, 1)2), we necessarily have, since
for all k ∈ {1, ...,K}, θk([0, 1] × {0}) = ∂Ω ∩ θk([0, 1]2), that θ−1i ◦ θl(x1, 0) = (fil(x1), 0),
showing that on (0, 1)×{0}, we have √αl(θl)ai1i2i3i4il,1111 = 0 except when i1 = i2 = i3 = i4 = 1.
Therefore, (23.2) can be expressed as
√
αl(θl)η˜
κ ◦ θl,1111= √αl(θl)[
K∑
i=1
√
αi(θl)[ρ 1
κ
⋆h E
iκ],1111 (θ
−1
i ◦ θl)a1111il,1111 +∆]. (23.4)
Now, from the properties of our convolution by layers, we have (since the derivatives are
horizontal) that
κ‖[ρ 1
κ
⋆h E
iκ],1111 ‖0,(0,1)×{0} ≤ C‖Eiκ,111 ‖0,(0,1)×{0}. (23.5)
Thus, with (23.2), (23.3) and (23.5), we infer
κ‖√αl(θl)η˜κ ◦ θl,1111 ‖0,∂(0,1)2 ≤ CκE˜(t) + CE˜(t),
which coupled with (23.1) provides us with
κ‖(√αlv˜t ◦ θl),111 ·η˜κ ◦ θl,1 ‖0,∂(0,1)2 ≤ CE˜(t)2 + C.
This provides us the trace estimate:
κ‖(√αlv˜t ◦ θl),1 (θ−1l ◦ (η˜κ)−1)·η˜κ ◦ θl,1 (θ−1l ◦ (η˜κ)−1)‖2,∂η˜κ(θl((0,1)2))
≤ CE˜(t)2 + C. (23.6)
Consequently with the divergence and curl estimates (22.14) and (22.15) and the trace
estimate (23.6), we infer by elliptic regularity:
κ‖(√αlv˜t ◦ θl),1 (θ−1l ◦ (η˜κ)−1)‖ 52 ,η˜κ(θl((0,1)2)) ≤ CE˜(t)
2 + C. (23.7)
Remark 17. It is the presence of ‖Ω‖ 9
2
in the inequalities leading to (23.3) which explains
the assumption of Ω in H
9
2 . It is, however, not essential as will be shown in Section 26.
One way to see this, is to smooth the initial domain by a convolution with the parameter κ
to form Ωκ. Then, by the properties of the convolution, κ‖Ωκ‖ 9
2
≤ C‖Ω‖ 7
2
.
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23.2. Asymptotic control of κ2v˜t in H
9
2 (Ω). In a similar way as in the previous subsec-
tion, we would obtain the trace estimate:
κ2‖(√αlv˜t ◦ θl),1 (θ−1l ◦ (η˜κ)−1)·η˜κ ◦ θl,1 (θ−1l ◦ (η˜κ)−1)‖3,∂η˜κ(θl((0,1)2))
≤ CE˜(t)2 + C,
which coupled with (22.16) and (22.17) provides
κ2‖(√αlv˜t ◦ θl),1 (θ−1l ◦ (η˜κ)−1)‖ 72 ,η˜κ(θl((0,1)2)) ≤ CE˜(t)
2 + C. (23.8)
24. Basic energy law for the control of v˜ and η˜lκ independently of κ.
We will use a different type of energy than in [6], namely:
Definition 24.1.
Hκ(t) =
1
2
K∑
l=1
∫
(0,1)2
ξl ◦ θl|(v˜ ◦ θl),111 |2,
where ξl = ξ αl, ξ being defined in Section 20.
Remark 18. The main differences with respect to the energy of [6] are in the absence in
our energy of any restriction to the tangent components, allowing a more convenient set of
estimates, and in a setting in Lagrangian variables.
We have:
Hκt (t) =
K∑
l=1
∫
(0,1)2
ξl ◦ θlv˜t ◦ θl,111 v˜ ◦ θl,111
= −
K∑
l=1
∫
(0,1)2
ξl ◦ θl((a˜κ)kj q˜,k ) ◦ θl,111 v˜j ◦ θl,111
= −
K∑
l=1
∫
(0,1)2
ξl ◦ θl[(b˜κl )pj q˜ ◦ θl,p ],111 v˜j ◦ θl,111 ,
where b˜κl = [∇(η˜κ ◦ θl)]−1 . Next, we see that Hκt = −[H1 +H2 +H3], with
H1(t) =
K∑
l=1
∫
(0,1)2
ξl(θl)(b˜
κ
l )
p
j ,111 q˜ ◦ θl,p v˜j ◦ θl,111 ,
H2(t) =
K∑
l=1
∫
(0,1)2
ξl ◦ θl[(b˜κl )pj q˜ ◦ θl,p111 ]v˜j ◦ θl,111 ,
H3(t) =
K∑
l=1
∫
(0,1)2
ξl ◦ θl[[(b˜κl )pj q˜ ◦ θl,p ],111−(b˜κl )pj q˜ ◦ θl,l111−(b˜κl )pj ,111 q˜ ◦ θl,l ]v˜j ◦ θl,111 .
We immediately have for the third term:
|H3(t)| ≤ CE˜(t)2. (24.1)
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Next, for H2, since (ξlq˜) ◦ θl = 0 on ∂(0, 1)2,
H2(t) = −
K∑
l=1
∫
(0,1)2
ξl ◦ θl (b˜κl )pj q˜ ◦ θl,111 v˜j ◦ θl,p111
−
K∑
l=1
∫
(0,1)2
[ξl ◦ θl(b˜κl )pj ],p q˜ ◦ θl,111 v˜j ◦ θl,111 .
We then notice that from the divergence condition, we have (b˜κl )
p
j v˜j ◦ θl,p= 0 in (0, 1)2,
implying
H2(t) =
K∑
l=1
∫
(0,1)2
ξl ◦ θl q˜ ◦ θl,111 (b˜κl )pj ,111 v˜j ◦ θl,p
+
K∑
l=1
∫
(0,1)2
ξl ◦ θl q˜ ◦ θl,111 (b˜κl )pj ,11 v˜j ◦ θl,p1
+
K∑
l=1
∫
(0,1)2
ξl ◦ θl q˜ ◦ θl,111 (b˜κl )pj ,1 v˜j ◦ θl,p11
−
K∑
l=1
∫
(0,1)2
[ξl ◦ θl(b˜κl )pj ],p q˜ ◦ θl,111 v˜j ◦ θl,111 .
Now, in a way similar as (8.15), we have for any f ∈ H 12 ((0, 1)2)
‖ξl ◦ θlf,1 ‖
H
1
2 ((0,1)2)′
≤ C‖f‖
H
1
2 ((0,1)2)
,
since the derivative is in the horizontal direction. By applying this result to f = (b˜κl )
p
j ,11 for
the first integral appearing in the equality above, and by using the continuous embedding
of H1 into L6 (6 ∈ (1,∞)), and of H 12 into L3 (3 ∈ (1, 4)) for the other integrals, we then
obtain:
|H2(t)| ≤ C‖a˜κ‖ 5
2
‖q˜‖ 7
2
‖v˜‖3 ≤ CE˜(t)3. (24.2)
We now come to H1, which will require more care, and will provide us with the regularity
of η˜lκ(Ω) in H
7
2 independently of κ. We have:
H1(t) =
∫
(0,1)2
ξl ◦ θl(b˜κl )pj ,111 [q˜ ◦ θl],p v˜j ◦ θl,111
= H11(t) +H12(t)−
∫
(0,1)2
ξl ◦ θl∆pj [q˜ ◦ θl],p v˜j ◦ θl,111 , (24.3)
with
H11(t) =
∫
(0,1)2
ξl ◦ θl
(Cof∇(η˜κ ◦ θl))pj ,111
det∇(η˜κ ◦ θl) [q˜ ◦ θl],p v˜j ◦ θl,111 ,
H12(t) = −
∫
(0,1)2
ξl ◦ θl(Cof∇(η˜κ ◦ θl))pj
[det∇(η˜κ ◦ θl)],111
[det∇(η˜κ ◦ θl)]2 [q˜ ◦ θl],p v˜j ◦ θl,111 ,
and
∆pj =
[ (Cof∇(η˜κ ◦ θl))pj
det∇(η˜κ ◦ θl)
]
,111−
(Cof∇(η˜κ ◦ θl))pj ,111
det∇(η˜κ ◦ θl) + (Cof∇(η˜
κ ◦ θl))pj
[det∇(η˜κ ◦ θl)],111
[det∇(η˜κ ◦ θl)]2 ,
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so that ∣∣∫
(0,1)2
∆pj [(ξlq˜) ◦ θl],p v˜j ◦ θl,111
∣∣ ≤ C‖v˜‖3. (24.4)
We now turn our attention to the other terms of (24.3), and to shorten notations, we will
set: Q˜l = q˜ ◦ θl. We first study the perturbation H12, which would not appear if the volume
preserving condition was respected by our smoothing by convolution. It turns out that we
do need the double convolution by layers appearing in the definition of vκ in order to identify
time derivatives of space energies. We first notice that since θl does not depend on t, we
have:
(η˜κ ◦ θl)t = u˜κ ◦ (η˜κ ◦ θl),
from which we infer in (0, 1)2, since θl is volume preserving,
[det(∇η˜κ ◦ θl)]t = divu˜κ(η˜κ ◦ θl) det∇(η˜κ ◦ θl). (24.5)
24.1. Study of H12. We have after an integration by parts in time, and the use of (24.5):∫ t
0
H12 =
3∑
i=1
Hi12 +R12,
with
H112 =
∫ t
0
∫
(0,1)2
ξl ◦ θl(Cof∇(η˜κ ◦ θl))pj
divu˜κ(η˜κ ◦ θl) [det∇(η˜κ ◦ θl)],111
[det∇(η˜κ ◦ θl)]2 Q˜l,p η˜j ◦ θl,111 ,
H212 =
∫ t
0
∫
(0,1)2
ξl ◦ θl(Cof∇(η˜κ ◦ θl))pj
[divu˜κ(η˜κ ◦ θl)],111 det∇(η˜κ ◦ θl)
[det∇(η˜κ ◦ θl)]2 Q˜l,p η˜j ◦ θl,111 ,
H312 = −
∫
(0,1)2
ξl ◦ θl(Cof∇(˜η˜κ ◦ θl))pj
[det∇(η˜κ ◦ θl)],111
[det∇(η˜κ ◦ θl)]2 Q˜l,p η˜j ◦ θl,111 (t),
and
|R12(t)| ≤ CtE˜(t)3 + C. (24.6)
24.1.1. Study of H112. For the sake of conciseness, we denote
Ajl = ξl ◦ θl(Cof∇(η˜κ ◦ θl))pj
divu˜κ(η˜κ ◦ θl)
[det∇(η˜κ ◦ θl)]2 [q˜ ◦ θl],p .
We then see, by expanding the third space derivative of the determinant in the integrand
of H112, that H
1
12 =
∑4
i=1H
1i
12 + R
1
12 with the H
1i
12 being estimated as H
11
12 that we precise
below and R112 being a remainder estimated as (24.6). By definition of η˜
κ we have, if we
denote
Eiκ = ρ 1
κ
⋆h ((
√
αiη˜) ◦ θi),
H1112 =
∫ t
0
∫
(0,1)2
[
Ajl(η˜
κ
2 ◦ θl),2
[[√
αi(θi) ρ 1
κ
⋆h E
iκ
1
]
(θ−1i ◦ θl)
]
,1111
[η˜j ◦ θi(θ−1i ◦ θl)],111
]
+R112,
with |R112| ≤ Ct and where, because of the term
√
αi(θl), the only indexes i and l appearing
in this sum are the ones for which θl((0, 1)
2) ∩ θi((0, 1)2) 6= ∅. Only such indexes will be
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considered later on when such terms arise. From our assumed regularity on Ω in H
9
2 , we
then have
H1112 =
∫ t
0
∫
(0,1)2
[
Ajl(η˜
κ
2 ◦ θl),2
[[
ρ 1
κ
⋆h E
iκ
1
]
(θ−1i ◦ θl)
]
,1111
[
√
αiη˜j ◦ θi(θ−1i ◦ θl)],111
]
+R1112,
with |R1112| ≤ CtE˜(t)2. We next have, since the charts θi are volume preserving,
H1112 =
∫ t
0
∫
θ−1i (θl(0,1)
2)
[
[Ajl(η˜
κ
2 ◦ θl),2 ](θ−1l ◦ θi) [ρ 1κ ⋆h E
iκ
1 ],j1j2j3j4
cj1j2j3j4il,1111 c
i1i2i3
il,111 [
√
αiη˜j ◦ θi],i1i2i3
]
+R,
with |R| ≤ CtE˜(t)2 and
cj1j2j3j4il,111 = [(θ
−1
i ◦ θl)j1 ,1 (θ−1i ◦ θl)j2 ,1 (θ−1i ◦ θl)j3 ,1 (θ−1i ◦ θl)j4 ,1 ](θ−1l ◦ θi), (24.7a)
ci1i2i3il,111 = [(θ
−1
i ◦ θl)i1 ,1 (θ−1i ◦ θl)i2 ,1 (θ−1i ◦ θl)i3 ,1 ](θ−1l ◦ θi). (24.7b)
Next, we notice that the term Ajl(θ
−1
l ◦ θi) introduces a factor αl ◦ θi which is non zero only
if x ∈ θ−1i (θl(0, 1)2), leading us to
H1112 =
∫ t
0
∫
(0,1)2
[
[Ajl(η˜
κ
2 ◦ θl),2 ](θ−1l ◦ θi) ρ 1κ ⋆h E
iκ
1 ,j1j2j3j4
cj1j2j3j4il,1111 c
i1i2i3
il,111 [
√
αiη˜j ◦ θi],i1i2i3
]
+R,
where θ−1l ◦θi is extended outside of θ−1i (θl(0, 1)2) in any fashion. This argument of replacing
an integral on a subset of (0, 1)2 by an integral on (0, 1)2 will be implicitly repeated at other
places later on. Now, since ρ is even,
H1112 =
∫ t
0
∫
(0,1)2
Eiκ1 ,j1j2j3j4 ρ 1
κ
⋆
[
[Ajl(η˜
κ
2 ◦ θl),2 ](θ−1l ◦ θi)
cj1j2j3j4il,1111 c
i1i2i3
il,111 [
√
αiη˜j ◦ θi],i1i2i3
]
+R. (24.8)
Now, let us call f = [Ajl(η˜
κ
2 ◦ θl),2 ](θ−1l ◦ θi)cj1j2j3j4il,1111 ci1i2i3il,111 and g = [
√
αj η˜1 ◦ θi],i1i2i3 . We
notice that ‖f‖ 5
2
,(0,1)2 is the natural norm associated to E˜(t). Here we cannot use directly
Lemma 21.2 for the case where all the ji = 3, since E
iκ
3333 is not necessarily in H
1
2 ((0, 1)2)′
a priori. Instead, we write
f(y1, x2) = f(x1, x2) + (y1 − x1).f,1 (x1, x2) +
∫ y1
x1
[f,1 (x, x2)− f,1 (x1, x2)]dx,
which shows that on (0, 1)2:
ρ 1
κ
⋆h [fg](x1, x2) =f(x1, x2)ρ 1
κ
⋆h g(x1, x2)
+ f,1 (x1, x2)
∫
R
ρ 1
κ
(y1 − x1)(y1 − x1)g(y1, x2)dy1
+
∫
R
ρ 1
κ
(y1 − x1)
∫ y1
x1
[f,1 (x, x2)− f,1 (x1, x2)]dx g(y1, x2)dy1.
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This implies
H1112 =
∫ t
0
∫
(0,1)2
[
[Ajl(η˜
κ
2 ◦ θl),2 ](θ−1l ◦ θi) Eiκ1 ,j1j2j3j4
cj1j2j3j4il,1111 c
i1i2i3
il,111ρ 1κ ⋆h [
√
αi(θi)[η˜1 ◦ θi],i1i2i3 ]
]
+R−R1 −R2, (24.9)
with
R1 =
∫ t
0
∫
(0,1)2
[
Eiκ1 ,j1j2j3j4 (x1, x2)f,1 (x1, x2)∫
R
ρ 1
κ
(y1 − x1)(y1 − x1)g(y1, x2)dy1
]
dx1dx2,
R2 =
∫ t
0
∫
(0,1)2
[
Eiκ1 ,j1j2j3j4 (x1, x2)∫
R
ρ 1
κ
(y1 − x1)
∫ y1
x1
[f,1 (x, x2)− f,1 (x1, x2)]dx g(y1, x2)dy1
]
dx1dx2.
Now, for R2, we notice that since
|f,1 (x, x2)− f,1 (x1, x2)| ≤ C|f | 5
2
,(0,1)2 |x− x1|
1
2 ≤ C|η˜κ| 7
2
|x− x1| 12 ,
we have
R2 ≤C
∫ t
0
‖η˜κ‖ 7
2
∫
(0,1)2
[|Eiκ1 ,j1j2j3j4 (x1, x2)|
∫
R
ρ 1
κ
(y1 − x1)κ 32 |g(y1, x2)|dy1
]
dx1dx2
≤C
∫ t
0
‖η˜κ‖ 7
2
∫
(0,1)2
[|κ 32Eiκ1 ,j1j2j3j4 | ρ 1
κ
⋆h |g|
]
≤C
∫ t
0
‖η˜κ‖ 7
2
κ
3
2
[‖Eiκ1 ,j1j2j3j4 (0)‖0,(0,1)2 +
∫ t
0
‖(Eiκ1 )t,j1j2j3j4 ‖0,(0,1)2
]‖g‖0,(0,1)2
≤Ctκ 32 E˜(t) + CtE˜(t)3, (24.10)
where we have used the fact that ‖κ 32√αiv˜1 ◦θi],i1i2i3i4 ‖0,(0,1)2 is contained in the definition
of E˜(t). We now turn our attention to R1. We first remark that
f,1=([Ajl(η˜
κ
2 ◦ θl),2 ](θ−1l ◦ θi)ci1i2i3il,111),1 cj1j2j3j4il,1111
+
4∑
n=1
[
[Ajl(η˜
κ
2 ◦ θl),2 ](θ−1l ◦ θi)ci1i2i3il,111 [(θ−1i ◦ θl),jn1 (θ−1l ◦ θi)],1
Πp6=n(θ−1i ◦ θl),jp1 (θ−1l ◦ θi)
]
,
which implies that
R1 = R
1
1 +
4∑
n=1
Rin1 ,
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with
R11 =
∫ t
0
∫
(0,1)2
cj1j2j3j4il,1111
[
Eiκ1 ,j1j2j3j4 (x1, x2)([Ajl(η˜
κ
2 ◦ θl),2 ](θ−1l ◦ θi)ci1i2i3il,111),1∫
R
ρ 1
κ
(y1 − x1)(y1 − x1)g(y1, x2)dy1
]
dx1dx2,
Rin1 =
∫ t
0
∫
(0,1)2
[
Eiκ1 ,j1j2j3j4 (x1, x2)Ajl(η˜
κ
2 ◦ θl),2 ](θ−1l ◦ θi)
[(θ−1i ◦ θl),jn1 (θ−1l ◦ θi)],1 Πp6=n(θ−1i ◦ θl),jp1 (θ−1l ◦ θi)
ci1i2i3il,111
∫
R
ρ 1
κ
(y1 − x1)(y1 − x1)g(y1, x2)dy1
]
dx1dx2.
Let us study R11. If we denote h(x1, x2) =
∫
R
ρ 1
κ
(y1 − x1)(y1 − x1)g(y1, x2)dy1, since
(Eiκ1 ,j2j3j4 ◦θ−1i ◦ θl),1 (θ−1l ◦ θi) = (θ−1i ◦ θl),j11 (θ−1l ◦ θi)Eiκ1 ,j1j2j3j4 ,
R11 =
∫ t
0
∫
(0,1)2
cj2j3j4il,111
[
(Eiκ1 ,j2j3j4 ◦θ−1i ◦ θl),1 (θ−1l ◦ θi)
([Ajl(η˜
κ
2 ◦ θl),2 ](θ−1l ◦ θi)ci1i2i3il,111),1 h
]
=
∫ t
0
∫
(0,1)2
[
(Eiκ1 ,j2j3j4 ◦θ−1i ◦ θl),1
[cj2j3j4il,111 ([Ajl(η˜
κ
2 ◦ θl),2 ](θ−1l ◦ θi)ci1i2i3il,111),1 h](θ−1i ◦ θl)
]
.
Since the derivative of (Eiκ1 ,j2j3j4 ◦θ−1i ◦ θl) is in the horizontal direction, we infer similarly
as in (8.15) that
R11 ≤
∫ t
0
∫
(0,1)2
[∥∥Eiκ1 ,j2j3j4 ◦θ−1i ◦ θl∥∥ 1
2
,(0,1)2∥∥[cj2j3j4il,111 ([Ajl(η˜κ2 ◦ θl),2 ](θ−1l ◦ θi)ci1i2i3il,111),1 h](θ−1i ◦ θl)∥∥ 1
2
,(0,1)2
]
.
Since we have by interpolation ‖h‖ 1
2
,(0,1)2 ≤ Cκ‖g‖ 1
2
,(0,1)2 , we then infer:
|R11| ≤ CtE˜(t)2. (24.11)
In a similar fashion, for Ri11 we can identify an horizontal derivative:
Eiκ1 ,j1j2j3j4 [(θ
−1
i ◦ θl),j11 (θ−1l ◦ θi)],1Π4p=2(θ−1i ◦ θl),jp1 (θ−1l ◦ θi)
= [(θ−1i ◦ θl),j11 (θ−1l ◦ θi)],1
[
Π3p=2(θ
−1
i ◦ θl),jp1 (Eiκ1 ,j1j2j3 ◦θ−1i ◦ θl),1
]
(θ−1l ◦ θi),
which leads for the same reasons as for R11 to |Ri11 | ≤ CtE˜(t)2. Since the other Rin1 are
similar in structure, we have
|Rin1 | ≤ CtE˜(t)2. (24.12)
Consequently from (24.9), (24.10), (24.11) and (24.12), we infer
H1112 =
∫ t
0
∫
(0,1)2
[
[Ajl(η˜
κ
2 ◦ θl),2 ](θ−1l ◦ θi) Eiκ1 ,j1j2j3j4
cj1j2j3j4il,1111 c
i1i2i3
il,111ρ 1κ ⋆h [
√
αi(θi)[η˜1 ◦ θi],i1i2i3 ]
]
+r1112 ,
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with
|r1112(t)| ≤ CtE˜(t)3 + Ctκ
3
2 E˜(t). (24.13)
Since Eiκ1 ,j1j2j3j4 c
j1j2j3j4
il,1111 = c
j2j3j4
il,111 (E
iκ
1 ,j2j3j4 ◦θ−1i ◦ θl),1 (θ−1l ◦ θi), we infer as for R11 that
|H1112 (t)| ≤ Ct sup
j,l
sup
[0,t]
‖Ajl‖ 5
2
,(0,1)2‖η˜lκ‖27
2
+ |r1112 | ≤ CtE˜(t)3 + Ctκ
3
2 E˜(t).
The other H1i12 are estimated in the same fashion, leading us to
|H112(t)| ≤ CtE˜(t)3 + Ctκ
3
2 E˜(t). (24.14)
24.1.2. Study of H212. Next, for H
2
12, we first notice from the asymptotic regularity result
(22.18) on div u˜κ(η˜κ), that H212 can be treated in the same fashion as H
1
12, leading to
|H212(t)| ≤ CtE˜(t)3 + Ctκ
3
2 E˜(t). (24.15)
24.1.3. Study of H312. We simply write
−H312 =
∫
(0,1)2
ξl(θl)(Cof∇(η˜κ ◦ θl))pj
[det∇θl],111
[det∇(η˜κ ◦ θl)]2 Q˜l,p η˜j ◦ θl,111 (t) +R
3
12
+
∫
(0,1)2
ξl(θl)(Cof∇(η˜κ ◦ θl))pj
∫ t
0 [det∇(η˜κ ◦ θl)],111 div(u˜κ ◦ θl)
[det∇(η˜κ ◦ θl)]2 Q˜l,p η˜j ◦ θl,111 (t)
+
∫
(0,1)2
ξl(θl)(Cof∇(η˜κ ◦ θl))pj
∫ t
0
det∇(η˜κ ◦ θl)[div(u˜κ ◦ θl)],111
[det∇(η˜κ ◦ θl)]2 Q˜l,p η˜j ◦ θl,111 (t),
with R312 being bounded by a term similar as the right-hand side of (24.15). We also see that
the first term of this equality can be estimated by a bound similar as the right-hand side
of (24.15). The third term is treated in a way similar as H112, in order to put a convolution
in front of (η˜j ◦ θl),111. There is no difference linked to the fact that the integral from 0 to
t does not apply on all terms as for H112 since ρ 1
κ
and the θl do not depend on time. The
fourth term follows the same treatment as H212, leading us to
|H312(t)| ≤ CtE˜(t)3 + Ctκ
3
2 E˜(t),
which with (24.14) and (24.15) implies
|H12(t)| ≤ CtE˜(t)3 + Ctκ 32 E˜(t). (24.16)
24.2. Study of H11. As for H11, we have if we still denote E
iκ = ρ 1
κ
⋆h ((
√
αiη˜) ◦ θi) and
ǫmn the sign of the permutation between (m,n) and (1, 2):
H11(t) = ǫ
mnǫrs
∫
(0,1)2
ξl(θl)
(η˜κm ◦ θl),r111
det∇(η˜κ ◦ θl) [q˜ ◦ θl],s v˜n(θl),111
= ǫmnǫrs
∫
(0,1)2
[
ξl(θl)
[q˜ ◦ θi(θ−1i ◦ θl)],s
det∇(η˜κ ◦ θl)
[
[
√
αi(θi)ρ 1
κ
⋆h E
iκ
m ](θ
−1
i ◦ θl)
]
,r111
[v˜n ◦ θi(θ−1i ◦ θl)],111
]
= ǫmnǫrs
∫
(0,1)2
[
ξl(θi)
[q˜ ◦ θi],i1
det∇(η˜κ ◦ θl)(θ−1l ◦ θi)
[
ρ 1
κ
⋆h E
iκ
m
]
,j1j2j3j4 c
j1j2j3j4
il,r111
ci1i2i3i4il,s111 [
√
αiv˜n ◦ θi],i2i3i4
]
+R11,
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with
|R11(t)| ≤ CE˜(t)2,
and
cj1j2j3j4il,r111 =
[
(θ−1i ◦ θl),j1r (θ−1i ◦ θl),j21 (θ−1i ◦ θl),j31 (θ−1i ◦ θl),j41
]
(θ−1l ◦ θi).
Therefore,
H11 = ǫ
mnǫrs
∫
(0,1)2
ξl(θi)[q˜(θi)],i1 ρ 1
κ
⋆h E
iκ
m ,j1j2j3j4 [
√
αiv˜n ◦ θi],i2i3i4 h(ji)1234rs +R11,
with
h(ji)1234rs =
[ cj1j2j3j4il,r111 ci1i2i3i4il,s111
det∇(η˜κ ◦ θl)(θ−1l ◦ θi)
]
. (24.17)
Similarly as in the study of H1112 (from equations (24.8) to (24.13)) we have:
H11 = ǫ
mnǫrs
∫
(0,1)2
ξl(θi)[q˜(θi)],i1 h
(ji)1234
rs E
iκ
m ,j1j2j3j4 ρ 1
κ
⋆h [
√
αiv˜n ◦ θi],i2i3i4
+ S11 +R11,
with,
|S11| ≤ CtE˜(t)3 + Ctκ 32 E˜(t).
By integrating by parts in space (and using ξlq˜(θi) = 0 on ∂(0, 1)
2),
H11 = −ǫmnǫrs
∫
(0,1)2
(ξlq˜)(θi)h
(ji)1234
rs ρ 1
κ
⋆h [
√
αiη˜m ◦ θi],j1j2j3j4 ρ 1
κ
⋆h [
√
αiv˜n ◦ θi],i1i2i3i4
+H111 +H
2
11 + S11 +R11, (24.18)
with
H111 = −ǫmnǫrs
∫
(0,1)2
(ξlq˜)(θi)h
(ji)1234
rs ρ 1
κ
⋆h [
√
αiη˜m ◦ θi],i1j1j2j3j4 ρ 1
κ
⋆h [
√
αiv˜n ◦ θi],i2i3i4 ,
(24.19a)
H211 = −ǫmnǫrs
∫
(0,1)2
q˜(θi)[ξl(θi)h
(ji)1234
rs ],i1 ρ 1
κ
⋆h [
√
αiη˜m ◦ θi],j1j2j3j4 ρ 1
κ
⋆h [
√
αiv˜n ◦ θi],i2i3i4 .
(24.19b)
For H111, by taking into account the symmetric role of {i2, i3, i4} and {j2, j3, j4}, we obtain:
H111 = −ǫmnǫrs
∫
(0,1)2
(ξlq˜)(θi)h
(ji)1234
rs ρ 1
κ
⋆h [
√
αiη˜m ◦ θi],i1j1i2i3i4 ρ 1
κ
⋆h [
√
αiv˜n ◦ θi],j2j3j4 .
Next, since h
(ji)1234
rs = h
(ij)1234
sr , this implies
H111 = −ǫmnǫrs
∫
(0,1)2
(ξlq˜)(θi)h
(ij)1234
sr ρ 1
κ
⋆h [
√
αiη˜m ◦ θi],i1j1i2i3i4 ρ 1
κ
⋆h [
√
αiv˜n ◦ θi],j2j3j4
= ǫmnǫsr
∫
(0,1)2
(ξl q˜)(θi)h
(ij)1234
sr ρ 1
κ
⋆h [
√
αiη˜m ◦ θi],j1i1i2i3i4 ρ 1
κ
⋆h [
√
αiv˜n ◦ θi],j2j3j4 .
Therefore, by relabeling sr as rs and ij as ji, we obtain by comparison to (24.19a):
H111 = −H111,
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and thus H111 = 0. For H
2
11, we have by integrating by parts H
2
11 = H
21
11 +H
22
11 , with
H2111 = ǫ
mnǫrs
∫
(0,1)2
[q˜(θi)[ξl(θi)h
(ji)1234
rs ],i1 ],j1 ρ 1
κ
⋆h [
√
αiη˜m ◦ θi],j2j3j4 ρ 1
κ
⋆h [
√
αiv˜n ◦ θi],i2i3i4
H2211 = ǫ
mnǫrs
∫
(0,1)2
q˜(θi)[ξl(θi)h
(ji)1234
rs ],i1 ρ 1
κ
⋆h [
√
αiη˜m ◦ θi],j2j3j4 ρ 1
κ
⋆h [
√
αiv˜n ◦ θi],j1i2i3i4 .
First, forH2111 we have if we denote Emn = ǫ
mnρ 1
κ
⋆h [
√
αiη˜m◦θi],j2j3j4 ρ 1
κ
⋆h [
√
αiη˜n◦θi],i2i3i4 :∫ t
0
H2111 =−
1
2
∫ t
0
ǫrs
∫
(0,1)2
[[q˜(θi)[ξl(θi)h
(ji)1234
rs ],i1 ],j1 ]tEmn
+
1
2
[
ǫrs
∫
(0,1)2
[q˜(θi)[ξl(θi)h
(ji)1234
rs ],i1 ],j1 Emn
]t
0
.
Therefore,
∣∣∫ t
0
H2111
∣∣ ≤C ∫ t
0
|ǫrs|∥∥[[q˜(θi)[ξl(θi)h(ji)1234rs ],i1 ],j1 ]t∥∥ 1
2
,(0,1)2
‖η˜‖27
2
+ C|ǫrs|∥∥[q˜(θi)[ξl(θi)h(ji)1234rs ],i1 ],j1 (0)∥∥L∞((0,1)2)[‖η˜‖272 (t) + ‖η˜‖272 (0)]
+ C
∫ t
0
∥∥[[q˜(θi)[ξl(θi)h(ji)1234rs ],i1 ],j1 ]t∥∥ 1
2
,(0,1)2
[‖η˜‖27
2
(t) + ‖η˜‖27
2
(0)
]
.
With the definition (24.17) and (22.18) for the control of the time derivative of det(∇(η˜κ))
in H
5
2 (Ω), we then infer:
∣∣∫ t
0
H2111
∣∣ ≤CtE˜(t)4 +N(u0). (24.20)
Next, for H2211 , we have by relabeling m and n
H2211 = ǫ
nmǫrs
∫
(0,1)2
q˜(θi)[ξl(θi)h
(ji)1234
rs ],i1 ρ 1
κ
⋆h [
√
αiη˜n ◦ θi],j2j3j4 ρ 1
κ
⋆h [
√
αiv˜m ◦ θi],j1i2i3i4
= −ǫmnǫrs
∫
(0,1)2
q˜(θi)[ξl(θi)h
(ji)1234
rs ],i1 ρ 1
κ
⋆h [
√
αiη˜n ◦ θi],j2j3j4 ρ 1
κ
⋆h [
√
αiv˜m ◦ θi],j1i2i3i4 .
By taking into account the symmetric role of {i2, i3, i4} and {j2, j3, j4}, we then obtain:
H2211 = −ǫmnǫrs
∫
(0,1)2
q˜(θi)[ξl(θi)h
(ji)1234
rs ],i1 ρ 1
κ
⋆h [
√
αiη˜n ◦ θi],i2i3i4 ρ 1
κ
⋆h [
√
αiv˜m ◦ θi],j1j2j3j4 .
(24.21)
Consequently, by (24.19b) and (24.21),
2H211 = −ǫmnǫrs
∫
(0,1)2
q˜(θi)[ξl(θi)h
(ji)1234
rs ],i1 ρ 1
κ
⋆h [
√
αiη˜m ◦ θi],j1j2j3j4 ρ 1
κ
⋆h [
√
αiv˜n ◦ θi],i2i3i4
− ǫmnǫrs
∫
(0,1)2
q˜(θi)[ξl(θi)h
(ji)1234
rs ],i1 ρ 1
κ
⋆h [
√
αiη˜n ◦ θi],i2i3i4 ρ 1
κ
⋆h [
√
αiv˜m ◦ θi],j1j2j3j4
+H2111
= −ǫmnǫrs
∫
(0,1)2
q˜(θi)[ξl(θi)h
(ji)1234
rs ],i1 [ρ 1
κ
⋆h [
√
αiη˜m ◦ θi],j1j2j3j4 ρ 1
κ
⋆h [
√
αiη˜n ◦ θi],i2i3i4 ]t
+H2111 .
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Therefore,∫ t
0
H211 =
1
2
ǫmnǫrs
∫ t
0
∫
(0,1)2
[q˜(θi)[ξl(θi)h
(ji)1234
rs ],i1 ]tη˜
m
iκ,j1j2j3j4 η˜
n
iκ,i2i3i4
− 1
2
ǫmnǫrs
[∫
(0,1)2
q˜(θi)[ξl(θi)h
(ji)1234
rs ],i1 η˜
m
iκ,j1j2j3j4 η˜
n
iκ,i2i3i4
]t
0
+
1
2
∫ t
0
H2111 .
Now, from (24.18) and H111 = 0, we infer by integrating by parts in time:∫ t
0
H11 =
1
2
ǫmnǫrs
∫ t
0
∫
(0,1)2
[(ξlq˜)(θi)h
(ji)1234
rs ]tη˜
m
iκ,j1j2j3j4 η˜
n
iκ,i1i2i3i4
− 1
2
ǫmnǫrs
[∫
(0,1)2
(ξlq˜)(θi)h
(ji)1234
rs η˜
m
iκ,j1j2j3j4 η˜
n
iκ,i1i2i3i4
]t
0
+
∫ t
0
[S11 +R11 +
1
2
H211].
Now, we claim that the only couples (i1, j1) contributing to the sum above are the ones with
i1 6= j1. To see that, we notice that if i1 = j1, then by simply relabeling m and n, and using
the symmetric role of {i2, i3, i4} and {j2, j3, j4}
h(ji)1234rs ǫ
mnη˜miκ,i1j2j3j4 η˜
n
iκ,i1i2i3i4 = h
(ji)1234
rs ǫ
nmη˜niκ,i1j2j3j4 η˜
m
iκ,i1i2i3i4
= h(ji)1234rs ǫ
nmη˜niκ,i1i2i3i4 η˜
m
iκ,j1j2j3j4
leading to h
(ji)1234
rs ǫmnη˜miκ,i1j2j3j4 η˜
n
iκ,i1i2i3i4 = 0, since ǫ
mn = −ǫnm. Consequently if we
denote
d(ji)234 =
h
(ji)1234
rs
[(θ−1i ◦ θl),j1r (θ−1i ◦ θl),i1s ](θ−1l ◦ θi)
,
we have∫ t
0
H11 =
1
2
ǫmnǫi1j1
∫ t
0
∫
(0,1)2
[
[(ξlq˜)(θi)d
(ji)234 ]tǫ
rsǫi1j1 [(θ−1i ◦ θl),j1r (θ−1i ◦ θl),i1s ](θ−1l ◦ θi)
η˜miκ,j1j2j3j4 η˜
n
iκ,i1i2i3i4
]
− 1
2
ǫmnǫi1j1
[∫
(0,1)2
[
(ξlq˜)(θi)d
(ji)234 ǫrsǫi1j1 [(θ−1i ◦ θl),j1r (θ−1i ◦ θl),i1s ](θ−1l ◦ θi)
η˜miκ,j1j2j3j4 η˜
n
iκ,i1i2i3i4
]]t
0
+
∫ t
0
[S11 +R11 +
1
2
H211].
Now, for any fixed (i1, j1), we have ǫ
rsǫi1j1 [(θ−1i ◦ θl),j1r (θ−1i ◦ θl),i1s ] = −det(∇(θ−1i ◦ θl)) =
−1, leading us to∫ t
0
H11 = −1
2
ǫmnǫi1j1
∫ t
0
∫
(0,1)2
[(ξl q˜)(θi)d
(ji)234 ]tη˜
m
iκ,j1j2j3j4 η˜
n
iκ,i1i2i3i4
+
1
2
ǫmnǫi1j1
[∫
(0,1)2
(ξlq˜)(θi)d
(ji)234 η˜miκ,j1j2j3j4 η˜
n
iκ,i1i2i3i4
]t
0
+
∫ t
0
[S11 +R11 +
1
2
H211].
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Next, by integrating by parts in space:
∫ t
0
H11 =
1
2
ǫmnǫi1j1
∫ t
0
∫
(0,1)2
[(ξlq˜)(θi)d
(ji)234 ]t,i1 η˜
m
iκ,j1j2j3j4 η˜
n
iκ,i2i3i4
− 1
2
ǫmnǫi1j1
[∫
(0,1)2
[(ξlq˜)(θi)d
(ji)234 ],i1 η˜
m
iκ,j1j2j3j4 η˜
n
iκ,i2i3i4
]t
0
+
∫ t
0
[S11 +R11 +
1
2
H211], (24.22)
where we have used the fact that similarly as for H111, we have
0 = ǫmnǫi1j1d(ji)234 η˜miκ,i1j1j2j3j4 η˜
n
iκ,i2i3i4 .
We now come to the study of the crucial term bringing the regularity of the surface.
24.2.1. Control of the trace of η˜iκ on Γ. Let us study the second term of the right-hand
side of (24.22):
H = −1
2
ǫmnǫi1j1
∫
(0,1)2
[(ξlq˜)(θi)d
(ji)234 ],i1 η˜
m
iκ,j1j2j3j4 η˜
n
iκ,i2i3i4 ,
for which we have
H = −1
2
ǫmnǫi1j1
∫
(0,1)2
[
[[(ξl q˜)(θi)d
(ji)234 ] ◦ θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1 ◦ η˜κ ◦ θi],i1
[η˜miκ,j2j3j4 ◦θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1 ◦ η˜κ ◦ θi],j1 η˜niκ,i2i3i4
]
= −1
2
ǫmnǫi1j1
∫
(0,1)2
[
[[(ξl q˜)(θi)d
(ji)234 ] ◦ θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1],i′1 ◦η˜κ ◦ θi [η˜κ ◦ θi],
i′1
i1
[η˜miκ,j2j3j4 ◦θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1],j′1 ◦η˜κ ◦ θi [η˜κ ◦ θi],
j′1
j1
η˜niκ,i2i3i4
]
.
Now, for the same reason as before, the couples (i′1, j
′
1) such i
′
1 = j
′
1 will not contribute to
the sum above, leading us to
H = −1
2
ǫmnǫi
′
1j
′
1
∫
(0,1)2
[
[[(ξlq˜)(θi)d
(ji)234 ] ◦ θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1],i′1 ◦η˜κ ◦ θi
ǫi1j1ǫi
′
1j
′
1 [η˜κ ◦ θi],i
′
1
i1
[η˜κ ◦ θi],j
′
1
j1
[η˜miκ,j2j3j4 ◦θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1],j′1 ◦η˜κ ◦ θi η˜niκ,i2i3i4
]
= −1
2
ǫmnǫi
′
1j
′
1
∫
(0,1)2
[
[[(ξlq˜)(θi)d
(ji)234 ] ◦ θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1],i′1 ◦η˜κ ◦ θi det∇(η˜κ ◦ θi)
[η˜miκ,j2j3j4 ◦θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1],j′1 ◦η˜κ ◦ θi η˜niκ,i2i3i4
]
= −1
2
ǫmnǫi
′
1j
′
1
∫
η˜κ(θi((0,1)2))
[
[[(ξl q˜)(θi)d
(ji)234 ] ◦ θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1],i′1
[η˜miκ,j2j3j4 ◦θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1],j′1 η˜niκ,i2i3i4 ◦θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1
]
= I + J,
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with
I = −1
2
(ǫmn)2
∫
η˜κ(θi((0,1)2))
[
[[(ξl q˜)(θi)d
(ji)234 ] ◦ θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1],m
[η˜miκ,j2j3j4 ◦θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1],n η˜niκ,i2i3i4 ◦θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1
]
J =
1
2
(ǫmn)2
∫
η˜κ(θi((0,1)2))
[
[[(ξlq˜)(θi)d
(ji)234 ] ◦ θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1],n
[η˜miκ,j2j3j4 ◦θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1],m η˜niκ,i2i3i4 ◦θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1
]
.
Next, we notice that
J = −1
2
∑
n
∫
η˜κ(θi((0,1)2))
[
[[(ξlq˜)(θi)d
(ji)234 ] ◦ θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1],n
[η˜niκ,j2j3j4 ◦θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1],n η˜niκ,i2i3i4 ◦θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1
]
+ J1,
with the perturbation term
J1 =
1
2
∫
η˜κ(θi((0,1)2))
[
[[(ξl q˜)(θi)d
(ji)234 ] ◦ θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1],n
div[η˜iκ,j2j3j4 ◦θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1] η˜niκ,i2i3i4 ◦θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1
]
= J11 + J
2
1 ,
where
J11 =
1
2
∫
η˜κ(θi((0,1)2))
[
[[(ξlq˜)(θi)c
i2i3i4
il,111 ] ◦ θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1],n cj2j3j4il,111 ◦ θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1
div[η˜iκ,j2j3j4 ◦θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1] η˜niκ,i2i3i4 ◦θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1
]
,
J21 =
1
2
∫
η˜κ(θi((0,1)2))
[
[(ξlq˜)(θi)c
i2i3i4
il,111 ] ◦ θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1[cj2j3j4il,111 ◦ θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1],n
div[η˜iκ,j2j3j4 ◦θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1] η˜niκ,i2i3i4 ◦θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1
]
.
Now, for J11 , let us set
fil = [[(ξlq˜)(θi)c
i2i3i4
il,111 ] ◦ θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1],n [Π3p=2(θ−1i ◦ θl),jp1 (θ−1l ◦ θi)η˜niκ,i2i3i4 ](θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1),
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so that in order to identify an horizontal derivative on the highest order term we have:
J11 =
1
2
∫
η˜κ(θi((0,1)2))
fil (θ
−1
i ◦ θl),j41 (θ−1l ◦ (η˜κ)−1) div[η˜iκ,j2j3j4 ◦θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1]
=
1
2
∫
η˜κ(θi((0,1)2))
fil (θ
−1
i ◦ θl),j41 (θ−1l ◦ (η˜κ)−1)(θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1),lk [η˜iκ,kj2j3j4l ] ◦ θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1
=
1
2
∫
η˜κ(θi((0,1)2))
[
fil (θ
−1
i ◦ θl),j41 (θ−1l ◦ (η˜κ)−1)(θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1),lk
[η˜iκ,
k
j2j3l ◦θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1],q (η˜κ ◦ θi),qj4 (θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1)
]
=
1
2
∫
η˜κ(θi((0,1)2))
[
fil (θ
−1
i ◦ θl),j41 (θ−1l ◦ (η˜κ)−1)
[(θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1),lk η˜iκ,kj2j3l ◦θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1],q (η˜κ ◦ θi),qj4 (θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1)
]
+ r11
=
1
2
∫
η˜κ(θi((0,1)2))
[
fil [(η˜
κ ◦ θi),qj4 (θ−1i ◦ θl)(θ−1i ◦ θl),j41 ](θ−1l ◦ (η˜κ)−1)
div[η˜iκ,j2j3 ◦θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1],q
]
+ r11
=
1
2
∫
η˜κ(θi((0,1)2))
fil (η˜
κ ◦ θl),q1 (θ−1l ◦ (η˜κ)−1) div[η˜iκ,j2j3 ◦θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1],q +r11
=
1
2
∫
η˜κ(θi((0,1)2))
fil (div[η˜iκ,j2j3 ◦θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1] ◦ η˜κ ◦ θl),1 (θ−1l ◦ (η˜κ)−1) + r11
with |r11 | ≤ C‖η˜κ‖23. Now, we notice that the presence of the factor ξl ◦ (η˜κ)−1 in fil implies
that the integrand in the integral above is zero outside of η˜κ(θl((0, 1)
2)). Similarly, the
presence of ρ 1
κ
⋆h [
√
αiη˜ ◦ θi],j2j3 ◦θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1 implies that x ∈ η˜κ(θi((0, 1)2)) in order for
this integrand to be non-zero. Therefore,
J11 =
1
2
∫
(0,1)2
fil(η˜
κ ◦ θl) (div[η˜iκ,j2j3 ◦θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1] ◦ η˜κ ◦ θl),1 det∇(η˜κ ◦ θl) + r11 .
Now, since the derivative of div[η˜iκ,j2j3 ◦θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1] ◦ η˜κ ◦ θl is taken in the horizontal
direction, this implies:
|J11 | ≤ C‖fil‖ 1
2
,(0,1)2‖ div[η˜iκ,j2j3 ◦θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1] ◦ η˜κ ◦ θl‖ 12 ,(0,1)2 + |r
1
1 |
≤ C‖fil‖ 1
2
,(0,1)2‖ div[η˜iκ,j2j3 ◦θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1]‖ 1
2
,η˜κ(θi((0,1)2)) + C‖Id +
∫ t
0
v˜‖23.
Now, since we have in the same fashion as (22.8):
‖ div[η˜iκ,j2j3 ◦θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1]‖ 1
2
,η˜κ(θi((0,1)2)) ≤ CtE˜(t)2 + Cκ
1
2 E˜(t) + C,
we then have
|J11 | ≤ CtE˜(t)3 + C + Cκ
1
2 E˜(t)2. (24.23)
Next, for J21 , we notice that [c
j1j2j3
il,111 ◦θ−1i ◦(η˜κ)−1],n is a sum of product, each one containing
a factor (θ−1i ◦ θl),jp1 (θ−1l ◦ (η˜κ)−1). This implies that J21 can be treated in the same way
as J11 , with the identification of an horizontal derivative on the highest order term of the
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integrand, leading to the same majorization. We can also treat I in a similar fashion, due
to the curl estimate (similar as (22.11)):
‖ curl[η˜iκ,j2j3 ◦θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1]‖ 1
2
,η˜κ(θi((0,1)2)) ≤ CtE˜(t)2 +N(u0),
which finally provides us with:
H = −1
2
∑
m 6=n
∫
η˜κ(θi((0,1)2))
[
[[(ξlq˜)(θi)d
(ji)234 ] ◦ θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1],m
[η˜niκ,j2j3j4 ◦θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1],m η˜niκ,i2i3i4 ◦θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1
]
− 1
2
∑
n
∫
η˜κ(θi((0,1)2))
[
d(ji)234 ◦ θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1(ξlq˜)((η˜κ)−1)],n
[η˜niκ,j2j3j4 ◦θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1],n η˜niκ,i2i3i4 ◦θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1
]
+ h1
= −1
2
∑
m,n
∫
η˜κ(θi((0,1)2))
[
d(ji)234 ◦ θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1(ξlq˜)((η˜κ)−1)],m
[η˜niκ,j2j3j4 ◦θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1],m η˜niκ,i2i3i4 ◦θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1
]
+ h1,
with
|h1(t)| ≤ CtE˜(t)3 +N(u0) + (Cκ 12 + δ)E˜(t)2 + Cδ.
Therefore, by integrating by parts,
H = −1
4
∫
∂η˜κ(θi((0,1)2))
[
d(ji)234 ◦ θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1(ξlq˜)((η˜κ)−1)],m n˜κm
[η˜niκ,j2j3j4 ◦θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1]η˜niκ,i2i3i4 ◦θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1
]
+ h2,
with
h2 =
1
4
∫
η˜κ(θi((0,1)2))
[
[d(ji)234 ◦ θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1(ξq˜)((η˜κ)−1)],mm
[η˜niκ,j2j3j4 ◦θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1]η˜niκ,i2i3i4 ◦θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1
]
+ h1,
so that,
|h2(t)| ≤ [ ‖q˜‖ 7
2
‖η˜‖3 + ‖η˜κ‖ 7
2
‖q‖3] ‖η˜‖23 + |h1(t)|
≤ (Cκ 12 + δ)E˜(t)2 + Cδ + CtE˜(t)4 +N(u0).
Now, since q˜ = 0 and ξl = αl on Γ, we infer
H = −1
4
∫
∂η˜κ(θi((0,1)2))
[
αl((η˜
κ)−1)[p0 +
∫ t
0
pt],m [Nm +
∫ t
0
(n˜κm)t]
[dj234il η˜
n
iκ,j2j3j4 ] ◦ θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1[di234il η˜niκ,i2i3i4 ] ◦ θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1
]
+ h2,
with dk234il =
(θ−1i ◦ θl),k21 (θ−1i ◦ θl),k31 (θ−1i ◦ θl),k41√
det∇(η˜κ ◦ θl)
(θ−1l ◦ θi). Therefore, with the initial
pressure condition
p0,mNm < −C < 0 on Γ,
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we infer
−H ≤ −C
∫
∂η˜κ(θi((0,1)2))
[αl(θi)d
j234
il η˜
n
iκ,j2j3j4 d
i234
il η˜
n
iκ,i2i3i4 ] ◦ θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1
+ tE˜(t)2 + |h2|
≤ −C
∫
∂η˜κ(θi((0,1)2))
[αi(θi)d
j234
ii η˜
n
iκ,j2j3j4 d
i234
ii η˜
n
iκ,i2i3i4 ] ◦ θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1
+ (Cκ
1
2 + δ)E˜(t)2 + CtE˜(t)4 + Cδ +N(u0)
≤ −C
∫
∂η˜κ(θi((0,1)2))
[αi(θi)η˜
n
iκ,j2j3j4 η˜
n
iκ,i2i3i4 ] ◦ θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1
+ (Cκ
1
2 + δ)E˜(t)2 + CtE˜(t)4 + Cδ +N(u0)
≤ −C
∫
∂η˜κ(θi((0,1)2))
[αi(θi)η˜
n
iκ,111 η˜
n
iκ,111 ] ◦ θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1
+ (Cκ
1
2 + δ)E˜(t)2 + CtE˜(t)4 + Cδ +N(u0). (24.24)
Now, it is clear that the space integral in front of the first time integral in (24.22) can be
treated in a similar way, except that we do not have a control on the sign of the boundary
term as in (24.24), which does not matter since a time integral is applied to it. This therefore
leads us to
−
∫ t
0
H11 ≤ −C
∫
∂η˜κ(θi((0,1)2)
[αi(θi)η˜
n
iκ,111 η˜
n
iκ,111 ] ◦ θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1
+ (Cκ
1
2 + δ)E˜(t)2 + CtE˜(t)4 + Cδ +N(u0),
which , with (24.1) and (24.2), finally gives the trace control for each η˜iκ, as well as the
control of v around Γ:
Hκ(t) + C
∫
∂η˜κ(θi((0,1)2))
|[√αi(θi)η˜niκ,111 ] ◦ θ−1i ◦ (η˜κ)−1|2
≤ δE˜(t)2 + CδtE˜(t)4 + CδN(u0). (24.25)
24.3. Asymptotic regularity of each η˜lκ. Consequently, we infer that for each l ∈
{1, ...,K}, we have the trace control
‖[√αl(θl)η˜lκ,1 ] ◦ θ−1l ◦ (η˜κ)−1‖22,∂η˜κ◦θl((0,1)2) ≤ δE˜(t)2 + CδtE˜(t)4 + CδN(u0). (24.26)
Consequently, with the estimates (22.8) and (22.11) on the divergence and curl, we obtain
by elliptic regularity:
‖[√αl(θl)η˜lκ,1 ] ◦ θ−1l ◦ (η˜κ)−1‖25
2
,η˜κ◦θl((0,1)2) ≤ P (‖η˜κ‖ 52 )[δE˜(t)
2 + CδtE˜(t)
4 + CδN(u0)]
≤ δE˜(t)2 + CδtE˜(t)4 + CδN(u0).
Therefore,
‖√αl(θl)η˜lκ,1 ‖25
2
,(0,1)2 ≤ δE˜(t)2 + CδtE˜(t)4 + CδN(u0), (24.27)
which implies that ‖√αl(θl)η˜lκ,12 ‖23
2
,(0,1)2
and ‖√αl(θl)η˜lκ,2 ‖22,∂(0,1)2 are controlled by the
same right-hand side as in (24.27). Consequently, with (22.8) and (22.11), we infer in the
same way as we obtained (24.27) from (24.26) that
‖√αl(θl)η˜lκ,2 ‖25
2
,(0,1)2 ≤ δE˜(t)2 + CδtE˜(t)4 + CδN(u0),
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and finally that
‖√αl(θl)η˜lκ‖27
2
,(0,1)2 ≤ δE˜(t)2 + CδtE˜(t)4 + CδN(u0). (24.28)
24.4. Asymptotic regularity of η˜κ. This also obviously implies that for the advected
domain
‖η˜κ‖27
2
,ΩK ≤ δE˜(t)2 + CδtE˜(t)4 + CδN(u0), (24.29)
where ΩK = Ω ∩Li=K+1 (suppαi)c.
From the divergence and curl estimates (22.4) and (22.10), we then infer that
‖βη˜ ◦ θl‖27
2
,(0,1)2 ≤ δE˜(t)2 + CδtE˜(t)4 + CδN(u0), (24.30)
which with (24.28) provides
‖η˜κ‖27
2
≤ δE˜(t)2 + CδtE˜(t)4 + CδN(u0, κ‖Ω‖ 9
2
). (24.31)
24.5. Asymptotic regularity of v˜. The relation (24.25) provides us with the asymptotic
regularity of v˜ near ∂Ω. For the interior regularity, we notice that if we time-differentiate
the analog of (22.5) for the cut-off β ∈ D(Ω), we obtain∥∥div((βv˜ ◦ θl),s ◦θ−1l ◦ (η˜κ)−1)∥∥1,η˜κ(Ω) ≤ C. (24.32)
Similarly, we also have ∥∥curl((βv˜ ◦ θl),s ◦θ−1l ◦ (η˜κ)−1)∥∥2,η˜κ(Ω) ≤ C. (24.33)
From (24.32) and (24.33), elliptic regularity yields
‖βv˜ ◦ θl‖2,(0,1)2 ≤ C,
which, together with (24.25), provides
‖v˜‖23 ≤ δE˜(t)2 + CδtE˜(t)4 + CδN(u0). (24.34)
24.6. Asymptotic regularity of q˜. From the elliptic system:
(a˜κ)ji [(a˜
κ)ki q˜,k ],j = −(u˜κ,ji u˜,ij )(η˜κ) in Ω,
q˜ = 0 on Γ,
we then infer on (0, Tκ) (ensuring that (19.2) is satisfied):
‖q˜‖27
2
≤ C‖η˜κ‖27
2
≤ δE˜(t)2 + CδtE˜(t)4 + CδN(u0). (24.35)
24.7. Asymptotic regularity of κ
√
αlv˜ ◦ θl. From (23.7), we have:
[κ‖√αlv˜ ◦ θl‖ 7
2
,(0,1)2 ]
2 ≤ [κ‖u0‖ 7
2
]2 + δE˜(t)2 + CδtE˜(t)
4 + CδN(u0). (24.36)
24.8. Asymptotic regularity of κ
3
2
√
αlv˜ ◦ θl. From (23.8), we have:
[κ2‖√αlv˜ ◦ θl‖ 9
2
,(0,1)2 ]
2 ≤ [κ2‖u0‖ 9
2
]2 + CδtE˜(t)
4 + CδN(u0),
which by interpolation leads to
[κ
3
2 ‖√αlv˜ ◦ θl‖4,(0,1)2 ]2 ≤ [κ
3
2 ‖u0‖4]2 + δE˜(t)2 + CδtE˜(t)4 + CδN(u0). (24.37)
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24.9. Asymptotic regularity of q˜t. From the elliptic system:
(a˜κ)ji [(a˜
κ)ki q˜t,k ],j = −[u˜κ,ji u˜,ij (η˜κ)]t − [(a˜κ)ji [(a˜κ)ki ]tq˜,k ],j in Ω,
q˜ = 0 on Γ,
we then infer on (0, Tκ):
‖q˜t‖23 ≤ δE˜(t)2 + CδtE˜(t)4 + CδN(u0). (24.38)
24.10. Asymptotic regularity of v˜t. Since v˜
i
t = −(a˜κ)ji q,j , we then infer on (0, Tκ):
‖v˜t‖25
2
≤ C(‖η˜κ‖ 7
2
+ ‖q˜‖ 7
2
)2 ≤ δE˜(t)2 + CδtE˜(t)4 + CδN(u0). (24.39)
25. Time of existence independent of κ and solution to the limit problem
By (24.31), (24.35), (24.34), (24.30), (24.28), (24.36), (24.37) we then infer the control
on (0, Tκ):
E˜(t)2 ≤ δE˜(t)2 + CδtE˜(t)4 + CδN(u0),
which for a choice of δ0 small enough provides us with
E˜(t)2 ≤ Cδ0N(u0) + Cδ0tE˜(t)4.
Similarly as in Section 9 of [8], this provides us with a time of existence Tκ = T1 independent
of κ and an estimate on (0, T1) independent of κ of the type:
E˜(t)2 ≤ N0(u0),
as long as the conditions (19.2) hold. Now, since ‖η˜(t)‖3 ≤ ‖Id‖3 +
∫ t
0
‖v˜‖3, we see that
condition (19.2b) will be satisfied for t ≤ 1
N0(u0)
. The other conditions in (19.2) are satisfied
with similar arguments ((24.38) and (24.39) are used for (19.2c) and (19.2d)). This leads
us to a time of existence T2 > 0 independent of κ for which we have the estimate on (0, T )
E˜(t)2 ≤ N0(u0),
which provides by weak convergence the existence of a solution (v, q) of (1.1), with σ = 0,
on (0, T ).
26. Optimal regularity
In this section, we assume that Ω is of class H
7
2 in R3, that u0 ∈ H3(Ω), and that the
pressure condition is satisfied. We denote by N(u0) a generic constant depending on ‖u0‖3.
With these requirements, we will only get the H
7
2 regularity of the moving domain η(Ω)
and not of the mapping η.
Due to the fact that H
3
2 is not continuously embedded in L∞ in the case that Ω is
three-dimensional, we cannot directly study the integral terms as in Section 24 as we did
for the two-dimensional case. Instead, we are forced to also regularize the initial domain,
by a standard convolution, with a parameter ǫ > 0 fixed independently of κ, on the charts
defining it locally, so that the initial regularized domain Ωǫ = Ω˜ obtained in this fashion is of
class C∞. The regularized initial velocity, by a standard convolution, will be denoted u0(ǫ).
We then start at Section 18 in the same way except that the regularity of the functional
framework is increased by one degree for each quantity. This leaves us with the existence
of a solution to (17.1) on (0, Tκ,ǫ), with initial domain Ωǫ and initial velocity u0(ǫ). We
then perform the same asymptotic analysis as κ→ 0 as we did in Sections 19 to 24, in this
new framework. We then see that the problematic term is now updated to one which can
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be treated directly by the Sobolev embedding of H2 into L∞ in 3d. This leads us to the
existence of a solution to a system similar to (1.1) (with σ = 0) with initial domain Ωǫ on
(0, Tǫ), with ηǫ ∈ L∞(0, Tǫ;H 92 (Ωǫ)), with initial domain Ωǫ and initial velocity u0(ǫ).
We then study hereafter the asymptotic behavior of this solution and of Tǫ as ǫ → 0.
This will be less problematic than in Section 24 since the convolutions by layers with the
parameter κ do not appear in the problem (1.1) with smoothed initial data and domain.
We will denote the dependence on ǫ this time by a tilde, v˜ standing here for vǫ for instance,
and prove that as ǫ → 0, the time of existence and norms of v˜ are ǫ−independent, which
leads to the existence of a solution with optimal regularity on the initial data, as stated in
Theorem 1.4.
Our functional framework will be different than in Sections 19 to 24. Our continuous in
time energy will be:
Definition 26.1.
H˜(t) = sup
[0,t]
[|n˜|2,Γ˜ + ‖v˜‖3 + ‖v˜t‖ 52 + ‖q˜‖3 + ‖v˜tt‖2]+ 1, (26.1)
where n˜ denotes the unit exterior normal to η˜(Ω).
Our condition on Tǫ will be that on (0, Tǫ),
1
2
≤ det∇η˜ ≤ 3
2
in Ω˜, (26.2a)
‖η˜‖3 ≤ |Ω|+ 1, ‖q˜‖3 ≤ ‖q0‖3 + 1, ‖v˜‖ 5
2
≤ ‖u0‖ 5
2
+ 1, (26.2b)
‖v˜t‖2 ≤ ‖w1‖2 + 1, (26.2c)
∀l ∈ {1, ...,K}, ∣∣η˜ ◦ θl,1×η˜ ◦ θl,2 ∣∣ ≥ 1
2
∣∣θl,1×θl,2 ∣∣ on (0, 1)2 × {0}, (26.2d)
where w1 = −∇q0 ∈ H 52 (Ω). We will use a more straightforward approach than in Section
24, which is enabled by the fact that we have a˜ instead of the convolution by layers a˜κ in
our equation, by defining the following energy:
Definition 26.2.
Eǫ(t) =
K∑
l=1
∫
(0,1)3
ξ ◦ θl|D2(v˜tt ◦ θl)|2,
where D2f stands for any second space derivative in a horizontal direction, i.e., f,α1α2 ,
where αi ∈ {1, 2}. Summation over all horizontal derivatives is taken in the expression for
Eκ.
Remark 19. We also note that this energy is associated with the second time-differentiated
problem; we thus avoid the use of the curl relation (22.11) for η˜, which necessitates the
supplementary condition curlu0 ∈ H 52 (Ω) (which we do not have here).
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With b˜l = [∇(η˜ ◦ θl)]−1, we have: Eǫt =
∑9
i=1 Ei, with
E1(t) = −
K∑
l=1
∫
(0,1)3
ξ(θl)D
2([(b˜l)
k
j ]tt)(q˜ ◦ θl),kD2(v˜tt ◦ θl)j ,
E2(t) = −2
K∑
l=1
∫
(0,1)3
ξ(θl)D([(b˜l)
k
j ]tt)D(q˜ ◦ θl),kD2(v˜tt ◦ θl)j ,
E3(t) = −
K∑
l=1
∫
(0,1)3
ξ(θl)[(b˜l)
k
j ]ttD
2(q˜ ◦ θl),kD2(v˜tt ◦ θl)j ,
E4(t) = −4
K∑
l=1
∫
(0,1)3
ξ(θl)D[(b˜l)
k
j ]tD(q˜t ◦ θl),kD2(v˜tt ◦ θl)j ,
E5(t) = −2
K∑
l=1
∫
(0,1)3
ξ(θl)D
2[(b˜l)
k
j ]t(q˜t ◦ θl),kD2(v˜tt ◦ θl)j ,
E6(t) = −2
K∑
l=1
∫
(0,1)3
ξ(θl)[(b˜l)
k
j ]tD
2(q˜t ◦ θl),kD2(v˜tt ◦ θl)j ,
E7(t) = −
K∑
l=1
∫
(0,1)3
ξ(θl)D
2(b˜)kj (q˜tt ◦ θl),kD2(v˜tt ◦ θl)j ,
E8(t) = −2
K∑
l=1
∫
(0,1)3
ξ(θl)D(b˜)
k
jD(q˜tt ◦ θl),kD2(v˜tt ◦ θl)j ,
E9(t) = −
K∑
l=1
∫
(0,1)3
ξ(θl)(b˜)
k
jD
2(q˜tt ◦ θl),kD2(v˜tt ◦ θl)j .
26.1. Estimate for q˜t, q˜tt and q˜ttt. From the elliptic system
a˜ji (a˜
k
i q˜t,k ),j = −[a˜ji (a˜ki ]tq˜,k ),j −[a˜kj v˜i,k a˜liv˜j ,l ]t in Ω˜,
q˜t = 0 on ∂Ω˜,
we infer
‖q˜t‖3 ≤ C[ ‖v˜‖3 + ‖q˜‖3 + ‖η˜‖3 + ‖v˜t‖2] ≤ CH˜(t). (26.3)
For similar reasons, we also have
‖q˜tt‖ 5
2
≤ CH˜(t), (26.4a)
‖q˜ttt‖2 ≤ CH˜(t). (26.4b)
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26.2. Estimate for E2, E4, E5, E6, E8. We first immediately have thanks to the embed-
ding of H1 into L6 and H
1
2 into L3:
|E2(t)| ≤ C‖a˜tt‖1‖q˜‖ 5
2
‖v˜tt‖2 ≤ C[ ‖v˜t‖2‖η˜‖3 + ‖v‖23] ‖q˜‖3‖v˜tt‖2 ≤ CH˜(t)4, (26.5a)
|E4(t)| ≤ C‖a˜t‖2‖q˜t‖ 5
2
‖v˜tt‖2 ≤ CH˜(t)3, (26.5b)
|E5(t)| ≤ C‖v˜‖3‖q˜t‖3‖v˜tt‖2 ≤ CH˜(t)3, (26.5c)
|E6(t)| ≤ C‖v˜‖3‖q˜t‖3‖v˜tt‖2 ≤ CH˜(t)3, (26.5d)
|E8(t)| ≤ C‖a˜‖2‖q˜tt‖ 5
2
‖v˜tt‖2 ≤ CH˜(t)3, (26.5e)
where we have used (26.3) for (26.5c), (26.5d), and (26.4a) for (26.5e).
26.3. Estimate for E3. By integrating by parts, and using [(b˜)
k
j ],k = 0, we obtain E3 =
E13 + E
2
3 , with
E13 =
K∑
l=1
∫
(0,1)3
ξ(θl)[(b˜)
k
j ]ttD
2(q˜ ◦ θl)D2(v˜tt ◦ θl),jk ,
E23 =
K∑
l=1
∫
(0,1)3
ξ(θl),k [(b˜)
k
j ],ttD
2(q˜ ◦ θl)D2(v˜tt ◦ θl)j .
We first have
|E23(t)| ≤ C‖a˜tt‖1‖q˜‖3‖v˜tt‖2 ≤ CH˜(t)4.
Next, E13 =
∑3
i=1 E
1i
3 , with
E113 = −
K∑
l=1
∫
(0,1)3
ξ(θl)D[(b˜)
k
j ]ttD
2(q˜ ◦ θl)D(v˜tt ◦ θl),jk ,
E123 = −
K∑
l=1
∫
(0,1)3
ξ(θl)[(b˜)
k
j ]ttD
3(q˜ ◦ θl)D(v˜tt ◦ θl),jk ,
E133 = −
K∑
l=1
∫
(0,1)3
D(ξ(θl))[(b˜)
k
j ]ttD
2(q˜ ◦ θl)D(v˜tt ◦ θl),jk .
We obviously have |E133 (t)| ≤ CH˜(t)4. Next, we have by integrating by parts in time:
∫ t
0
E123 =
K∑
l=1
∫ t
0
∫
(0,1)3
ξ(θl)
(
[(b˜)kj ]ttD
3(q˜t ◦ θl) + [(b˜)kj ]tttD3(q˜ ◦ θl)
)
D(v˜t ◦ θl),jk
+
[ K∑
l=1
∫
(0,1)3
ξ(θl)[(b˜)
k
j ]ttD
3(q˜ ◦ θl)D(v˜t ◦ θl),jk
]t
0
,
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showing, with the continuous embedding of H1 into L6 and of H
1
2 into L3:
∣∣∫ t
0
E123
∣∣ ≤ Ct sup
[0,t]
[‖a˜tt‖1‖q˜t‖3‖v˜t‖ 5
2
+ ‖a˜ttt‖1‖q˜‖3‖v˜t‖ 5
2
]
+
[ K∑
l=1
∫
(0,1)3
ξ(θl)D(v˜t ◦ θl),jk
[
[(b˜)kj ]tt(0)D
3(q˜ ◦ θl)(0) +
∫ ·
0
[[(b˜)kj ]ttD
3(q˜ ◦ θl)]t
]]t
0
≤ Ct sup
[0,t]
[‖a˜tt‖1‖q˜t‖3‖v˜t‖ 5
2
+ ‖a˜ttt‖1‖q˜‖3‖v˜t‖ 5
2
]
+ ‖v˜t| 5
2
‖q˜(0)‖3‖b˜tt(0)‖1 + ‖v˜t| 5
2
t sup
[0,t]
[‖q˜t‖3‖b˜tt‖1 + ‖q˜‖3‖b˜ttt‖1] +N(u0)
≤ CδH˜(t)2 + tH˜(t)4 + CδN(u0), (26.6)
for any δ > 0. For the remaining term E113 ,
|E113 | ≤ C‖a˜tt‖ 3
2
‖q˜‖3‖v˜tt‖2 ≤ CH˜(t)4.
Consequently, we have
∣∣∫ t
0
E3
∣∣ ≤ CδH˜(t)2 + tH˜(t)4 + CδN(u0). (26.7)
26.4. Estimate for E7. By integrating by parts, E7 = E
1
7 + E
2
7 , with
E17 =
K∑
l=1
∫
(0,1)3
ξ(θl)D
2(b˜)kj (q˜tt ◦ θl)D2(v˜tt ◦ θl),jk ,
E27 =
K∑
l=1
∫
(0,1)3
ξ(θl),kD
2(b˜)kj (q˜tt ◦ θl)D2(v˜tt ◦ θl)j .
We first have
|E27(t)| ≤ C‖a˜‖2‖q˜tt‖2‖v˜tt‖2 ≤ CH˜(t)4.
Next, we notice by integrating by parts in time and space that∫ t
0
E17 =
K∑
l=1
∫ t
0
∫
(0,1)3
[D2(b˜t)
k
j (ξq˜tt ◦ θl),k +D2(b˜)kj (ξq˜ttt ◦ θl),k ]D2(v˜t ◦ θl)j
+
[ K∑
l=1
∫
(0,1)3
ξ(θl)D
2(b˜)kj (ξq˜tt ◦ θl),k D2(v˜t ◦ θl)j
]t
0
In the same fashion as we obtained (26.6), we then infer
∣∣∫ t
0
E17
∣∣ ≤ Ct sup
[0,t]
[‖b˜t‖2‖q˜tt‖2‖v˜t‖ 5
2
+ ‖b˜‖2‖q˜ttt‖2‖v˜t‖ 5
2
]
+ ‖v˜t‖ 5
2
‖q˜tt(0)‖2‖b˜(0)‖2 + ‖v˜t‖ 5
2
t sup
[0,t]
[‖q˜ttt‖2‖b˜‖2 + ‖q˜tt‖2‖b˜t‖2] +N(u0)
≤ CδH˜(t)2 + tH˜(t)4 + CδN(u0), (26.8)
where we have used (26.4b) for q˜ttt. Consequently, we have∣∣∫ t
0
E7
∣∣ ≤ CδH˜(t)2 + tH˜(t)4 + CδN(u0). (26.9)
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26.5. Estimate for E9. We notice by integrating by parts in space that
E9(t) =
K∑
l=1
∫
(0,1)3
ξ(θl)[(b˜l)
k
j ]D
2(q˜tt ◦ θl)D2(v˜tt ◦ θl),jk
+
K∑
l=1
∫
(0,1)3
ξ(θl),k [(b˜l)
k
j ]D
2(q˜tt ◦ θl)D2(v˜tt ◦ θl)j
Next by the divergence condition,
E9(t) = −
K∑
l=1
∫
(0,1)3
ξ(θl)D
2[(b˜l)
k
j ]D
2(q˜tt ◦ θl)(v˜tt ◦ θl),jk
− 2
K∑
l=1
∫
(0,1)3
ξ(θl)D[(b˜l)
k
j ]D
2(q˜tt ◦ θl)D(v˜tt ◦ θl),jk
+
K∑
l=1
∫
(0,1)3
ξ(θl),k [(b˜l)
k
j ]D
2(q˜tt ◦ θl)D2(v˜tt ◦ θl)j ,
showing that
|E9(t)| ≤ C‖b˜‖2‖q˜tt‖ 5
2
‖v˜tt‖2 ≤ CH˜(t)4. (26.10)
26.6. Estimate for E1. If ǫ
ijk denotes the sign of the permutation between {i, j, k} and
{1, 2, 3}, if i, j, k are distinct, and is set to zero otherwise, we obtain
E1 = E
1
1 + E
2
1 ,
with
E11 =
K∑
l=1
∫
(0,1)3
ξ(θl),k q˜ ◦ θlD2[(b˜l)kj ]ttD2(v˜tt ◦ θl)j ,
E21 =
1
2
K∑
l=1
ǫmnjǫpqk
∫
(0,1)3
ξq˜(θl)D
2[η˜ ◦ θl,mp η˜ ◦ θl,nq ]ttD2(v˜tt ◦ θl),jk .
26.6.1. Estimate of E11 . Now, for E
1
1 , since
Dt△u˜+ u˜,ij u˜,ij −∇[u˜,ji u˜,ij ] = 0,
we obtain in Ω˜ that
a˜ji (a˜
k
i v˜,k ),j (t) = △u˜(0) +
∫ t
0
[a˜mn (a˜
k
i v˜,
j
k a˜
l
j v˜,
i
l ),m ]
3
n=1 −
∫ t
0
a˜kj v˜,
i
k a˜
m
j (a˜
l
iv˜,l ),m ,
and thus,
a˜ji (a˜
k
i v˜t,k ),j = −[a˜ji (a˜ki ]tv˜,k ),j +[a¯mn (a˜ki v˜,jk a˜lj v˜,il ),m ]3n=1 − a˜kj v˜,ik a˜mj (a˜liv˜,l ),m . (26.11)
By elliptic regularity in the interior of Ω˜, we infer that for any ω whose closure is contained
in Ω˜,
‖v˜t‖3,ω ≤ Cω [‖a¯ji (a¯ki v˜t,k ),j ‖1,Ω˜ + ‖v˜t‖2] ≤ CωH˜(t).
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With this estimate and the condition ξ ◦ θl,k= 0 in a neighborhood of (0, 1)2×{0}, we then
obtain
|E11 | ≤ C‖q˜‖2
[
CH˜(t)‖η˜‖3 + ‖v˜‖23
]‖v˜tt‖2
≤ C(H˜(t)3 + 1). (26.12)
26.6.2. Estimate for E21 and the trace regularity. We now study E
2
1 , which will be the
term bringing the asymptotic regularity of the moving domain η˜(Ω˜). We have that
E21 =
3∑
l=1
E2l1 ,
with
E211 =
K∑
l=1
ǫmnjǫpqk
∫
(0,1)3
ξq˜(θl)D
2[v˜ ◦ θl,mp v˜ ◦ θl,nq ]D2(v˜tt ◦ θl),jk
E221 = 2
K∑
l=1
ǫmnjǫpqk
∫
(0,1)3
ξq˜(θl)[D(v˜t ◦ θl),mp D(η˜ ◦ θl),nq ]D2(v˜tt ◦ θl),jk
E231 =
K∑
l=1
1
2
ǫmniǫpqj
∫
(0,1)3
ξ(θl)[D
2(η˜tt ◦ θl),mp D2(η˜tt ◦ θl),ij ]tq˜ ◦ θl(η˜ ◦ θl),nq .
We first notice that
|E211 |+ |E221 | ≤ C‖q˜‖3‖v˜‖23‖v˜tt‖2 + C‖q˜‖3‖v˜t‖ 5
2
‖η˜‖3‖v˜tt‖2
≤ CH˜(t)4. (26.13)
Now, for the remaining term E231 , an integration by parts in time provides∫ t
0
E231 =
1
2
E2311 +
1
2
[E2321 ]
t
0,
with
E2311 = −
K∑
l=1
ǫmniǫpqj
∫ t
0
∫
(0,1)3
ξ(θl)D
2(v˜t ◦ θl),mp D2(v˜t ◦ θl),ij (q˜ ◦ θl (η˜ ◦ θl),nq )t,
E2321 = ǫ
mniǫpqj
∫
(0,1)3
ξ(θl)D
2(v˜t ◦ θl),mp D2(v˜t ◦ θl),ij q˜ ◦ θl (η˜ ◦ θl),nq .
First, for the perturbation term E2311 , by integrating by parts in space (and using q˜ = 0 on
Γ):
E2311 =
∫ t
0
K∑
l=1
ǫmniǫpqj
∫
(0,1)3
ξ(θl)D
2(v˜t ◦ θl),mpj D2(v˜t ◦ θl)i(q˜ ◦ θl (η˜ ◦ θl),nq )t
+
∫ t
0
K∑
l=1
ǫmniǫpqj
∫
(0,1)3
D2(v˜t ◦ θl),mp D2(v˜t ◦ θl)i(ξq˜ ◦ θl (η˜ ◦ θl),nq )t,j .
For the first integral, we notice that for any f , g smooth,
ǫmniǫpqjf,mpj f
ig,nq = ǫ
mniǫjqpf,mjp f
ig,nq ,
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and, since ǫpqj = −ǫjqp, this quantity equals zero, leading to
E2311 =
∫ t
0
K∑
l=1
ǫmniǫpqj
∫
(0,1)3
D2(v˜t ◦ θl),mp D2(v˜t ◦ θl)i(ξq˜ ◦ θl(η˜ ◦ θl),nq )t,j .
Consequently, as in (8.15) since the derivatives in D2 are horizontal,
|E2311 | ≤ C
∫ t
0
‖v˜t‖25
2
‖[ ‖∇(q˜t∇η)‖1 + ‖∇(q˜∇v˜)‖1]
≤ CtH(t)4. (26.14)
Now for E2321 , we will introduce the notation
V (l) = v˜ ◦ θl and E(l) = η˜ ◦ θl.
We then have after a change of variables made in order to get vector fields whose divergence
and curl are controlled:
E2321 =
K∑
l=1
ǫmniǫpqj
∫
(0,1)3
[
ξq˜ ◦ θl (D2Vt(l) ◦ E(l)−1),mp1 (E(l))E(l),p1p
(D2Vt(l) ◦ E(l)−1),ij1 (E(l))E(l),j1j (E(l) ◦ E(l)−1),nq1 E(l),q1q
]
.
Now, we notice that any triplet (i1, j1, q1) such that Card{i1, j1, q1} < 3 will not contribute
to this sum. For instance, if j1 = q1, we notice that by relabeling j and q,
ǫpqjE(l),p1p E(l),
j1
j E(l),
j1
q = ǫ
pjqE(l),p1p E(l),
j1
q E(l),
j1
j ,
where j1 = q1 is fixed in the sum above. Now, since ǫ
pqj = −ǫpjq, this shows that
ǫpqjE(l),p1p E(l),
j1
j E(l),
j1
q = 0.
By a similar argument,
ǫpqjE(l),p1p E(l),
p1
j E(l),
q1
q = 0.
Consequently, only the triplets where Card{i1, j1, q1} = 3 contribute to E2321 , showing that
E2321 =
K∑
l=1
ǫmniǫp1q1j1
∫
(0,1)3
[
ξq˜ ◦ θl ǫpqjǫp1q1j1E(l),p1p E(l),j1j E(l),q1q
(D2Vt(l) ◦ E(l)−1),mp1 (E(l))(D2Vt(l) ◦E(l)−1),ij1 (E(l))δnq1
]
.
Since for each given (p1, j1, q1) we have ǫ
pqjǫp1q1j1E(l),p1p E(l),
j1
j E(l),
q1
q = det∇E(l) = 1, we
then infer
E2321 =
K∑
l=1
ǫmniǫpqj
∫
η˜(Ω˜)
[
ξq˜ ◦ η˜−1(D2Vt(l) ◦ E(l)−1),mp (D2Vt(l) ◦ E(l)−1),ij δnq
]
.
By integrating by parts in space, we get by using q˜ = 0 on Γ˜:
E2321 = −
K∑
l=1
ǫmniǫpqj
∫
η˜(Ω˜)
[
ξq˜ ◦ η˜−1(D2Vt(l) ◦ E(l)−1),mpj (D2Vt(l) ◦ E(l)−1)iδnq
]
−
K∑
l=1
ǫmniǫpqj
∫
η˜(Ω˜)
[
(ξq˜ ◦ η˜−1),j (D2Vt(l) ◦ E(l)−1),mp (D2Vt(l) ◦ E(l)−1)iδnq
]
.
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Next, since for any f smooth,
ǫmniǫpqjf,mpj δ
n
q = 0,
we infer
E2321 = −
K∑
l=1
ǫmniǫpqj
∫
η˜(Ω˜)
(ξq˜ ◦ η˜−1),j (D2Vt(l) ◦ E(l)−1),mp (D2Vt(l) ◦ E(l)−1)iδnq .
Now, we notice that for δqnǫ
mniǫpqj 6= 0, if p = i, then necessarily j = m. Similarly, if p 6= i,
then since p 6= n, necessarily, p = m, and thus i = j. Therefore,
E2321 = −
K∑
l=1
ǫmniǫinm
∫
η˜(Ω˜)
(D2Vt(l) ◦ E(l)−1),mi (D2Vt(l) ◦ E(l)−1)i (ξq˜ ◦ η˜−1),m
−
K∑
l=1
ǫmniǫmni
∫
η˜(Ω˜)
(D2Vt(l) ◦ E(l)−1),mm (D2Vt(l) ◦ E(l)−1)i (ξq˜ ◦ η˜−1),i .
Now, in the same way as we obtained the divergence and curl estimates (24.32) and (24.33),
we have the same type of estimates for Vt(l) leading us to
‖
√
ξ(θl) [(D
2Vt(l) ◦ E(l)−1),mi −(D2Vt(l) ◦ E(l)−1),im ]‖H 12 (η˜(Ω˜))′ ≤ C,
‖
√
ξ(θl)div(D
2Vt(l) ◦ E(l)−1)‖
H
1
2 (η˜(Ω˜))′
≤ C.
The fact that D2 contains horizontal derivatives once again played a crucial role in these
estimates. This implies
E2321 =
K∑
l=1
∑
i6=m
∫
η˜(Ω˜)
(D2Vt(l) ◦ E(l)−1),im (D2Vt(l) ◦E(l)−1)i (ξq˜ ◦ η˜−1),m
+
K∑
l=1
∫
η˜(Ω˜)
(D2Vt(l) ◦ E(l)−1),ii (D2Vt(l) ◦ E(l)−1)i (ξq˜ ◦ η˜−1),i+R1
=
K∑
l=1
∫
η˜(Ω˜)
(D2Vt(l) ◦ E(l)−1),im (D2Vt(l) ◦ E(l)−1)i (ξq˜ ◦ η˜−1),m+R1,
with |R1(t)| ≤ CtH˜(t). Consequently,
E2321 = −
1
2
K∑
l=1
∫
η˜(Ω˜)
|D2Vt(l) ◦ E(l)−1|2△(ξq˜ ◦ η˜−1)
+
1
2
K∑
l=1
∫
∂η˜(Ω˜)
|D2Vt(l) ◦ E(l)−1|2(ξq˜ ◦ η˜−1),m n˜m +R1.
If we write q˜ = q˜(0) +
∫ t
0
q˜t, n˜ = N +
∫ t
0
n˜t, and use the fact that ξ = 1 on Γ˜, we then get
E2321 =
1
2
K∑
l=1
∫
∂η˜(Ω˜)
|D2Vt(l) ◦ E(l)−1|2 q˜(0),m N˜m +R2, (26.15)
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with |R2(t)| ≤ δH˜(t)2 +CδtH˜(t)4 +CδN(u0). Together with (26.5), (26.7), (26.9), (26.10),
(26.12), (26.13) and (26.14), this provides us on [0, Tκ] with
K∑
l=1
∫
(0,1)3
ξ(θl)|D2(v˜tt ◦ θl|2+1
2
K∑
l=1
∫
∂η˜(Ω˜)
|D2Vt(l) ◦ E(l)−1|2 (−q˜(0),m N˜m)
≤ δH˜(t)2 + CδtH˜(t)4 + CδN(u0). (26.16)
Similarly as in Section 24, from the pressure condition (1.2), this provides us with an estimate
of the type:
‖v˜tt‖22 + ‖v˜t‖25
2
≤ δH˜(t)2 + CδtH˜(t)4 + CδN(u0). (26.17)
The control
‖q˜‖23 ≤ δH˜(t)2 + CδtH˜(t)4 + CδN(u0), (26.18)
is then easy to achieve by elliptic regularity on the pressure system.
Next, we see that (26.17) implies that for any l ∈ {1, ...,K}, v˜t ◦ θl, and thus (q˜ ◦ θl),3 η˜ ◦
θl,1×η˜ ◦ θl,2, are controlled in H2((0, 1)2 × {0}) by the right-hand side of (26.17). This
implies the same control on (0, Tǫ) for
q˜ ◦ (θl),3 η˜ ◦ θl,1×η˜ ◦ θl,2∣∣q˜ ◦ (θl),3 η˜ ◦ θl,1×η˜ ◦ θl,2 ∣∣ in H2((0, 1)2 × {0}), i.e.
that
|n˜|2
2,Γ˜
≤ δH˜(t)2 + CδtH˜(t)4 + CδN(u0), (26.19)
which brings the H
7
2 regularity of the domain η˜(Ω˜).
Now, for v˜, we notice that from the identity on (0, 1)2 × {0}:
Vtt(l) + q˜ ◦ θl,3 V (l),1×E(l),2+q˜ ◦ θl,3E(l),1×V (l),2+q˜t ◦ θl,3E(l),1×E(l),2= 0,
we infer by taking the scalar product of the above vector by E(l),1 that
|V (l),1 ·n˜|23
2
,(0,1)2×{0} ≤ δH˜(t)2 + CδtH˜(t)4 + CδN(u0),
which by divergence and curl relations for ξ(θl)V (l),1 (E(l)
−1) similar in spirit to the ones
in Section 22, leads to
‖ξ(θl)V (l),1 ‖22,(0,1)3 ≤ δH˜(t)2 + CδtH˜(t)4 + CδN(u0).
In a similar fashion,
‖ξ(θl)V (l),2 ‖22,(0,1)3 ≤ δH˜(t)2 + CδtH˜(t)4 + CδN(u0).
Now, with divergence and curl relations for ξ(θl)V (l)(E(l)
−1) similar in spirit to the ones
in Section 22, this leads to
‖ξv˜‖23 ≤ δH˜(t)2 + CδtH˜(t)4 + CδN(u0),
and consequently, with the control of the divergence and curl of v˜ inside Ω˜ as in Section 22,
we get
‖v˜‖23 ≤ δH˜(t)2 + CδtH˜(t)4 + CδN(u0). (26.20)
Now, with the estimates (26.17), (26.18), (26.19) and (26.20), we then get similarly as in
Section 25 the existence of a time T > 0 independent of ǫ such that on (0, T ) the estimates
(26.2) hold, and such that we have H˜(t) ≤ N(u0) on (0, T ) for any ǫ > 0 small enough.
Therefore, we have a solution to the problem with optimal regularity on the initial data and
domain as the weak limit as ǫ→ 0.
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27. Uniqueness
Let (v, q) and (v¯, q¯) be solutions of 1.2 on [0, T ]. We denote δv = v − v¯ and δq = q − q¯.
We then introduce the energy:
f(t) =
K∑
l=1
∫
(0,1)d
ξ(θl)|D2(vtt ◦ θl − v¯tt ◦ θl)|2,
where D2v stands for any second order horizontal space derivative v,i1i2 . By proceeding in
the same way as in the previous section, and using the fact that the divergence and curl of
δv have a transport type structure as well, we obtain an energy inequality similar to (26.17),
without the presence of N(u0) (since δv(0) = 0). This establishes uniqueness of solutions.
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